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CREA TING SYNERGY
IN CHURCHES WITH MULTIPLE CON GREGA TIONS

by
C. Michae l Pearson

Church growth has always presented the blessing and challenge of accommodating
larger crowds with bui lding expansions and ad ded service t imes. The last few decades,

how ever, have seen the emergence of a new blessing and chal lenge —a diversified group
of people being reached through a dive rsified church ministry. Most noticeable among
these divers ified types of ministr ies are worship styles that draw people of dif ferent

backgrounds, cultures, and, sometimes, ages groups. This new phenomenon is creating
additional congre gations within a s ingle church.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to discover what factors inf luence the
creat ion of synergy within a church of multip le congregat ions. This study measured fo ur
factors. The study revealed that leadership and communication were the strongest
comp onents related to creat ing synergy. In addit ion, a si gnificant le vel of posit ive
correlat ion existed in all four compo nents bein g measured.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLE M

The twenty-first century has presented the overall church with the cha llenge of
doing re levant min istry within the changing culture it is called to rea ch. One might e ven

consider that with each new generation come enough social d ifferences to cause the
church to take a closer look at how its own miss ion field now consists of peo ple whose
worldv iew m ight very we ll differ from its own set of assumed ch urch values. This
difference would suggest that one of the greater bar riers fac ing the church in sharing the
gospel is not one of theology but o ne of culture (Morr is 108).
In order to meet tho se challenges, churches across den ominational l ines are

introducing, changing, and/or expanding the types of ministry that successfully reach,
serve, and bui ld comm unity with each new generat ion. As a result of th is increase in
attendance an d mem bership within a s ingle church, the deman d for space and alternati ve
forms of ministry has resulted in a phenomen on that this project has ch osen to refer to as
multiple congre gations.
Conducting multiple worship serv ices at d ifferent t imes in order to uti lize space is
nothing new to grow ing churches. This expansion becomes the bes t use an d stewardship
of church faci lities. Ne verthe less, churches tha t divers ify their min istry and successfully
begin to draw people of a postmo dern mind -set, of various l ife experi ences, of little or no
church backgroun d, or even those of simi lar back grounds wh o attend se parate serv ices
also find themselves being a church with multip le worshipping congregat ions.
For church co nsultant Lyle Schal ler, this dynamic is a necessary improvement to

bring vitalization into the church that, for the past century, has been accustomed to
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partic ipating in corporate worship of one kind i n one sing le space. He affirms that
reaching, attract ing, serving, nurturing, and equipping persons at different stag es of fa ith
should have three to f ive separate physical env ironment s for worship (11 ). This varying

type of diversity sets up the situation to be considered for this project.
Multisite Church
In the process of bec oming a pastor in the Un ited Methodist Church, o ne ’s first
appoint ment is l ikely to invo lve serving a charge with two or more churches. Th is type of
appoint ment, for the mo st part, consists of rural or smal l-town churches that are
geographica lly located on separate pieces of property. Each church serves out its cal

l as

Christians assembled for the purpo se of minister ing to the commu nity that is
geographica lly oriented to its location (Van Ge lder 163). Neverthe less, because each
church is financ ially unable to afford its own ful l-time pastor, one pastor is appointed to a
charge of two or more churches. Th is type of appoint ment requires div iding the pastor ’s

time between each church.
Though one past or serves the entire charge, each church has its own
administrati ve structure, consist ing of committees such as Pastor -Parish Relat ions,
Finance, Trustees, and Lay Leadership. The pastor, therefore, becomes one of the
comm on links between eac h congregat ion. This sett ing of individual congregat ions
presents the pa stor with the chall enge of cr eating an atmosp here of unity, fe llowship, and
support that represent s one ch urch for Christ and n ot separate churches in com petition

with one another. This cha llenge is not easi ly, if ever, accomplished.
Multisite churches also inc lude a grow ing number that have chose n to ex pand
their min istry by building or expanding secondar y camp uses in differ ent areas of thei r
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town or city. In this s ituation, these mul tisite min istries are served by separate staff from
the main campu s but are con nected as o ne church t hrough o ne or two key peo ple serv ing
on the main staff of the overal l church.

Multis ervice Church
Churche s also tend to develop multiple worship ser vices and, to a certa in degree ,
establish something of a multi -point charge that exists on the same property. In this case,
members or attendees of this one ch urch might choo se to attend a nd support the 8:00
a.m., 9 :30 a.m., or 1 1:00 a.m. se rvice; the t raditional, contemp orary, or alternat ive
service; or Pastor Jones ’ service or Pastor Wa lker’s service.
Marva J. Dawn ar gues that offer ing choice in worship style dev elops div ision and
that this div ision demo nstrates a misun derstan ding to the focus of worship. She s uggests
that having choice in worship style is counterpro ductive because it promotes a vendor,
consumer men tality and that it separates people based on age or prefer ence (5 50).
Kenno n L. Cal lahan disagr ees w ith Dawn on el iminating the choices churches

offer with different worship styles. Ne verthe less, he does speak to the issue of
divisiveness that occurs when ch urches have only two ch oices. He a rgues that having
only two o ptions pro motes tension an d beco mes an u nhealthy as pect of church u nity

(Small, Strong Congregations 119). Church planter and coach Dr. Jim Gr iffith also
agrees that hav ing only two groups creates a tension of one aga inst the other.
Neverthe less, whether one refers to two or more groups or two or m ore styles, div ersity
still points to the fact that when a church diversi fies its ministry to reach d ifferent
cultures or people with d ifferent spir itual or worship needs, a certa in degree of dispersed

loyalty, unintentional as it might be, is likely to occur.
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This pheno menon beca me evident to me as a result of ha ving served an

appointment with fi ve separate churches and attended, observed, and talked with people
in larger churches with mult iple services. Ref lecting on these observations revea led an

us-versus-them mentality, possibly developing solely from knowing very few , if any, of
the peo ple who attend the ot her servi ces or other churches. In such cases, whet her a fa ith
comm unity has separate congregations meeting in separate locat ions or separate
congregat ions meeting at the same locat ion, dive rsity presents a chal lenge to creat ing and
maintaining a sense of overa ll unity and purpo se as one ch urch.
The Challenge
In both sce narios, people connect with a certa in location, worship style, or

generation of peo ple, indicat ing that people come to the Church of Jesus C hrist in
different ways and with certa in preferences. Art icle VII of the Augsburg Confession
states its bel ief that the church ’s rites and ceremonies do not have to be t he same
everywhere ( Bente and Dau 4). N everthe less, the cha llenge f rom within a s ingle church
become s one of creating an atmosphere of su pport and co mbined effort on t he part of
each separate congregat ion to achieve a commo n call given to al l of God ’s people —to
become o ne church for Christ and not se parate serv ices or congre gations in competition
with one another. The church is intended to bring people together in spite of the ir
differences and to u nite them in the comm on faith of Christ (Dawn 551). To establ ish this
type of overal l unity is not for the purp ose of creating a holy huddle of Christians focused
only on t hemselves but to bring about the greater impact the church has when all its

diversity works together for the common cause of Christ—what this study refers to as
church-wide synergy.
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The Purpose
Given the possibil ity that competition can naturally deve lop w ithin a church of
multiple congregat ions, the long -range scope of this project was to discover and
implement the synergistic elements necessary to making the trans ition from a s ingle

congregation church to a church with multiple congregat ions more effect ive.
Therefore, in one concise statement, the pur pose of this project was to discover
what factors inf luence the creat ion of synergy within a church of multip le congre gations.
Research Que stions
In order to fulf ill the purpose of this of this stud y, three research questions are

presented to guide the research.
Research Que stion #1

What are the elements that help create synergy in churches with multiple
congregat ions?
Research Que stion # 2

Do churches of either mixed worship style or same worship style corre late with
higher synergy numbers?
Definition of Terms
This research ut ilizes three k ey terms that may invite ambi guous interpretations.
The fo llowing explanations help prevent such pos sible ambi guities by the read er.
Synergy
The ma in focus of this stud y centered on t he concep t of church s ynergy. In the
business sect or, synergy represents the co mbined productivity gained when two or more
compa nies, elements, or entities mer ge together. In the socia l sector, synergy refers to a
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form of onene ss, con nection, and/ or com munity. Therefore, for the purpose of this stu dy,

synergy is defined as the overa ll sense of oneness that draws each unique co ngregat ion
together toward achiev ing a commo n God -given vision, so that the pe rformance of the
entire church results in a greater min istry than is possible by the sum of each

congregation on its own.
Congregation
For the purp ose of this stu dy, a congregation is def ined as being a separate
worshipping comm unity. Therefore , mult iple congre gations refer to two or more
worshipping comm unities of di fferent styles or worship times that take p lace under the
direct ion of a sing le church .
Church
For the purp ose of this stu dy, a church is un derstoo d to be a b ody of belie vers

organized and identified under o ne name that is made u p of two or m ore worshipping
congregat ions.
Projec t Description
This project sought to discover the degree of synergy that exists with

in six

churches with multiple congregat ions. These findings w ere further compared bet ween
each of the six churches to determine any c ommon factors that helped create that synergy

within these six churches.
Context
The focus of this study was bor n out of an app ointment to Lafayette Street Un ited
Methodist Ch urch (LSUMC) in Dothan, Alabama. This congreg ation was a downtown
church in a city of more than seventy tho usand. Fifty years ago, this church was
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considered one of the flagship churches in the Alabama-West Flor ida Annual
Conference. During that time, this church was known for its e vange listic impact on the

community; its United Methodist men’s organization, which gained national recogn ition
for its community service and financia l contributions to no nprofit organ izations; and, its

impact on over thirty-five men who recei ved their call and entered into ful l-time pastoral
ministry.
Curren t Status

LSUMC has declined from an average attendance in the upper seven hundreds to
approximately 1 40 at the time of my appointment as pastor. This church has not o nly
declined in membership and average at tendance num bers, but it has also grown older in
average age. For example, 88 percent of its active membership at the time of my
appoint ment was between t he ages of sixty -five and 10 1. The fact that the majority of this
church is comprised of senior cit izens makes them no less v ital than any ot her brother or
sister in Christ; however, consideration must be given to the limit th is statist ic places on

its human resources for ministry, as we ll as the f ixed financi al resources that come from
being in retirement status.
In addition to the natural pheno menon of death that plagues an older church, the
lack of consistent leadersh ip and the loss of vis ion also had an impact on the decline.
With the weakened interest in outreach and ministry to children, youth, and fa milies,
many tran sferred out to ot her churches. An dy Stanley, Reggie Joiner, and Lane Jones

state, “ People stop sh owing up when an organization is not w inning. Nothing w ill empty
seats faster than a losing streak ” ( 69). Whi le descr ibing the loss of attenda nce as a losing
streak does not fit we ll with the mission of the church, people apparently do ten d to go to
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other churches if they sense the mission and ministry of their own church is not meeting
their own personal and spiritua l needs, as we ll as the need s of the general community.
The loss of membership b y death an d transfer added t o the d ownward trend at LSUMC.
In addition to the loss of v ision, LS UMC ’s locat ion has placed another factor in
its dec line. This church was located in a sect ion of Dothan that has transitioned from

being an upper-middle c lass, predominantly Caucasian neighborho od to being a lower
econo mic, mixed rac ial neighborhoo d. The result of this trans ition gave way to a rise in
criminal activity in the surroun ding nei ghborh oods, including some unsafe activ ity
happe ning in and outside the church itself. Safety issues alone le ft many mem bers feel ing
uneas y. This uneasiness presented t he need to hire a secur ity serv ice to guard the
premises during church acti vity.

While the neighborhood has changed, this church has been stau nchly against
change within itself. In an attempt to address t he mem bership decline and the changing
neighborho od, an o pportunity to relocate to an area of predicted growth was presented
over twenty years ago, and it was voted down. Today, a United M ethodist church sits in
the general area that was being considered then, and that congregation has now grown to
be one of the largest and strongest United M ethodist churches in the city.
With the exod us of y oung fami lies and cou ples, the con dition of the
neighborho od, the decline in attendance, and the overall age of the church, LSUMC w as
left with the choice to stay in its current trend of decl ine unti l it must close its doors, or
make the decis ion to do w hat is necessary to rev italize its future.
A New Challenge
On 4 December 2 005, LSUMC voted by an 80 percent majority to re locate. This
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vote to relocate and the dynamics that wil l be invo lved in this t ransit ion are what present

the long-range focus of this stud y. The new vision at LS UMC is to live up to our heritage
of reach ing each new gener ation for C hrist . What is particu larly salient about the vision
to this stud y is the intent to dive rsify in order to reach new generat ions for Christ.
Diversification takes into consideration different types of worship settings for diff erent
age groups, ministry designed to be as muc h off campus as on campus, an d beco ming
more intentional in various approaches to introd ucing unchurc hed pe ople to Jesus C hrist.
Fulfilling this vision was a dec isive factor in voting to re locate the exist ing

congregation to a new area whi le simultaneously planting a new congregat ion focused o n
reaching a new generat ion of people. This new beg inning further ushered in the
discussion and decision not only to relocat e and restart the church but also to rename t he
church. LSUMC is now offic ially Greystone UMC (G UMC).
This relocat ion endeavor translates into start ing over as a church with mult iple
congregat ions. It means facing the cha llenge of c reating an atmosphere o f unity and
down playing any competition mind -set that might arise as a resu lt of start ing ove r with
two separate worshipping comm unities. Therefore, this study was born o ut of a need to
establish a way to create an overa ll sense of synergy with in an up -and-coming church
project that wil l be rev italized through congregat ional d iversity.
In order to gain insights to help LSU MC in this transit ion, as we ll as other

churches in similar situations, the context for this research focused on six churches that
exhibit a mult i-congre gational status. More and more churches are experimenting w ith
and m oving into new serv ices that are attract ing a new constituency of people. In some
cases, churches are forced to move to additional serv ices to accomm odate rising numbers
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of people attending their churches. The intent of this project was not to discuss or
compare the be nefits of one worship style over the other; rather, the

intent was to look at

how ch urches with multipl e congregat ions develop a sense of synergy among its en tire
members hip.
Locale
The six churches used for o bservation are located with in south Alabama, Georgia ,

and the panhandle of Flor ida. W ithin the state of A labama, the churches are Harvest
United Methodist Church and Bethel Baptist Church in Dothan, Grace Place United
Methodist Ch urch in Semmes, and Demopolis F irst United Methodist Church in
Demop olis. Within the state of F lorida is Sa int Luke United Methodist Church in
Pensacola. Within the state of Geor gia is Saint Mar k United Methodist Church in
Columb us.
Methodology
This was an eva luative study in the descriptive mode to determine the factors of
church sy nergy through a n onexperimental quantitative resear cher -designed survey. The
assessme nt of each church revealed an overa ll synergy score based on the L ikert sca le.

Each survey was segmented into fiv e blocks of statements, with separate scores be ing
calcu lated for each b lock.

Participants
I selected six churches based o n several predeterm ined crit eria.
Historic al background. Two histor ical backgrounds w ere set as criteria to
determine i f synergy accomplished and maintained equal scores in both categories or

if

synergy differed according ly. These two back grounds included two ch urches that were
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new church plants within the past twenty-five years and four churches who se ministry
has existed over twenty-five years in the same locat ion.
The first histor ical category inc luded two churc hes that are new church plants

within the past twenty-five years and are st ill under the leadership of the founding
pastors. These churches are Harvest United Methodist Church, located in Dothan,
Alabama, and Grace P lace, located in Semmes, Alabama.
The second historica l cate gory inc luded four churches t hat have been in existence

for over twenty-five years in the same location. These churches include F irst United
Methodist Ch urch , located in Demopolis, A labama, Bethel Bapt ist Church, located in

Dothan, Alabama, St. Luke United M ethodist Churc h, located in Pensacola, Florida, and
St. Mar k United Methodist Church, located in Columbus , Georgia.
Time fr ame . These s ix churches were sele cted on a time cr iteria of a twenty -year
time frame. Within th is twenty -five year w indow, each church mus t have begun with one
single worshipping congre gation and grown into two or more co ngregat ions of wo rship

styles or worship times. This time w indow was chosen in order to allow enough churches
to be included in this resea rch and also meet the other criter ia.
Average attend ance. These churches must have had an average worship
attendance of 250 or less w ithin a s ingle service before it moved into multipl e
congregat ional status. The purpose of this select ion was to observe churches that were as
close to the size of LSUMC as possible and sti ll maintain integrity within the resea rch.

Constants
At the core of this study was the intent to o bserve, not test. It did not focus o n
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manipulating se lected independe nt variab les in order to measure the extent of impact on
depen dent variabl es. Therefore , the e lements treated in this study are treated as constants.
William Wiersma and Stephen G. Jurs define a constant as a characterist ic or condit ion
that is the same for a ll the individuals in a study (33). The constants within this study are
a random sa mpling f rom within each of the s ix congregat ions.

Instrumentation
The instrumentation for this project was a researcher -des igned and edited survey
based o n a simi lar survey entit led Partne rship Self -Assessmen t Tool (Center for the
Advancement). The Partner ship Self -Assessmen t Tool was desi gned specif ically to
measure sy nergy levels in corporations with functional partnerships.

The revised survey

of this project is a quantitat ive approach to asses s a representative perception of church
synergy base d on the respo nses given.
Data Collection
This study de pended upon the partici pat ion of six dif ferent churches. To
encourage the coo peration of these churches, I sent a packet of materia l to each senior
pastor, asking for permission to inc lude them in this study. This packet included four
pieces of information. The first piece simply described this project, its purpose, an d my
agreement to make ava ilable the f indings of th is study as it pertained to their church. The

second piece included an instructional sheet on how the selected church staff would
partic ipate in creat ing the random sample needed to survey. The thi rd piece included the

survey that his or her membership wo uld be recei ving in the mai l (see Appendix C) . The
fourth piece was a sample of the Church Synergy Asses sment Rep ort (see Appendix G)

that would be returned with the information obtained from t he surveys.
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Once agreed upon b y the senior past or, the church generated a rando m sample for
me. Then each person on t he list rece ived a survey packet through the mai l. The pack et
included a cover letter f rom his or her senior pa stor encouraging part icipation, a cover
letter expla ining the survey and time line for r eturning the documen t, and a return self addressed sta mped envelope.
Delimitations and Gene raliz ability
This study was lim ited to a smal l region for my convenience. The findings of this
study can o nly be genera lized to churches of simila r size and demographic var iables. The
subjective nature of the survey is a lso a delimiting factor.
Theological Endorsement
Creating synergy in churches with multip le congreg ations f inds endorsement

within the theology of commu nity. Of part icular focus is the Apostle Pau l’s
understa nding and the ology of comm unity. This theology ta kes on the follow ing five
character istics.
A Synergized Community
The Greek New Testament uses the term synergoi/συνεργοι from which sy nergy
is transl ated. This term does carry with it the idea of work ing together , but the contex t in
which the term is used indicates more than the phy sical act of ser ving together. The
following sect ion looks at the two terms syn/ συν and ergo/ εργο, which make up this
comp ound word, as wel l as its use w ithin Scr ipture, wh ich creates a theology of greate r
glory to God through the co mbined efforts of his people.
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The c ontextual use of syn/ συν . The prefix syn/ συν is used in di fferent contex ts
through out the New Testament. By itse lf, it trans lates “ with” or “together with”
(Zodhiates 16 74). For example, in reference to Ma ry’s vis it to her cousin El izabeth, Luke
1:56 states, “Mary stayed with (συν) her about three mo nths” (NIV). This term implied

more than a mere preposition or had more meaning than to the idea of being “along side
of.” It implies a closer connection than does the proposition meta (µετα) or pros (προς),
which also transl ate to mean “ in company with ” or “ along side of ” (1674).

Depending on its context, syn makes reference to a personal connection,
comm onality of experience, purpose, investment, or potential. For example, Pau

l states in

Roma ns 6:8, “But if we d ied with [συν] Christ, we believe we will also live with

[συζησοµεν] him.” The theolog ical implications of being with (συν) Christ indicat es a
comm on experience and con nection with him whi le in no way indicat ing that one was
literally with or in physical proximity of Chr ist. Ruth Page inserts that this synergy of
with comes from the divine life and energy that is offered to be lievers in order to work
alongside limited e fforts as they pertain to a his or her thoughts an d actions in their varied

context (God with Us 52). This synergy re fers back to the personal connection and
potential which be lievers have in and with Christ, to which Page further comments that
believers are not only to be respo nsive and responsible to God and others, bu t that they

are also to be responsive and responsible with God ( Ambiguity 197).
One other un ique way Pa ul chose to use t he term with (συν) was in a manner that
indicated Christian community. Paul consistently chose to use συν when making
reference to brothers and sisters of the fa ith. For example, in the concluding remarks in
his lette r to the Ro man church, he gave instructions to “Greet Asyncritus, Phlegon,
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Hermes, Patrobas, and the br others with [συν] them. Greet Philologus, Jul ia, Nereus and
his sister, and Oly mpas, and all the sa ints who are with [συν] them. Greet one another

with [εν] a holy kiss” (16:15 -16). Pau l intentional ly juxtapose s the use of with/συν and
with/εν in this ve rse.
Similar uses can be foun d in 1 Cor inthians 1: 2, 5:4, Galatians 1:2, Philippians 4 :9,
and Colos sians 4: 21. Implied in these passages is a connection with one ano ther that goes
beyond proximity or fami liarity, but one of com munity. Th is personal connection is a
major com ponent to understan ding the concept of sy nergy when it is applied to the
church co mmunity. It brings w ith it more than an un derstan ding of mere ly working
together for a g reater outcome. It takes into consideration a sense of belonging

and

acceptance within the church comm unity that brings energy with in itself, which leads

into the other portion of the term that needs defining.
The c ontextual use of ergo/ εργο. The other Greek term used in the comp ound
word sy nergy is ergo ( εργο). This root b ecomes a fami liar word trans lated in Eng lish as
work or, to use anot her term, energes/ ενεργες, which can be translated as energy. It
carries with it a gener ic meaning of be ing in act ion, to be operative, to be at work
(Zodhiates 62 1). The context in which this term is used also provides a s ignificant
connection t o its overa ll influence on the term sy nergy.
In Matthew 14 :2, Herod makes reference to the powers that wer e working/

ενεργουσιν in John t he Baptist. In Ph ilippians 2 :13, Paul acknowledg es that God is the
one wh o is working/ ενεργων in each perso n to wil l and to work/ ενεργειν on behalf of his
good pleasure. The context sup plies an understanding of work as the energy, the e ffective
power of God himself, act ing in and through his children ( Rienecker and Rogers
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552). God is energy. He is not a stagnant presence, but he is work ing and bring ing his
energy and power into the li ves of those in whom he dwells.
The c ontextual use o f synergoi/ συνεργοι. Therefore, form ing a compou nd wor d
from these two terms offers more tha n a definit ion of work ing together. It serves as a
term of investment, a term of commitment and covena nt. It serves as a te rm indic ating the
overall energy of a comm unity in s ervice to ach ieve only what God can achieve through

them.
In Philippians 4 :3, Pau l speaks of those who served in the work of the gospel

as

coworkers /συνεργοι. In 3 Joh n 8, the Apostle John s peaks of one as being a
coworker/ συνεργοι with the truth. This term implies a partnership w ith God and/or ot her
Christians at work together in the world, wh ich inherently includes a onenes s with those
different from oneself (Pa ge, God with Us 26). Therefore, synergy becomes a vested
union of the parties invol ved to comb ine each unique contribution for the sake of the
overall purpose of the C hurch of Jesus C hrist.
A Connected Community
In many of Paul ’s letters, he makes references in his final greetings to something
of the scenario g iven in this study —namely, man y groups with one purpose. Paul
become s the com mon link among these congregations and takes on the role of encourager
and overseer, of sorts, to churches in any given a rea. H is final greetings in his letter to the
Roma ns, for example, makes three direct references to house ch urches an d several
indirect references to others, al l of whom he instructs to be in comm unication with one
another with his greet ings and the content of his message. These re ferences imply a
comm on bond and unity among these h ouse churche s that do not ap pear on the s urface to
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be plagued with the mind-set of competition. Luke Timothy Jo hnson believes that the
home, not the tem ple, was the center of Christ ian piety ( Writing 57). Mea ls took on a
certa in sacred character, for mea ls symb olized fe llowship, and eat ing together s ignified
spiritua l agreement (6 0). Karl Barth explains that this type of unity orig inates in the

corporate acknowledgement of one Lord, one faith, one baptism, and one God above all,
for all, and in a ll (27).

In Paul’s final greetings to the church in Colosse, lov ing cooperation for the good
of Jesus C hrist is carried out through the exc hange of his lette rs and the offer of
encouragement t o one an other. He does n ot view the sa lvation experience between God
and the indiv idual to b e isolated to that relat ionship alone. It has other ti es, ties that
connect t he indiv idual to the larger commu nity of the church. The gospel is as much
about t ying bel ievers in relationship with one another as it is with God. One is not
exclusive to the ot her. Dietr ich Bonhoeffer testif ies that th is connection to other
Christians is a “source of incomparable joy an d strength to the believer” (19). Jesus
grounds t his theology in the Great Comman dmen t: “Love the Lord your Go d with al l
your heart an d with al l your so ul and with a ll your mind. Th is is the f irst and greatest

commandment. An d the seco nd is like it: Love your nei ghbor as yo urself” ( Matt. 22:3739). Attempting to love God and be in re lationship with him also means attempting to
love and be in relationship to ot hers. The more genuine and the deeper the com munity
connection become s, the more everything e lse between bel ievers recede, and the more
clearly Jesus Christ and his work wi ll become the one and only thing that is v ital
(Bonhoeffer 26 ).
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Robert Banks agrees that this sa lvation experience between God an d the
individual mends the estranged relationship among other perso ns by bringing them into a
new com munity, one in which this new life lived out actual ly deepens the co mmunity
itself (19-20). He sta tes, “ To embrace the gospel, then, is to enter into comm unity. A
person can not have one without the ot her” (27 ). To love God is to love one another. To
love one another is to understan d and e mbrace such a co nnection.
People gather as the church for sever al reasons, two of which invo lve

experiencing the presence of God and experiencing community with each other. Thomas
G. Long states, “ Churches have foun d ways to bring people together and to address ... the
desire for companionship and belonging ” (25). Pau l’s theology of com munity is an
automatic benefit of sal vation in a spi ritual sense. For one to know Christ is to be in
Christ, and to be in Christ is to be in him w ith others.
A Gifted Community
Paul’s theology of com munity also inc ludes a functioning body through the
diverse gifts distributed b y the Holy Spirit . He speaks to this giftedness in 1 Cor inthians
12:12-31. Among the severa l church -wide problems that Paul is addressing in this letter,
he speaks of how the y should be using their individual giftedne ss to serve more
effect ively as one church. To he lp these Christians ga in a better understan ding and
prevent further div isiveness, he uses a com parative analogy of how the church as
comm unity is l ike the human body.
The human b ody beco mes a metap horical example of multip le parts and/or organs
working together to create a corre lated movement. Li kewise, a single congregat ion is
made u p of separate organizat ions working tog ether to create an equal ly corre lated
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movement a nd outcome. The apparent intent of this metaphor is to point out that w hen no
correlat ion, cooperation, or agre ement exists among parts, as in the huma n body, the
result is dis-ease within the church body. It is not functioning as true community. True

community exist in the belief that cooperation beats competition (Van Marrew ijk 152).
With the distribution of g ifts comes natural dive rsity. W ithin the church, the

structure of administration, for example, is set up on the concep t of divers ity. Different
departmen ts or com mittees serve an I function, which makes the bo dy of Christ, as a
whole, operate more effect ively. This function dictates that dive rsity, by v irtue of
giftedness, exists as an ordained blessing, wh ich causes a deeper sense of wholeness an d
unity to reside in the body (Banks 60 ).

Organizations util ize different functions that work together to form a corre lated
synergy, but s ynergy also takes place on a smal ler level. For example, examin ing and
being aware of how each ministry can potential ly create interre lationships beco mes

another step fro m which synergy wil l emerge. Organizat ional synergy is one goal that
cannot be achieved w ithout sy nergy being deve loped and achieved on an activ ity-byactivity basis (Ensi gn 661).
Multiplicity and simpl icity are integrated in 1 Corinthians 1 2:12, 13, and 20
through t he use of the word s many and one. Paul makes reference to this dichotomy two
chapters previous when, in refer ence to the sym bolic nature of the bread in communion,

he states, “Because there is one [emphasis mine] loaf, we, who are many [emphasis
mine], are one bo dy, for we al l partake of one [emphasis mine] loaf” (1 Cor. 10:17). God,
who is responsible for the distr ibution of these man y gifts and functions, designs this
degree of di versity to function within a body of one. This des ign is emphasized in ve rses
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18 and 1 9, where unity becomes the key, not uniformity (Rienecker

and Rogers 42 9).

Oscar Cul lman points o ut further that Paul shows clear ly that the Holy Spir it creates unity
not only in spite of d iversity but precise ly through it ( 16).

In order to have synergy, harmo ny am ong the various partssh ould be present. C.
Brownlow Hasting uses the concept of harmony to describe the need for the gift of
diversity to work w ithin the church (37). In musical terms, harmony takes place when a

series of d issonant n otes, voices, or instrument s are uti lized in a way that complement
one an other. In the church, harm ony is the effect produced by t he Holy Spir it when
diverse ly gifted bel ievers and/or comm unities act ively enga ge each other in seek ing the

highest good of God’s kingdom. Hastings states further that this harmony leaves open the
manner in which structures and pr ograms need to be for med an d allows for the Holy
Spirit to move dive rse people and comm unities into dif ferent c ircumstances (113).
Plac ing multiple talents together caused these Christians in Corinth to think more hi

ghly

of certa in people over others. The natural outcome to suc h a paradigm is envy and
division. Verses 24 -26 expla in how favor itism and special status are downplayed in this
theology of com munity as a means to protect itself a gainst div ision. Jesus also makes
reference to the negat ive impact that special status and indiv idualism has on a group: “A
kingdom div ided aga inst itse lf will be ru ined, and every city or household divid ed aga inst
itself will not stand ” (Matt. 1 2:25). In Paul’s theology, this pr inciple of d ivision applies to
Christian commu nity, as we ll.

Cohesion in Christian community is indicated by a few key terms found in the
text. First, these be lievers were baptized/εβαπτισθηµεν into one bo dy (1 Cor. 12 :13).
Paul is not referr ing to the baptism that is an outward sign of an inward g race. Bapt ism in
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this refe rence is the inward grace. This inward grace is the supernatural work of being
placed in Chr ist, a spi ritual commonality that tears down barriers based on race, culture ,
status, and/ or life exper ience. Cohesive synergy beg ins with the transforming and
regenerat ing wor k of the Holy Spi rit.
Second, the se belie vers a re arrange d (ηθελησεν, vs. 18) and combine d

(συνεκερασεν, vs. 24) by God. The term ηθελησεν refers to h is act of cr eating, wh ile
συνεκερασεν refers more toward an act of mix ing or b lending together (R ienecke r and
Rogers 42 9). Examining the use of both terms leads one to co nclude that diversity is a
part of God ’s sovereign w ill. Community b uilt on this concept of blending indicates a
new coll aborative order of interdepende nce, mutual instruction, and com monality (Guder
146). Diversity essentia lly becomes a divine a rrangement of each one ’s uniquenes s that

com plement s the uniqueness of others. At the same time, the diverse gifting of the Ho ly
Spirit articulates the commu nity life together , for combining them together cre ates the
synergy neede d to acco mplish his perfect purpose that cann ot otherwise be done

(Joh nson, Writing 370).
A Loving Community
This conversation on comm unity giftedness concludes with the bo nding agent that

pulls together the many parts that serve with the synergy of one body —love. The
importance of this one element in Paul’s theology of comm unity is best dem onstrated in 1
Corinthians 13 by what he describes as the “ most excellent way ” (vs. 1) and “the greatest
of these” (vs. 13). The pla cement of an entire chapter on the subject of love between two
chapters that talk about diverse gifting and serving is no acc ident.
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From this theology, church s ynergy is exerc ised and li ved out as an inward love
intended to s upport an d build up each other an d an ou tward love intended to reach and
serve those not yet in Christ. B iblical synergy is not possible, has no meaning, and has n o
lasting impact on Christian comm unity if love is not involved, remembering Pau l’s word
in Romans 13:8 : “ Let no debt remain ou tstanding, except the continuing debt to love one
another, for he who loves his fe llowman has fulfi lled the law.” The bonding agent to

community and the motivating factor behind church synergy is love.
A Community of Bel onging
Community beco mes an ex pression of Christian fe llowship and how that
fellowship lives itself out amo ng those co nnecte d through Christ. John son agrees that
Christian commu nity is not a matter of simply be ing friendly to one ano ther, but this
relationship is expressed in three ways of agape-sty le giving for the good of others:

1. The community contains a sense of unity and equality.
2. The community practices the sharing of themselv es to help each other.
3. The community is marked by a genuine obli gation to one an other (“ Making
Connections ” 160-61).
Long sees this k ind of comm unity as o ne where its members gi ve themselv es to
somet hing larger than themselves. He be lieves in a deep yearning w ithin each person to
be a part of joining with others in pouring out their lives for something that actually
matters in life (19). Jeanne H inton sh ows how Europea n Christian comm unities, both

Catholic and Protestants, are f inding a synthesis of comm on concern centering on
ministry to others. They hold in common t he aim of build ing a church “in sol idarity w ith

the poor” (51). Callahan supports this precept when he states, “Wherever events of
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mission are shared, whereve r people live life’s pilgrimage with each other and for the
world, there one discovers community” (Twelve Keys 35). In this sense, community does
not exist to simply be together, but aut hentic comm unity is built together through a
comm on purpose in l ife.

These agape -style characte ristics not only build and express genuine Christian
comm unity, b ut they also beco me fou ndational character istics that should help build and
be witnessed in church sy nergy. Genuine comm unity is synergy; therefore, c hurch
synergy m ust be groun ded in a strong sense of belonging.
In conclusion, un derstanding these five areas of Pau l’s theology of com munity
helps bring a b iblical premise to the question of cr eating church sy nergy. This premise

simply states that synergy is the designed wi ll of God for his Church. Whe n Jesus speaks
to the disciples, in essence, he is speak ing to the entire Church. While Pau l wrote to the
churches na med in each letter, the Holy Spir it intended his lette rs to be shared amo ng all

future congregations of belie vers.
Based on this premise, churches that offer multip le service times and worship
styles sho uld give thought to developing synerg istic commu nity that goes bey ond
gathering under one na me. People form and maintain interpersonal re lationships that are
frequent, pleasant, stable, and character ized by affect ive concern for each other ’s welfare
(Chao an d Moo n 1130). Churches co ntaining such dive rse congregat ions are g iven the
gifts, the power, and the pote ntial to form such deep levels of co mmunity. This thought is
not only sou nd theolog y; it is the w ill of God.
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Biblical Endorsement
While theology endorses the concept of creating church-wide synergy, the
creat ion of synergy in churches with multiple congregat ions finds endorse ment within the
Holy Scr iptures as wel l. The following passages show how sy nergy has been e xemplified
through out the historica l journey of God ’s people with in the New Testament.

Feeding of the Five Thousand
The feeding of the five thousand as recorde d in Matthew 1 4:13-21, Mark 6:32 -44,
Luke 9 :10-17, John 6:1 -13, and the feeding of the four thousand as recorded in Matthew
15:29-39 and Mark 8:1-13 prov ide examples of bibl ical synergy that go beyo nd mere
human effort. Synergy prod uced o ut of faith is nothing short of a mira cle. In both
account s, Jesus t ook a diverse group of men and gave them a task to perform, but the
result re veals the rea l point of the s ituation. Synergy is def ined in mathematica l terms as
1 + 1 > 2 (Dent 178; We lsh 219). Thus, f rom this definit ion of syn ergy, one might

conclude that these twelve men might feed forty or fifty; even one hundred would have
been a mirac le. Howe ver, thousand s were fed from this mi racle, which exempli fies the
potential of synergy when ordained b y God.
Many theme s can be derive d from these texts, including the idea that wor king

together under the directive of God produces a level of synergy that cannot be measured
or antic ipated. The Apostle Paul expressed his bel ief in this immeasurable result of

synergy:
Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more tha n all we as k or
imagine, accord ing to his power that is at work w ithin us, to him be glory
in the church and in Christ Jesus thro ughout all generat ions, for eve r and
ever! (Eph. 3 :20)
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As the early Church served together out of a sense of com munity and love, God
ultimate ly produced t he miraculous outco me. The fo llowing passages offe r more
credence to this applicat ion of synergy.
Acts 2:4 2 -44
The Book of Acts records the beginning of the Church and gives ev idence to the

existence of synergy that operated within the Churc h. This synergy has a direct
relationship to the gi ving of the Holy Sp irit on the day of Penteco st. The Holy Sp irit is
the con necting link among al l believers that becomes the basis for synergy. This

link is

seen as Acts 2: 42 makes ref erence to the three thousa nd new co nverts devoting
themselves to four com mon purposes. W hat is often over looked in this convers ion

experience is the diversity that existed among the various groups that composed this
crowd of peo ple, for among these three tho usand new co nverts were “God-fearing Jews

from every nation under heaven.… [E]ach one heard them s peaking in the ir own
language” (2:5-6). Synergy de -empha sized their d ifferences, wh ile at the same time
retain ing the uniqueness of eac h group ’s individua lity. These new d isciples we re together
with one heart, whi le at the same time separated through their own grouping.
Luke records in Acts 2:44 that a ll the bel ievers we re all together . Matthew Henry
notes t he unrealist ic scenar io of bel ieving that these new three thousan d or so c onverts
were physical ly in one place in Jerusalem at that t ime. He sug gests that they were
gathered in seve ral different companies or congregations, according to the ir language ,

nations, or other associations (23). This verse concludes by stating that al l these new
believers had everything in commo n. The word common is koin os /κοινος, meaning that
which belongs to severa l or of wh ich sever al participate ( Zodhiates 1 641-42). This entire
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verse gives further e vidence o f not only a fel lowship of being together but also the

synergy that comes from acting together out of such fellowship.
Josep h S. Excel l notes that this gathering of diverse people enabled them to make
a greate r impact for Christ ’s cause. He confirms that this event g ives further ev idence to
strength in unity and m ultiplied power in cooperation ( Biblical Illustra tor: Acts 236).
Because of Pentecost, the singl e focus of Jesus Christ was now m ultiplied into act ion
through t he filling of the Ho ly Spirit in thes e three thousan d new co nverts (2 37). This
conversion of new beli evers is what Excel l refers to when he uses s ynergy language to

assert that the power of a small group or body of people are many times greater than that
of each separate unit multip lied by th e whole nu mber in the group (24 3).
Acts 4:3 2 -35
At this point in the ear ly history of the Church, it had grown to about five
thousand men (Acts 4:4 ). Howeve r, this number d oes not include the additional numbers
that would have included the women an d children w ithin the Church thro ugh household
conversions, as witnessed in Acts 1 6:34. The Church was la rge in num ber, but ma ny
congregat ions of peo ple also existed. The formation of these home ch urches give
continued evidence that sy nergy was a continued part o f the early Church when Luke
writes in 4:32, “ All believers were in one heart and mind. ” Nevertheless, synergy does
not exist merely in f aith, but in action:

With great power the apostles continued to testify to the resurrection of the
Lord Jesus, an d much grace was upon the m all. There were no needy
person s among them. For from time to time those who owned lands or
houses sold the m, brought t he mo ney from t he sales and put it at the
apostle’s feet, and it was distributed to anyone as he had need. (4:33-35)
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The synergy of one heart and one mind resulted in a f ew people who gave out of faith and
love and made a tremendo us impact on many others.
Further, Henry notes t hat the same p ower that gave the apostles the courage to
preach the faith of Christ a lso gave that same courage to others to confess t his faith.
Though many stra ngers lived among one an other, once the y entered fel lowship with
Christ, they entered fel lowship w ith each other and became intimately acquainted with
one an other as if they had known o ne another man y years (41) . Nevertheless, the ir
comm on action together pro duced this kingdom synergy, not merely the heart they ha d
for one anot her.
Again, the gather ing together of these new Christ ians produced no jealousy or
uneasiness am ong them, even t hough the y gathered in severa l separate congregat ions
according to their unique dwell ings or language. They demonstrated a love for the other
congregat ions as truly as they loved their own (Henry 4 2).
Ephesians 2:11 -16
The d iscussion of creating synergy ou t of dive rsity must also look at Sc ripture for
direct ion on tearing down the barriers that promote differences rather

than unity. Paul

direct ly addresses this topic in h is letter to the saints in the church forming in Ephesus.

Ephesus itself was a commercial hub for trade, which attracted people of v arious cultural
and rel igious backgrounds. The evange lical efforts of th is church would mo st certain ly
have brought in people of dive rse backg round s. There fore, the subject of unity and
togetherness bec omes a ma in theme highlighted in this letter. It speaks to a group of
followers who are dispersed througho ut the world and yet wh o make up o ne churc h,
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regard less of locale, socia lization, gender, or worsh ip differences (Exce ll, Biblical
Illustrator: Ephes ians 199).
Particu larly salient to the subject of u nity is Paul ’s focus in 2 :11- 16 on how God
makes one po tentially diversified church more unified by tear ing down any barrier that
promotes divis iveness. “ For he himself is our peace, who has made the two o ne and has
destroye d the barrier, the d ividing wall of hosti lity.… [H] is purpose was to create in
himself one new man out of the tw o ” (2:14-15). Leander F. Ke ck states that this text
indicates the remova l of all that c reates di vision in order to create something uni fied
through a co mmon source, which is the cross ( Vo l 11: 398). This metaphor of creat ing
one new ma n and forming a bod y of multiple parts demonstrates organizational harmony
that embraces its own different iated parts (3 98).
William Barclay descr ibes this united body as t hat of a rebui lt temple, one in
which the segreg ated inner courts with its rules and regu lations were removed, thus
creat ing a new man whose fou ndation is love (115). Barclay differentiates between the
two main uses in the Greek for the ter m new. First, the term neos /νεος is simply a
reference made to a point of time or sequence.

This term r efers to something that has

been acquired or created recently, wh ile at the same t ime others alre ady have existed

before. For example, I buy a new car, but other exact cars al ready exist.
However, the second Greek term is what Paul uses in 2 :15. The term
kainos/καινος indicates an entire ly new sense of quality, one that brings into the world a
new quality that did not exist before. Jesus prod uces a new ki nd of person o ut of bo th,
although they remain uniquely Gentile and Jew ( Barclay 116). Jesus ’ purpose was no t
that al l Christ ians be conformed into o ne nation or style, but that the C hristian fa ith links
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all people together as one whi le rema ining unique to each one ’s own culture and mission
field.
Theological and Biblic al Conclusions
From a theologica l perspecti ve, synergy is shown as an abstract co ncept su pported
by its context ual use in Scr ipture. Scr ipture re veals God ’s desire to partner with his

people for the greate r outcome of impacting the surroun ding world. This synergy was
seen in the degree of koino nia that the separate com munities had with each other,
regard less of thei r locations. This kind of connection gives e vidence that synergy d oes
not support isolat ion. Synergy beco mes the ma nifestation of both being in Christ, being
in Christ w ith others, and being Christ ’s bod y to the world. This combination of commo n
love and the use of dive rsified gifts given by the Holy Spir it makes separate communitie s
function as one b ody, not separate parts.
Biblical endorseme nts give d irect evidence to the rea lity of synergy through t he
miraculous works of God. The synergy displayed in Scr ipture borders on or crosses over

into the realm of miraculous. Jesus used his disciples to disp lay the miracu lous work of
God in the feeding of the f ive thousan d. Paul expla ins to the church at Ephe sus that God
is able to do more tha n his people can ask or imagine but that he also cho oses to act in
partnership with his people. Being the Church that li ves, worships, and serves together
out of a sense of love and com munity prod uces miraculous transformation b oth inside
and outside the church.
The conclusion from the bibl ical endorseme nts is that synergy is an outco me for

the church th at is designed by Go d. It is not a goa l or a method but the fruit and ev idence
with eterna l implications.
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Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 rev iews a broad reading of literature in the fie lds of socio logy,
business, organization, and Christian leaders hip. Recurr ing themes from the lite rature are
highlighted and serve as points of discussion in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3 provides a detai led description of the research desi gn, the churches that
serve as subjects to this stud y, and the method used in this eva luative study.
Chapter 4 provides the f indings from each of the churches indiv idually and then
compares the findings of each church with one anot her for any correlat ions discovered.
Chapter 5 concludes this stu dy by providing the pract ical applications that flow
from the themes of the l iterature r eview and the research findings. It recommen ds further
areas of research that ex ist beyon d the sc ope of this stu dy.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE
Pastors enjo y the occasional Sun day off and t he opportunity to vis it another
church to wors hip as a part of the congregat ion and n ot as the past or in charge. One such
pastor arri ves at a given church and takes notice of the number of worship o pportunities
being displ ayed on the ch urch sign. Curiosity ar ises about these o pportuniti es. Once

seated inside, one such pastor begins a conversation with a friendly person seated nearby
and eventually inquires about the various worship op portunities be ing offe red. To the
pastor’s surprise, the response gave more information than the mere sp oken words: “I’ m
not sure what those people do. I don ’t know a ny of the m. I just come to t his serv ice and

go home.”
This person’s tone and choice of words leave the pastor with a sense of the
potential disconnection that could exist among the wors hipping co mmunities of this
church. As a leader, the pastor leaves that exper ience wondering what the possibil ity
might be of creat ing a deeper sense of cooperation an d partnership within a church with
multiple services or mult iple congre gations.

As a result of such a scenar io, the purpose of this project was to discover what
factors inf luence the creat ion of synergy within a church of multip le congre gations. As
mentioned, s ynergy is being t reated in th is study as m ore than pe ople merely work ing
beside one anot her toward a com mon goal. It represents a bonde d, committed partnership
of love where individuals, through their diversity, serve for the commo n good of the

kingdom of God.
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Factors that help develop organizational synergy was the concept this study
sought t o understan d better. The following literature review represents a wide reading in
the fie lds of business, sociology, psychology, and general church l

iterature in order to

glean connecting princ iples at work that w ill help break new ground in this area of study .
Because this study examined c hurches with multiple congre gations, the fie ld of socio logy
is a pert inent foundation from t he stan dpoint of system s thinking. This field becomes
particula rly relevant based o n the fact that each congregat ion contains various systems
within itself and each congregation becomes a syste m within the la rger organ ization of
the church. Therefore, systems thinking on a macro

level of separate congreg ations

became anot her tool for helping this project better understand t he dynamics a nd nat ure of

synergy.
The N ature of Synergy
The nature of synergy is a widely understoo d phenomen on in the fie lds of

chemistry and medicine, where the combination of two or more elements are manipulated
to prod uce a greater outcome t han the individual elements could achieve on their own.

For example, synergy occurs when hydrogen and oxygen interact to create water. Neither
hydrogen nor o xygen is wet or drinkab le, but they interact in a way that cre ates
somet hing that has bot h attributes (Haecke l 407). From a socia l standpoint, however, the
synergy this stu dy explored dealt w ith people and not inanimate elements.

In the business field, synergy represents the combined productivity gained when
two or more com panies, elements, or entit ies merge together. For e xample, synergy is
seen in a fa vorite restaurant that keeps people coming back r egularly, even though

customers know that other restaurants may have better food, better service, or a better
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atmos phere. Th is patronage is deve loped from the way the restauran t manages its food,
service, and ambience to provide the ir customers and their tablemates with a unique
feeling of we ll-being (Ha eckel 408).

More and more companies are merging to expand their productivity and
marketabi lity by managing thei r diversities. Neverthe less, mere ly plac ing separate
compa nies together under one name d oes not naturally form a corporate synergy. In some

instances, merging separate companies together has just the opposite effect. Corporate
synergy m ust be planne d and produced in an e nvironment con ducive for corporate unity,
but establishing this level of synergy is only half the process. Keith Harre ll states that the
success of an y organizat ion depen ds on maintaining synergy at a ll cost (1 98).
This literature sugg ests that, in the life of the church, mere ly creat ing two or more
congregat ions un der the aus pices of one church na me doe s not au tomatica lly assure that
synergy is achie ved. The same competitiv e and suspicious attitudes that invade a
corporate merger often times f ind their w ay into a church that now has tw o or more

separate worship gatherings. Therefore, church synergy must also be planned, produced,
and maintained in an envi ronment co nducive for the glory of God.
The church does have one advantage to the nature of sy nergy tha t the business
world does not have —the emp owering presence of the Holy Spi rit. Pau l’s understanding
of comm unity, as previously mentioned, is al l made possible by the working of the Holy
Spirit. The ab ility to place a deep sense of comm on faith, personal c onnected ness, the
dispersement of diverse g ifts, and the bo nding and m otivat ing element of love is all made
possible by the indwel ling of the Holy Spir it.
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Synergy Defined
Synergy has a simple defin ition that, regard less of the f ield in which it is used,

remains the same. Three dictionaries have s imilar definitions for this term. It means to
work together towards a combined or coo perative action or force ( “Synergy,” Webster’s

New World Dictionary ). It is the combined action of diffe rent agents or organs, pr oducing
a greate r effect than the sum of the various indiv idual actions adde d together (Thorndike

and Barnhart; “ Synergy, ” America n Heritage Dic tionary ).
Secular and church organizations embrace the sentiment of the previous
definit ions. For example, Roma na Louis Autrey defines sy nergy as the out put of a team
or group that exceeds t he sum of the o utput of its members indiv idually (4). Similarly,
Peter A. Corning def ines synergy as the combined interdepen dent effects prod uced b y

two or more parts, elements, or indiv iduals and is an eve r present, ubiquitous
phenomenon in huma n societies ( 133). Harold S. Geneen defines synergy as what occurs
when o ne entity that behaves in one way and a nother entity that behaves in another way
merge into a third entity that st arts behaving in an entire ly new way (9 2).
Using an example or object lesson approach, the following

writers offe r the ir

explanations. One explanation uses a mat hematical equation of 1 + 1 > 2 to show the
impact of synergy (Dent 17 8; Welsh 2 19). William D. Taylor expands this definit ion by
describing how one draft horse is capable of pul ling four tons of weight but adds that
when two draft horses are harnesse d together, they can p ull twenty tons (6). Harrell
provides the example of fi ve basketba ll, nine bas eball, or eleven football players work ing
together. They always produce more results as a team working

toward the same goal ( 28).

Elmer Towns, C. Pete r Wagner, and Thom S. Rainer prov ide a mental concept of synergy
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as multiple forces that produce explosive energy. They point out that when three or four
large anchor stores move into a shopping center in combination with a multitude of
smalle r specia lty stores, the end result is a vastly larger population of sho ppers which
produce tremend ously more sales and profits for a ll the stores (1 29).

In a study on patient care, synergy was defined simply as being the “ Optimu m
outco me ” (Hardin and Kaplow 4). In an effort to maximi ze such an optimu m outcome for

the patient, the patient’s needs were matched with a particular nurse ’s skills and
qualifications (4). The synergy of total c are of medic ation, therapy, envi ronment, an d

personal interaction brought about better or improved health.
From these various definit ions on sy nergy, a connecting thought seen t hrough out

was that it produced a greater outcome from com bined or coo perative effort than the
individual efforts added together. Therefore, for the purpose of this stu dy, churc h synergy
was defined as the cooperative community of m ultiple congre gations that results in

greater min istry than the su m total of each congregat ion ’s effort on its own.
Factors Con tributing to S ynergy
Organi zational synergy becomes a goal for both leadership and management
when diverse functions and leve ls are present with in an organiz ation that must work

together for a productive outcome. In this case, leadership attempts to develop synergy by
defining a vision of what the future sho uld look like, aligning people w ith that v ision, and
inspiring them to make that v ision happen de spite the obstacle s. Therefore, manag ing

organizational synergy becomes a set of processes that can keep a complicated system of
people and p urpose moving together (Kotter 25). Relating this type of v ision casting to

the church is what Aubrey Malphurs refers to as an instrument that ena bles people to
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move from seeing the church as their church to seeing it as our church, which in turn
makes the way for people to work together toward that goal

(134 -35).

Organi zational synergy becomes j ust as m uch a real ity in the l ife of a ch urch w ith
multiple congregat ions as it does in a complex business or corporation. Regardless of the
product or servic e being offered, ce rtain overtones and lessons are present to help
understa nd better the dy namics of synergy as they ap ply to the ch urch of Jesus Christ.
Complexity
Under the theme of complexity, this study t ook a medical firm and labor union
into consideration, which re vealed the fol lowing information.
Lessons from the medical field. Complexity and diversity ar e a natura l outcome

of expansion. As an organizat ion grows, individual sect ions or parts become increasing ly
diverse in order to perform part icular tasks that serv e the purpose of the organizat ion,
while at the same time it develops useful relat ionships with other people and/or group s in
the syste m (Stal inski 16). Therefore, complexity and divers ity become a basic
character istic of synergy.
Within the business sector, one particular medica l practi ce sought to expa nd its

parameters. To downplay the complexity foreseen in this expansion, four factors were set
forth to help form a more effect ive medi cal group.
1. They emphasized down playing or f latten ing the structural h ierarchy to create

equality among the physicians and a greater sense of ownership.
2. They emphasized establishing a str ong vision and mission statement that would
cause the indiv idual physici ans to look in a commo n direction to benefit the whole group.
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3. The size of the group was set not to exceed nine members, and each member
should possess some degree of diversified expertise in order to complement the entire
medical group.
4. The group would guard against becoming too com plex, preferr ing simpl icity to
help stay targeted on its v ision and goals (Dahl ).
The first three points are part icularly germane to a team -leadership approach. Th is
egalitarian system is what Robert E. Quinn defines as an enthusiastic set of competent
people who have clear ly def ined roles, associ ate in commo n activ ity, work cohesive ly in
trusting re lationships, exercise personal d iscipline, and make individual sac rifices for the
good of the team (161). This equa lity allows for equal input so that as the goals of the

firm are reached, each party feels and understands they have had are part in the process
and, thu s, grants them a sense of ow nership (Kra euter 4 5). Much of the current l iterature
substantiates and recom mends suc h a team approac h to leadership ( e.g., Barna 28).
The medica l group’s focu s on vision and goals is relevant for a church of any size
or complexity. According to God’s mandate t o the church, a church’ s overal l vision and
goal of mak ing disciples has not and wi ll not change. A sing le church might deve lop and
express this vis ion for its part icular sett ing in different terms or colorful phrases, but
biblical vision is the one confor ming goal that should be a factor in church synergy. The
issue of creat ing synergy through vis ion might come down t o how often a bibl ical vision

and mandate is being set before the congregation. Vision must be repeatedly presented,
making use of e very means of communicat ion a church has (Kraueter 49) .
Neverthe less, according to the outco me of this medical group, the diff iculty in
making th is synergist ic approach successful was the fai lure to adhere to the last factor of
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remaining simpl istic in its function. In a n effort to s implify, they grew larger and more
complex, and t he need for greater h ierarchy surfaced. The failure to adhere to this l ast
factor led the group to revert back to the ir original style of leadership due to their own
lack of disc ipline and conse nsus. Their own preset bou ndaries were not hon ored.
Jim Herr ington, M ike Bonem, and James H. Furr believe congregat ions have
certa in boundaries that function within. F irst, physica l boundaries identify where the
congregat ion gathers to worship, lea rn, and serve. Second, group bo undaries determine
each unique b ody of belie vers that g ather w ithin certa in physica l boundaries. Third,
group characterist ics give def inition to the group in terms of demographic factors, such as
age, ethnic ity, and lifestyle (150). These boundaries help maintain the potential

complexity that comes with such diversity.
Based on these findings and as a result of the resea rch w ith the medical te am, a
certa in level of hierarchy is necessary for a system set up o n a team leadership conce pt.
As churches grow lar ger, so do es their complexity, which teaches that team leadership
can offer equal input while functioning on a larger hierarchica l scale of teams and not
individuals.
Lessons from a labor union. Char lotte A. B. Yates researched a bu siness setting

that attempte d to create unity while having to contend with growing complexity. Faced
with decl ining membership, a Canadian autoworkers union ex panded its guide lines to
include labor unions of different trades ( 93). Whi le successful ly increasing its goa l of
members hip growth, it a lso expanded its diff iculty of be ing effective. The complexity
that ensue d from these various mergers required an intentional strate gy of bui lding
support thro ugh the following three processes.
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First, a redef ined set of commo n goals were needed. As prev iously mentioned,
these goals became the focal point for a ll who are involved; however, w ith such
complexity due to its increasing size, establ ishing commo n goals that would direct ly
interest and affect e ach group bec ame increasing ly difficult (Yates 97 -98).
Second, a collect ive identity was needed. Th is identity was propose d to flow
naturally out of the redef ined com mon goals and each additional union would adapt a
new worldv iew by which the entire organ ization could in terpret the marketab le wor ld in
the same way. Nevertheless, the more heterogeneous the u

nion became, the m ore diff icult

became the effort to establish this co llective identity ( Yates 9 8).
Robert R. Bla ke and Jane Srygley Mouton discovered that the greater
group pride and identity, the more their commitment was to maintaining the

the sense of
ir own

position, even if it became illogical. This discove ry was parti cularly true when contrary
views were present ( 54). Employees reported stronger identif ication with their groups
within the organ ization than they did with the organi zation itsel f. This identif ication was
significant ly related to their att itudes and motivations about t heir job (Chao and Mo on
30).
Therefore, this commitment to s tatus q uo suggests that me mbership pride actually
feeds complexity within an organ ization by the u nwillingness to adapt. This assessment
agrees w ith an observ ation made earl ier in this study that this type of u nhealthy diversity
manifests itse lf in an us-versus-them mentality (B lake and Mouton 54). Jack Welsh
affirms this f inding when he suggests that focusing so intently on the structure and
strategy of the merger c auses the organizat ion to overlook the cultura l fit, which becomes

equally, if not more, important to the success of the merger ( 220).
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Third, an ef ficient system of co mmunication between the leade rship and the union
members was esta blished. Ef ficient comm unication was successful as a ll union mem bers

had equal representation and input. Nevertheless, the problem that greater complexity
presents was that the more decentralized and the less hi erarch ical the system became, the
less ef ficient it became. S imilarly, Yates notes that the more centraliz ed and
bureaucratized the system, the more effic ient it grows, but at the expense of the inp ut and
comm on interest of the mem bership as a whole (98).
This merge r involved div erse groups from different backg round s that did no t
adapt well to being bought out, bro ught together, and ha nded an entirely new identity and

method of thinking. This difficulty would seem so mewhat paralle l to the scenario of
churches forced to j oin together because of declin ing membership and financia l struggles,
only to be ha nded dow n a new identity and worldv iew without taking into consideration
each congregat ion’s unique ness. Having a commo n goal, identity, and comm unications
are valid and accurate points. How a church introduces and implements t

hese co mponents

appears to be the greater issue.
Diversity
At this point, the amou nt of divers ity a s ingle organ ization can stand leads one t o
conclude that it does have l imitations, but the lite rature does not s uggest that dive rsity
should to be avoided altogether. Unity and divers ity are two elements that natural ly take
place in any organizat ion and are particu larly salient in Pau l’s discussion of spiritual
giftedness within the church. In Roma ns 12:12 and fol lowing , he makes re ference to the
church as a bo dy that is held in both balance and tension at the sa me time. The church
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necessari ly thrives on the need to be unifie d whi le at the same time to be di verse. The
Book of D iscipline of the United Me thodist Church—2004 gives guidance in this matter:
The m inistry of a ll Christians is complementary.… Al l United Methodists
are summ oned a nd sent by C hrist to l ive and work toge ther in mutual
interdependence an d to be guided b y the Holy Spirit into the truth that
frees and the love that re conci les. (Olson 90 )
Synergy is actual ly implied in this statement of working tog ether, for only as United

Methodists work together can the outcome be greater than the sum of its total
congregat ions. In Methodist terms, this interdependence bec omes kn own thr ough the

ideals of the connectional system.
Craig Van Ge lder states that the church exists as one, while at

the same time it

exists as many. He explains that divers ity is consistent with the church’s cath olic nature
in that it calls on the church t o allow freedom in forms and styles whil e mainta ining a
comm on fellowship and confession. This unique form of oneness is what he conclude

s is

the call of the church to bridge the diversity of the culture in wh ich it is called to minister
while understanding and em bracing the oneness of the ch urch body (121 -22).
Paul A. Crow, Jr . inserts that both t he Resurrection and Pentec ost beca me a new
ordering of life that drew a v ery di verse group of peo ple together to become one people
of God, l iving with the Holy Spi rit in their midst (3 8). Page contend s that this unity of the
church ma y be understo od to include a discern ing enjoyment of divers ity and an
unwillingness to draw sharp lines of demarcat ion ( God wi th Us 140).

Nevertheless, unity does not extinguish this diversity. In addit ion, Peter L. Ste inke
defines and util izes d iversity in his reference to se lf-different iation as “being separated

together” (10). Edwin H. Freidman defines diffe rentiat ion as the capacity to be an I while
remaining connected to t he whole (27 ). This differentiat ion paradigm promotes the
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importance of being a di verse population and further grounds itself in the bel ief that
differences are good an d valuable (Stalinski 15). In essence, dif ferent iation refers to the

ability to affirm a sense of uniqueness while not succumbing to the pressure to conform.
A leader’s responsibil ity is to create a sense of unity around link ing factors such

as vision, purpose, and values while realizing that a certa in level of diversity is an
element that helps make that happen. Esther Byle B ruland bel ieves in the va lue of hav ing
diverse groups of Christians engag ing a society compose d of very dive rse groups of
people (46 ). Knowing the church is st ill called to reach and ministe r to such a
multifaceted wor ld means that divers ity is important to remaining relevant and moving
into new areas to establ ish new pathways for relat ionship and ministry (K lagge).
Leroy T. Howe ag rees that human beings are c reated w ith both the capacity and
the cal ling to be dif ferent, to set themselves apart as dist inct individuals, e ven as they
remain connected an d contribut ory to the larger family (“Se lf-Different iation” 34 8). The
Bible ma intains that human beings are c reated in God’s image (Gen. 1:27). Taking these
two approac hes int o consideration, the Holy Trinity is seen as God different iated as the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit and yet exist ing and functioning as a loving and cooperat ive
comm unity. This unique quality is further lived out in each individual who is in Chr ist,
which further a llows people of diffe rent abi lity, personal ity, and background to gather as
one body. On a macro leve l where synergy is concerned, congregat ions of different
abilities, personalit ies, and backgrounds are com mended to exist and fu nction as o ne

church. In this sense, diversity complements unity in a way that witnesses to God’s image
and brings him g lory.
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Howe expan ds this tho ught to state t hat different iation as indi vidua ls can become

dysfunctional for congregations who have long been embedded in a paradigm that
expects everyone n ot like them to conform t o their likeness:
Differences in ages, stage, soc io-economic le vel, ethnic ity, prefe rences,
lifestyle, worship pract ices, mora l convict ions, and beli efs … become the
separateness-and -otherne ss -fearing faithful only d issonances w hich
threaten the tranq uility of a contented existence circ ling an ecc lesial
hearth. (“Self-Different iation” 351)

Congregations set in thei r ways and comfortable with what they feel they have
established do not like upsetting the balance of the ir complacency. Serv ing against this
paradigm are churches that are successfully embracing d ifferenti ated groups while
maintaining a communi ty atm osphere of fel lowship and comm on purpose. Bruland states
that churches t hat disrupt suc h a status q uo can move toward a deeper sense of unity, but
only if the people or groups involved a re committed to the relat ionship and the challenge
of working through their tensions. Only if they are w illing to work together toward a

shared future can any kind of authentic unity come of the disruption (48).
These k ind of churches exemplify the oldest mi litary treat ise in the wor ld: “[As] a
single united body, it is impossible e ither for the brave to advance a lone or for the
cowardly to retreat a lone ” (Kraeuter 9 2). These d iverse churches were abl e to look

beyond and escape their own preferential conformity, or else they began as a church
embracing di versity and ne ver fell victim to this paradi gm.

No matter how many congregations may gather under the oversight of one single
church, no tw o are the same. Each congregat ion gathers as a unique group of people at a
particula r place in time (Her rington, Bonem, and Furr 1 53). This type of divers ity is the
nature of a church with multipl e congregat ions.
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Koinonia
When exa mining the concept of sy nergy through co mplex, diverse, or even like
groups within the New Testament, one element that was present within the Christ

ian

comm unity was a deep se nse of com mon fellowship. The NIV S tudy Bible states that
koinonia is the spiritual union of the belie ver with Christ and paral lels this relationship to

that of the vine and branches in John 15:1-5 and the bod y and t he head in 1 Corinthi ans
12:12, as we ll as hav ing communion with the Father and with other fel low bel ievers
(Barker 1908). This common fellowship ga ve an expanded an d deeper meaning to the
Greek te rm koinonia . In secular Gree k, this term means fel lowship or part icipation. It w as
often use d to describe the relat ionship that existed within a mar riage or business

partnership. In the Septuagint, koinonia exclusive ly made reference to the fe llowship that
existed between peo ple and often referred to the effect that sharing common meals had on
binding these people together (Hast ing 46).
Marga ret Jenk ins states that koinonia accentuates t he need for unity in divers ity. It
empha sizes the need that churche s have of each other in appreciat ing the shared life

everyone has with God. She stat es this appreciation would be somet hing sim ilar to the
admiration one would develop after notic ing the flash and fire of a diamond by viewing it
from different ang les (97). Every bel iever and each congregat ion of people are ca lled and
expected to e xpress t his koinonia so that this vis ible sharing in comm on life can bring
hope t o a world torn by divis ions (97 ). Jenk ins goes on to say t hat the li fe that exists

among the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is the prototype and source of all koinonia . The
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit constitute and form the basis of comm unity (94).
The relationship that exists within the Trinity is exempl ified within God ’s church.
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The church shares in (has koin onia with) the very tr iune nature of God, sharing (hav ing
comm union, koinonia) with the Father, through the Son, in the power of the Holy Spirit.
Thus, the Church also has co mmunion or koinonia with God an d share with one an other
and with al l of humanity his di vine love in Jesus Christ (Brown 16 7).
Lawrence O. R ichards describes this level of community whe n he states,

“ Everything in life is an expression of our m ystical but rea l participation in a ll that Jesus
is. This mystica l union is what over flows into our relat ionship with other bel ievers,…

sensing a partnership in the gospel” (276). No greater place is this re lationship truly
exemplif ied than in the l ife of the f irst church com munity that l ived throughout
Jerusalem. The New Testament emphasizes the partic ipation “in something,” particul arly
objective rea lities outside and ind epende nt of one ’s own existence (O ’Brien 294). This
transformed st yle of living did not hap pen apart from the gift of the Holy Sp irit. God ’s
transforming presence united the different be lievers into a comm unity of koinonia (Keck
10: 71).
The Ho ly Spirit plays an important role in this community of koinonia because
this term does not a ppear in any of the four gospels. Th is level of synergist ic relationship
emerges only after Pentecost. This term occasional ly appears in Acts, as in 2:42, where
believers gathe red to learn the apostle ’s teaching and enjoy this new fellowship

[koinonia ], to the breaking of bread together and to prayer. In essence, the fruit of
synergy is produce d as a result of this Sp irit-filled koinonia. From a Pauline prospective,
koinonia is related to the movement of the goo d news of Jes us Christ from the Jewish to
the Gentile wor ld (Brown 168 ).
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Testimony
Larry C. Ing ram examines the impact that personal test imony within the
congregat ion has o n building such a commu nity. He suggests that one ’s own pers onal
testimony of experiencing God’s grace and work in one’s lif e is noted as an element that
plays a role in creating a deeper sense of commu nity identity. Testimony identifies and
connect s people to one anot her through a co mmon faith and li fe exper ience ( 297).
Testimony itself has the potential to allow people to identify vicariously with that
testimony a nd to reme mber what is important abo ut being a commu nity of people
redeemed b y Christ. Testimony reminds the co mmunity of the p urpose to which it
commits itself and insti lls a des ire to re commit to that pur pose to maintain the current
effects of its min istry.
Most of Ingram’s work on this su bject has to do with examining the impact that
vicarious testimony has on the indiv idual. H is focus on tes timony also brings out the
impact it has on a church com munity made up of diverse people. Ingram concludes that
the more diverse the commu nity, the more li kely a vicarious connection wil l occur. He
states, “Ato nement is experienced col lectively through the testimo ny of pers ons who
represent the pote ntial vulnerab ilities of each” ( 302). Said another way, different
testimonies impact dif ferent people in different ways.
This vicarious con nection suggests that for a witness to be a part of creat ing

genuine church synergy among separate congregations, a testimony of experiencing
God’s presence an d transforming grace should be presented thr ough the lens of the
overall purpose an d vision of the church. Testimony that is not util ized w ith this end in

mind creates the possibil ity of simply st irring the emotions of a few, becoming short -
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lived, and having limited impact for the whole church. If testimony doe s not s upport the
vision of the overa ll church, then it will not become a part of creating synergy.
This conclusio n impl ies that commu nicat ing regularly among the entire church as
to how liv es are be ing impacted through the c hurch as a whole is help ing promote greater
levels of church synergy. Testimony gives ev idence to the positi ve nature of di versity.
Martin Palmer speaks on how divers ity has a positi ve influence on a changing culture as
the church tells God’s stor y and t he stories of changed l ives in vividly different ways. In
doing so, the church wil l have taken on board man y new ideas, shapes, an d forms from

the diverse cu lture in which it is encountering ( 190).
Testimony was effecti vely shared in commu nications formats such as We b sites,
newsletters, information inserts, as we ll as other means of affirm ing the posit ive outcome
of their d iversity.
Communication

The ab ility to l ive in comm unity and t o serve w ith one mind and s pirit is a witness
to peo ple that the bod y of Christ can be diverse, even complex, and yet be one. Aut hentic
Christian commu nity and church synergy are poten tial goals that must be intentional and
comm unicated. Co mmunication, by definit ion, is a system involv ing a flow of
information, energy, or mater ial between both a sender and a receive r (Johnso n, Kast, and
Rosenzweig 38 0).
Interpersonal communicati on. Commu nication invo lves a clear system o f
interpersonal commu nication (IC) within the church. The inability to build IC leads, too
often, to church argume nts, splits, or an exodus of members hip and co nstituents t o other
churches. This lack of IC becomes a negat ive witness to a church’s abil ity to build a
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comm unity of love and serv ice within itself, and the attempt to be evangel istic without

this type of community becomes ineffective.
People l ive in a constant group environment of some s ort, be it f amily, work ,
church, etc. Com munication becomes a necessary part of making each group

environment work (Gange l and Canine 1 3). Howard A. Snyder agrees w ith this
assessme nt when he states, “C ommunity in the New Testament sense of koinonia
assume s and req uires face -to-face communication” (1 02). To that en d, Kenneth O.
Gangel and Samuel L. Canine suggest that interpersonal commu nication is as much or
more abo ut meaning exchange as it is about word exc hange (39) . They g ive the fol lowing

suggestions as communication tools for creating synergy.
First, G ange l and Canine suggest the need to commu nicate the object ives
repea tedly and clearly (39). Over commu nication is not a concern when dealing with
somet hing as centra l as the miss ion goals of the church. Detai l to comm unicating m ission
goals is an essentia l part of promoting the mind-set that each part of the church bo dy is

contributing to the same outcome, which, in turn, equates itself with synergy. Church
leaders need reminding of the inherent caution that comes with the week -to-wee k
operations of church ministry. Mere ly getting things done can sometimes overshad ow the
objectives. This overs ight highlights the need that a church with multiple congre gations
has for continual comm unication.

Second, Gangel and Canine suggest the need to protect the emo tional tone of what
is being commu nicated (39). The assumption that all members of a congregat ion rece ive
comm unication in the same way is an overs ight, part icularly when deal ing with cultura l
differences. If one congregat ion is promoting a ministry w ith excitement and vigor, but
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other congregations do n ot com municate it with the same enth usiasm, then it becomes

inadequately communicated. This anomaly might be better corrected w ith a form of
electronic media. This form of communication can protect the em otional tone of what is
being commu nicated by exp osing everyone to the same me ssage.
Third, Gange l and Canine suggest the need to identify clear chan nels for
commun ication (39-40). This point addresses the q ue stion of wh o is del ivering the
comm unication, to who m the mes sage is be ing communicated, how it is be ing
comm unicated, and ad dressing questions for clar ity. This clarity means getting the
comm unication out an d evaluat ing the channels through a syste m of feedback.

Fourth, Gangel and Canine suggest the need to recognize that differen t levels of
commun ication exist (40). Not every co mmunication holds the same intensity or urgency.
Different channels can be designed for the di fferent levels of urgency needed. On certain
occasions, the information being commu nicated wi ll be pert inent to the entire church
system, whil e at other t imes the information being communicated wi ll only be pertinent
to a particul ar congre gation or groups within a congregat ion.
Fifth, Gange l and Canine suggest the need to teach people how to comm unicate
(40). Teaching systematic communication metho ds and conducting seminars and
demo nstrations en hance the pr ocess. Knowing that com munication does no t stop on the
organizat ional level, communicating on a person -to-person level is just as important

outside the church as is the emphasis placed on com municating w ithin it.
Structured c ommunication . From a business perspective, company mergers

became a close para llel to churches with multip le congre gations and the need for succinct
comm unications instrument s. One com pany merger served as a case study for Bla ke and
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Mouto n. The attract ion to this parti cular merger was the integrat ion of the interfac e
conflict -solving model, which was desi gned to take the human as pect of the merger into

consideration before the actual merge r was implemented. Applying this approach to the
front end of the merger was intended to help cou nteract the 80 percent fa ilure rate of
compa nies who merged first and then began to work through the s

ocial detai ls (41).

Blake and Mouton note that the particular human aspects taken into consideration
are the fee lings of insecurity and worthlessness, distrust and ungrou nded suspicion
between perso nnel of each organizat ion. These fee lings are said to stem from the lack of
comm unication between co mpanie s and the sheer ignorance that one com pany has of the
other (42) . Patrick Granf ield argues that the neglect to ta ke these human as pects into

account create entropy, which becomes an enemy to effective communication (664).
The interfac e model focuses on est ablishing cooperative and col laborati ve
relationships. The procedure takes the parties through a ser ies of genera l sessions that
involve the whole group, and then into the s pecific break -off groups. The purpose was to
bring out each other’s historical bac kgrounds, self -perceptions, concerns, and
observations of the other organization. Two consultants led the process b y asking for
question s of clar ification, expectations, and agreements. These sessions went thro

ugh

severa l cycles unti l a genera l consensu s could be formed. A key element in this
collaboration was the wi llingness to express each ot her’s co ncerns an d the flexib ility for
the good of the overall organ ization.
The ma in observation made from this case stud y was the tension created from the
lack of information being exchanged concerning the ins ide detai ls of the other group.
This tension led to battle lines be ing drawn and inferences being made on the basis of
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opinion, personal motivation, and hearsay (B lake and Mouto n 55). In a church with
multiple congregations, this observation helps church leadership understand that
indifferences and suspicion form as a result of uninformed opinions, biased observations,
and incorrect hearsay. On a l arger level, this lack of detai l concerning the other
congregat ion becomes yet an other cou nterpro ductive factor in creating and/or
maintaining synergy.
Thus, the end result of this case study sh ows the interface confl ict -solution model
increas ing the likelihood of a successful business merger between two auton omous

organizat ions. Neverthe less, their model does not co mpletely connect with building
church sy nergy from the stan dpoint that one co ngregation is not bu ying the other out. In
the case of two or more churches merging together to form one large r church, the

Interface Confl ict-So lving Model would be cruc ial.
This study takes into consideration that starting or adding new congre

gations to an

existing church generates a di fferent yet s imilar dynamic. Th is dynamic becomes

necessary to draw any diverse addition around t he common vision and goals of the
church while, at the same time, encourag ing that congregat ion’s uniq ue contribution to
that end. Granfie ld agrees that the more com munication among al l levels in the church
and between t he church an d its total env ironment, the more effective the church’s witness
will be (662). Thus, comm unication contributes to m ore than a great understanding of
each other. It is a witness to the one ness of God.
Leadership
No secular or re ligious, profit or nonprofit organizat ion will be a ny better than its
leadership. G rowing amou nts of lite rature f rom secular and Christian fields are current ly
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available on the topic of leadership (e .g., Miller). Universities, liberal arts co lleges, and
seminaries a re expanding their cata logues to include courses, i f not ful l degrees, in
leadership. One wonders what role leadership p lays in influencing the creat ion of synergy
within churches of multip le congre gations. Amo ng the man y roles and respon sibilities
church leaders undertake, two show the mselves to be imperat ive: casting vision and team

leadership.
Vision. As mentioned previously, vision and common goals are factors of
creat ing a synerg istic link between div erse g roups if the v ision and goals are compel ling
and representative enough to th ose involv ed. Pet er M. Senge a grees w ith this condition
on vision when he teaches that vis ion can become a li ving force only when the people
truly bel ieve that the v ision can shape t heir future ( 231). Therefore , leadership that has
influence on creating synergy must be visionary and able to l ink the va rious qualit ies into
one effecti ve and cohesive approach (Van Marrew ijk 155).
Vision has been defined in the past as a mental pi cture of a prefe rred future.

Malphurs describes it as a ministry snapshot that one carries around in a mental wa llet
(141). However , this def inition a lone is too simpl istic. Vision sho uld contain within it
some inspirational compone nt that draws and does not push toward a com mon goal.
Vision sho uld be an inspired destination that motivates a ll persons involv ed to move
forward in the same dire ction. Mot ivation and com passion t oward a comm on mission
appears to be at the heart of creating synergy. A

vision means a co mmon goal with wh ich

every member can be al igned and to which every member can be a ccountable.
Michae l C. Mack believes that when al l levels of leadership and members hip
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know a clea rly defined v ision, ministry can be ef fectively aligned w ith that mission
(131). This alignment beco mes a perfunctor y role of good leadership, but good lead ership
goes beyo nd the senior pastor or mo st visible leader. Leaders at every level of the church
should com municate v ision and dem onstrate the importance of l ining up eve ry aspect of
what the church does as a fulf illment of that v ision. Leadership is key and points to the
major benefit that team leadership prov ides.
Team le adership. Evelyn Jaffe Schre iber examines the impact that team
management t heory (TM T) would have on multicu lturalism within the workp lace. TMT
supports the breakdown of a highly hie rarchical system. She suggests that a form of

synergy develops within a leadership team as they work together to reach a common goal
and a com mon connection (459 ). Robert E. Qu inn discovered that even two oppo sing
teams beco me joined in a synergist ic relationship. This relationship occurs whe n the
outsta nding effort of one team stimulates the oppo sing team to a higher level of play,
which in turn stimulates the f irst team to an even higher level of play. At th is point, the
two op posing teams beco me a single mut ually re inforc ing system (16 3). In this case, a
certa in level of competit ion within an organ ization can be prod uctive and positi ve.
Neverthe less, to bring ba lance to this competit ive thought, Schreiber sug gests that
teaching aspects of a ll the cultures involved helps eve ryone rethink the us-versus-them
paradigm through a diffe rent, more compatible lens (460). Learning to value each other’s
unique differences and how th ose differences contribute to the whole means having the
ability to see each other as equ als. Ha ving equal ity starts w ith the need for new
sensitiv ities and understan ding. It calls for team leadership and greate r collaborat ion.
This equal ity suggests that for a church to create synergy, team l eadership must take an
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active role in commu nicating and celebrat ing the d iversities and sim ilarities of each
congregat ion.

Diversity in team leadership. A leadership team models the same type
cooperative synergy it see ks to create , except on a smaller scale. Asa ko M iura and Misao

Hida conducted a university experiment to test the hy pothesis that groups with mem bers
of higher levels of diversity and simi larity of thought would sh ow greater synergy to
produce greater group creat ivity. Group dive rsity is defined in this exper iment as the
ability of an individual to think d ifferently f rom other group members based o n his or her
own ex perience, learning, and/or perso nality ( 542). This def inition sup ports leadership

and team-building principles. Therefore, team leadership consists of people with a
diverse enough background to contribute to a wide variety of needs.
The results of this exper iment suggest that the greater the d iversity brought to a
problem, the more li kely a better solut ion is discove red (M iura and Hida 542). This
finding should chal lenge any hierar chical structure of church leadership to consider the
synergy derived from team le adership. A fast -chang ing sp iritually diverse culture needs
the kind of di versity that team leadership offe rs in order to continue to reach and minister
effect ively.
Paramet ers in team le adership. A literature review also revea ls the need to have
a certa in degree of balance between sim ilarities and dif ferences in order for this d iverse
grouping to work. M iura and Hida expla in that having a certain degree of s imilarity

among m embers wil l help prevent too la rge a disagreement gap from forming. Too much
dissimi larity would be coun terprod uctive in the end (54 4). Whi le diversity prov ides a
creat ive element in the team, the team must also con sider its ab ility to work toward a
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consensus. Noah E. Friedk in refers to this type of consens us as cohe siveness, a positi ve
group behavior and attitude that, in turn, maintains

its group attachme nts (410) . Robert L.

Phillips, John D. B lair and Nea l Schmitt add that cohesion is the foun dation to

organizat ional synergy because it becomes the social mechanism that wi

ll prevent a

breakdown when t he organizat ion is exposed t o extremely stressful conditions (14 0).
This aspect of div ersity and simi larity contains a theolog ical element, as we ll.

Be ing Christian, by nature, is to have certa in things in commo n while be ing uniquely
individual at the same time. Chr istians have the same faith, the same Lord, the same
baptism, the same Holy Spirit living within, the same ca ll to love and be in fe llowship,

and th e same man date to go and make disciples of a ll nations. These comm on the ologica l
similarities bind together the unique differences of individual Chr istians to develop a
more effecti ve team of leaders.
Relevant The ories
Two theori es are relevant to creat ing synergy. First, the rev iew looks at systems
theory an d how it pertains to creat ing synergy with in separate church congregations.
Second, the review looks at stepfami ly theory and h ow it tends to work aga inst synergy
as it perta ins to separate church congr egations.
System s Theory and Its Relationship to S ynergy
System s theory e xamines the interrel atedness of con necting parts and
relationships that exist and fun ction within the whole (Ste inke 3). Friedman also

describes systems thinking as that which pays less attention to the conte nt of what is
going on and more to the process that governs the co ntent (15). Several of the businesses
and ch urch situations previously listed demonstrate how s ystems the ory works within the
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organizat ion seek ing or strugg ling with organizat ional synergy. For example, when a
Canadian labor union began merging addit ional d iverse labor unions together, syste ms
theory s urfaced in the need to un derstan d better how to create synergy am ong labor

unions of different trades for the good of the overal l union. The sect ion on
communication also indicates how important sharing and exchanging information among
its parts is to the prom otion of sy nergy. Thus, com munication becomes a prom otional
concept t o syste ms the ory. Syste ms the ory is designed to take notice of how each of its
connecting parts affects the whole, as we ll as the effect it has on each of its parts. A
theology of the Tr inity, for example, is a form of systems t hinking . This doctrine looks at
both the totality of God and the three eq ual persons of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
While equa lly the same, they, neverthel ess, function diffe rently w ithin the whole.
System s thinking he lps to un derstand better the process of cha nge that goes on
within an organ ization. Senge expresses in an interview his belief that change should not
be understood as the result of an A -causes-B exchange but as a cause and effect that
results from a va riety of dif ferent ang les ( Loren 45). Gilbert R. Rendle also states that
systems thinking approaches an organ ization not from t he whole to its parts, but begins
with the parts to understa nd the w hole better (5 5). Looking at an organ ization from its
parts to its whole, Sonya R. Hardin and Roberta Kaplow add that s

ystem thinking

become s the abil ity to understan d how one decision can impact the whole (6). This
princip le better ass ists team leadersh ip in sol ving organ izational problems and in help ing
prevent future confl icts through anticipat ion and planning. Unsol ved confl ict must be

managed and handled in a collaborative manner (Dent 1 79).
Each congregat ion contains within itself various syste ms that make it function.
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These systems are a basic prem ise behind the attempt t o understan d better the next macro
level of how each separate congregat ion becomes a sy stem tha t functions within the
larger church. Th is larger view of systems theory also helps manage and

maintain a new

level of complexity.
Callahan helps bring further c larity to systems t hinking w ithin a church of
multiple congregat ions:
What we cal l a large church is a co llection of small congregat ions who
have enough in comm on to share the same centralized space and fac ilities
and the sa me pastor an d pastoral staff . The art of serv ing a large church is,
in fact, the art of ser ving a cooperative par ish. ( Twelve Keys 36)
His statement prom otes the p oint that syste ms stil l exist, regardless of how large or smal l
the church bec omes.
According to Jesus’ e xample in John 13 and his mandate in Matthew 28,

a body

of bel ievers is responsible for loving and serv ing to a nd with one another in order to
make disc iples and teach the comm unity to wh om they are cal led to serve . In order to

accomplish this mandate today, a single congregation must be able to communicate this
instruction effect ively among its va rious systems in order to execute t his expected
ministry. Seek ing this mandate, or any vis ion, without system s thinking pa ints a love ly
picture of the future w ith no deep understanding of the forces that must be mastered to
move from here to there (Senge 1 2). If cooperatio n among these systems is true of a
single congre gation, then it serves to be equal ly true of a church w ith multipl e
congregat ions. In fact, such com munication among its systems beco mes even more

complex.
Tony Gi ll states, “ Social systems are about people having thoughts; articu lating
those t houghts; co mmunicating these thoughts to others; pe ople listening to the
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comm unication; un derstan ding the commu nication and respo nding appr opriately.” From
a sociolog ical perspect ive, this understanding of system s theor y applies w ithin

congregations, in that they function as social systems under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit to carry out his unique ministry through the peo ple who see, understa nd, and
comm unicate together for the comm on goo d of the wh ole.
This idea and thought on co mmunication invites many to be involved.
Communicating what the Ho ly Spirit is revealing through people becomes a key
ingred ient in build ing church synergy. The fa ct that congregat ions may be divergent in
age and culture, or s imply sim ilar in characte r but meeting at d ifferent times, does not
change the need for this type of sy stems t hinking for the benefit it produces. Therefore,
three elements specif ically link systems theor y with build ing church synergy.
Firstly, this link involves relationship. Each system t hat exists within a s ingle
congregat ion is made up of indiv iduals who are understoo d to have a relat ionship with
Jesus C hrist. This relationship is foundational from the stand point that he is the one from

whom the Church receives its Great Commission to make discip les and its Gr eat
Commandment to love each other.
Each indi vidual system is a lso underst ood to have relat ionship among its
members, wh o, in turn, develop a level of cooperativ e connection within that system.

Systems thinking is an organ izational tool to he lp promote s ynergy within a s ingle system
and the n expa nd that s ynergy to t he macro leve l of single systems having relationship
with each other. Sunday sc hool classes, ministry teams, and/or small home groups
represent indiv idual systems that function in different ways but, nonetheless, have an
ongoing re lationship serving toward a comm on call with each other. Steinke gives further
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support to t he idea that synergy does not de pend on its organizat ional parts being
identica l but does beco me necessary for them t o be identif ied with one another.
Belonging to the Lord through faith is inseparable f rom belonging to each other through
love and care (56).

Systems thinking embraces a common love, Lord, life, and purpose that each
individual shares with in a single system and further develops that s ynergy by s haring
those sa me com monalities with other systems for the co mmon goal of the Church an d its
calling. This commonality a ll begins with a fundame ntal and unifying re lationship with

Jesu s Christ.
Secondly, the link between system s thinking and synergy invol ves leadership. A
review of literature suggests that leadership should contain certain e lements of bot h
hierarch ical and team styles. The greater the complexity of the system, the great er the

requirement for some leve l of hierarchy to exists. In the church, hierarchy is a lready
made p ossible by the app ointment of a senior pastor. From that point, even as leadership
is tiered downward, team leadership becomes representative of the systems

involved.

Leaders from these var ious syste ms form that sa me relat ional synergy among themselves,
knowing that church synergy wil l never go any further than what the leadership

experiences and witnesses.
Thirdly, the l ink between systems thinking and syner gy invol ves commu nication.
These three e lements build on one anot her, but co mmunication is essentia l in bui lding
synergy within any syste matic level of relationship or leadership. As the communication

system becomes more effective, the information that is passed on wil l become more
accurate. As communication system becomes less effective, the information becomes
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more inaccurate in an effort to f ill any informat ion void (Popenoe 531). Therefore,
comm unication brings c larity of function in a comm on call for Christ.

Christ communicates to people through his Holy Spirit and brings them into
relationship with him and into the rea lity that he is the leader of the ir lives and the
Church. The Holy Spir it creates a synerg istic connection amo ng those of a single syst em
as they co mmunicate with each other in a personal, spi ritual, and functional manner. On a
greater level, the Holy Spi rit uses leadership to commu nicate God ’s will throughout the

system in a manner that discovers and exposes his will for his Church and how that wil l
is to be l ived out in any gi ven church.
In the case of a church with multip le congre gations, each congregat ion become s a
single complex system. These system s continue with the pur pose of wil lingly allowing
the Holy Spir it to deve lop an effect ive synergy through these same elements of
relationship, leadership, and comm unication.
Stepfamily Theory and Its Relati onship to Synergy
A literature re view of systems theory reveals a connecting link with the dynamics
of stepfamil ies. The stepfami ly theor y bears a striking resemblance to the human and
structural side of congre gations serving together. This dynamic is part icularly germane to
this study, where a singl e congregat ion grows and expand s to offering di fferent worship
times and styles that result in the addition of new congregat ions. The addit ion of each
new congregation interrupts the church ’s established patterns, otherwise known as
homeostasis (Steinke 6). Thus, each addit ional congre gation takes on the characterist ics
of being what is described here as stepfami lies.
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Brent B . Allred, K imber ly B. Boal, and Wil liam K. Holste in point out h ow
mother organizat ions acquiring and merging one or more com panies together face s imilar
systemic chal lenges as that of stepfami lies. One top executive summarize s the sim ilar ities
by comparing his company makeup to t hat of his own family :
Sandy (exec utive ’s wife) and I both have the problem that our “children”
look up to us as they never did before, and reject the other parent with
equal v igor, saying, “ Sandy wo u ldn’t want to do this, so what do I care
what Joh n wants. ” (24)
His ana logy of this parent/chi ld relationship refers to the react ion of merged employees
and divis ions of the newly restructured form of parental

leadership.

Churche s with multip le congre gations are simi lar to this f amily situat ion with

stepchildren who feel a lack of connection. They e ither lack a history together or remain
disconnected because of the ab sence of regular interact ion. Un less the orig inal

congregation is convinced of the need, v alues, and purpose behind expanding its ministry
to incorporate additional congre gations, they d o not view any additional congre gations as
a real part of the ir church fami ly. Thus, the atmosphere of being a congreg ational
stepfamily is born.
Churche s often refer to themselves as fam ilies. Smal l congregat ions, for example,
hold very strong ties, result ing from a long h istory of being together and being involved

in each other’s life histor ies. In many cases, the reference of church fam ily carries a
literal connotation due to t he actual k inship of many mem bers to o ne anot her. One might
even conclude that churches with a stronger the sense of family are

less likely to create

synergy with additional congre gations because of the perceived threat they bring to the
family history.
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With culture becoming more and more diverse, churches are fa

ced with becoming

more ope n and mission minded to acco mmodate t his type of congregational diversity. In
essence, they are unkn owingly adopting a stepfami ly model where new congre gants and
new Christians are likely to hold their loyalty to the congregat ion that is most
instrumental in introducing them to Jesu s Christ. They are in the same overal l church

family by means of membership but are connected to the overall church family through a
different parent —being the particu lar congregat ion (A llred, Boal, and Holstein 26).
Allred, Boal, and Holste in compiled a chart of s imilarities that exist between
stepfamil ies and merged corporations, which a lso fit quite eas ily into a s ituation

involving mult iple congregat ions (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Similari ties between Stepfamilies and Merged C orporations
Characterist ics

Tasks

Issues

High stress

Forming new traditions

Power issues

Culture shock

Creating n ew coalitions

Coping with loss & change

Role ambiguity

Establishing new relatio nships

Life cycle discrep ancies

Limited s hared histor y

Boundary problems

Complex structures

Insider versus outsider
Loyalty conflicts

Source: Allred, Boal, and Holstein 27.

Based on their comparison of stepfamily dynamics and merged corporations,
Allred, Boal, and Holste in conclude that merging and acquir ing organizat ions should
center on simi larity in size, industry, culture, and strategy, suggesting that s imilarity
become s a key compo nent that can be linked to a greate r success rate ( 26, 32).
Neverthe less, based on the nature of the church a nd its cal l to make disciples of a ll
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people, this sim ilarity princ iple cannot be applied in a ll cases. The grace of God is
offered to al l persons, rega rdless of diss imilarity. The culture the church is c alled to reach
today is ever chang ing, and systems t hinking embraces this change rather that a voiding it.
Communities ar e diss imilar in regard to race, religions, marita l status, bel iefs, and
life experiences. This mental ity of embracing s imilarity would be counterpr oductive to
Christian ity and would con done a close -minded approach to those unlike themselves. Not
only would this mentality miss an opport unity to carry out t he Great Commission, but it

also promote a consistent so urce of tension for any attempt at ch urch health and ch urch
growth. Becoming a vibrant church of the twenty -first century means learning to embrace
diversity in order to embrace the people. Creating church sy nergy suggests starting with

embracing each other with God’s unconditional love.
Stepfamily theory is a subcategory of systems thinking that helps church
leadership better ant icipate and plan the results and requirements of minister ing to a f astchanging wor ld. This theory can a lso be instru mental in help ing church l eadership
antic ipate potential problems w ithin a church fami ly dynamic; therefore, the goa l of
church leadership is to protect aga inst a step-congregation mentality.
Summary on Synergy
A sum mary of fiv e main topics on creat ing sy nergy are addressed from the
literature review.

First, as complex and diverse as the twenty -first century culture has grown, no
biblical mandate exists that requires one church to attem pt to matc h the co mplexity of an
entire cu lture in order to be effect ive. Though the examples use d in this literature review
faced their d ifficulties in a complex system, their experience does not prove any
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conclusive para llels between individual physic ians or separate l abor unions an d the
complexity invol ved in individual congreg ations . The complexity that results f rom
becoming too diverse suggests l imitations exist as to how co mplex a church can beco me
and stil l build synergy. Without certain k ey comp onents in place, s ize and/or com plexity
can become t he antithesis to orga nizat ional synergy.
A potential ly complex situation of having a church with mult iple congregat ions
can be simpli fied by the man ner in which the complexity is m inimized through its
organizat ional structure. Multiple congregat ions become m uch less com plex if the
boundaries of being a congre gation are held to a worshipping comm unity while the other
aspects of church life are ser ved as one. Serv ing as one while celebrat ing diversity helps
to create stronger levels synergy. That e lement of one church celebrating its own
diversity helps in build ing greate r church -wide synergy.

Second , the literature examined unity and diversity only with in the context of a
single operational environment. The re view dea lt with individuals w ithin a single group
and not groups within a larger organ ization. The question stil l remains as to whether the
sociolog ical principles that gu ide individuals w ithin a s ingle group can be effect ively
applied to the la rger entity of separate congre gations within a s ingle church. In order to

have syn ergy within an organ ization with mult iple groups, indiv iduals w ithin a single
group mu st first f ind their own balance between dive rsity and unity. Th is balance is a
fundamental step toward church -wide synergy.
Churche s with multip le worshipping congre gations naturally invite a diverse
group of peo ple who bring w ith them differ ent g ifts, back grounds, history, experience,
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and talents. That d iversity has the potential of bui lding synergy as each dive rse grouping
understa nds and celebrates its contribution to the overall commission, command, and
specif ic vision of that church.
Third, based on the co nversation on building community, testimon y should
become a to ol for connec ting and comm unicating how God’s grace is be ing exempli fied
in each congregat ion, re gardless of the dive rsity in style, age, or culture . Testimony,
therefore, becomes the co ncrete ev idence of God’s grace work ing in the entire church,
which should be s hared equally w ith each congregat ion to raise the level of identif ication
with the entire chur ch. I contend that persons giving testimony through personal, video,
or written w itness to al l church congregat ions help promote s ynergy. The v alue of
testimony being commu nicated church -wide leads to the next c ommon theme discovered
in this literature review.
Churche s of multiple congre gations help build synergy through the real ization of
lives be ing changed as a result it its diverse ministry. Testimony gi ves a vicarious
connection t o the spiritual success of the overal l church ministry and is not necessa rily
isolated to the one diverse a rea of that church.

Fourth, as a church grows more complex, the need for effective communication
grows proportionately. The need for a systematic d istribution of information or detai l is
not merely for the sake of being informed but for b uilding a h istory together and for
understa nding the celebrat ions and nee ds of each congregation with in that history. The
one element that different iates church synergy from corp orate synergy is the spir itual
element. Socio logically speaking, synergy is a part of effectively commu nicating a
comm on goal and worldview that motivates a person to work a longside another. Indeed,
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this aspect is not missing from the church, bu t the involv ement of the Holy Spir it adds a
dynamic that takes commu nication to a gr eater level.
Communicating and ce lebrat ing the mi lestones of each congregat ion can help in
building synergy, which, in turn, g ives each member a greater sense of ownership in the
total min istry of the church. Developing this systematic form of commu nication is a
matter for the next overarching theme found in this l iterature re view.

Fifth, leadership in a church w ith multipl e congregat ions presents mo nthly,
week ly, if not dai ly, cha llenges in build ing and maintain ing synergy. One compulsory

element of l eadership on this le vel is mak ing biblical vision a consistent part of the entire
church. Team leadership is about building sound structures of communication,
relationship, and problem solving. Team leadership is equal ly about m odeling the

element toward which it seeks to lead, whi ch in this c ase is synergy among leadership.
The d iversity and unity of each congregat ion essential ly requires the same or s imilar
diversity and unity in its leadership team. Synergy is modeled and guided by its church

leadership.
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CHAPTER 3
METH ODOL OGY

Problem and Purpose
This study was b orn out of a need to establish a way to create an overa ll sense of

synergy within an up-and-coming church project that wil l be revitalized through
diversity. The cha llenge at hand was to d etermine what elements are present in churches
that are currently disp laying a healthy level of synergy among m ultiple worshipping
congregat ions; therefore, the purpose of this project was to discover what factors
influence the creat ion of synergy within a church of multip le congreg ations. To that end,

an evaluative study was con ducted on six churches that currently function with multiple
congregat ions.
Research Que stions

After completing a review of the literature, the fo llowing questions helped bring
direction to the design of this study.
Research Que stion #1

What are the elements that help create synergy in churches with mult iple
congregations?
This question simply sought t o discover the essentia l guidelines and practices that

would help bring further unity and church sy nergy among th ose churche s that find
themselves faced w ith a commu nity chal lenge of hav ing mult iple congre gations. The data
and su mmary of this stud y can either be considered for use among churche s struggl ing
with displa ced synergy or beco me replicated by other researchers to expan d this stud y
into areas current ly beyo nd its scope.
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Research Que stion #2
Do churches of either m ixed worship style or same worship style corre late with
higher synergy numbers?
Because di versity lends itse lf to com plexity, this question so ught to discover any
inherent va lue in reducing a sense of competition among congregations that function with
same style serv ices and those that fu nction with mixed styles or settings. To answer th is

question, I selected six churches that met one of the tw o categories : three with same style
and three with mixed style worship serv ices.
Delimiting Factors
Delimiting factors were set to narrow the f ield of church samples to th ose that fit
a specif ied parameter of qual ifications. These factors ar e a part of determ ining the
comm on components t hat pr omote synergy among churches with multiple congregations.
These de limiting factors div ide into four main categor ies.
1. Selecting only those churches that ministered through mult iple worshipping
comm unities del imited the f ield qual ifying churches. Churches m ust have at least two
services that meet either in the same faci lity, separate locat ions on t he same faci lity, or
separate locat ions al l together.

2. Selecting only those churches that prog ressed from one service to two or more
services w ithin the past twenty -five years del imited the f ield of qual ifying churches.

Qualifying churches include on campus or off campus congregations.
3. Selecting only those churches that fit with in one of two wor ship categories
delim ited the f ield of qual ifying churches. The first cate gory inc ludes tho se churches t hat
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duplicate thei r worship style in all services. The second category inc ludes those ch urches
that offer dif ferent worship styles.
4. Selecting those c hurches whose average attendance in primary worship twentyfive years a go was 2 50 or less del imited the f ield of qual ifying churches. Current worship

attendance did not delimit the selection of these churches.
Subjects
Based on the previous delim iting factors, s ix churches were se lected.
Church #1: Bethel Bap tist Church (BB C)
BBC is located in Dothan, Alabama. It meets factors #1 and #2 as being

a church

with two or more separate worshipping congregat ions and has grown from o ne to two
services in the past t wenty-five years. BBC meets style fa ctor #3 as being a church that
duplicates it service styles and meets the size factor of #4 as being a church whose
average worship attendance twenty -five yea rs prior w as less than 250. BBC conducts its
multiple worship services w ithin the same faci lity and currently ave rages over five
hundred pe ople in attendance.

Church #2: Harvest United Methodist Church ( HUM C)
HUMC is located in Dothan, Alabama. It meets factors #1 and #2 as being

a

church with two or more separate wo rshipping congregations and has grown from o ne to
two servic es in the past twenty -five years. H UMC meets style factor #3 as being a church
that du plicates it service styles and meets the size factor of #4 as being a church whose
average worship attendance twenty-five yea rs prior w as less than 250. HUMC conducts
its mult iple worship serv ices w ithin the same faci lity and currently ave rages ove r twe lve
hundred pe ople in attendance.
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Church #3: St. Mark United Meth odist Church (SMUMC)
SMUMC is located in Columbu s, Georgia . It meets factors #1 and #2 as being a
church with two or more separate worshipping congregations and has grown from o

ne to

two servic es in the past twenty -five years. S MUMC meets style factor #3 as being a
church that d uplicates it service styl es and meets the size fa ctor of #4 as be ing a church

whose average worship attendance twenty-five years prior was less than 250 . SMUMC
conducts its multiple worship serv ices w ithin the same faci lity and currently av erages
over 350 people in attendance.

Church #4: Demop olis Fir st United Methodist Church (DFUMC)
DFUMC is located in Demop olis, Alabama. It meets factors #1 and #2 as being a
church with two or more separate worshipping congregations and has grown from o

ne to

two servic es in the past twenty -five years. DF UMC meets style factor #3 as being a
church that offers two different serv ice styles and meets the size factor of #4 as being a
church wh ose average worsh ip attendance twent y -five years pr ior was less than 25 0.
DFUMC conducts its multipl e worship services within separate fac ilities on the same
campu s and currently averages ove r 360 people in attendance.

Church #5: Grace Place United Methodist Church (GPUMC)
GPUMC is located in Semmes, Alabama. It meets factors #1 and #2 as being

church with two o r more separate worshipping congregations and has grown from o

a
ne to

two servic es in the past twenty -five years. GP UMC meets style factor #3 as being a
church that offers three different ser vice styles and meets the size factor of #4 as be ing a
church wh ose average worship attendance twenty-five years pr ior was less than 2 50.
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GPUMC is a new church plant that conducts its multiple worship ser

vices on separate

locat ions and currently averages just fewer than one h undred peo ple in attendance.

Church #6: St. Luk e United Methodist Church ( SLUMC )
SLUMC is located in Pensacola, A labama. It meets factors #1 and #2 as being a
church with two or more separate worshipping congregations and has grown from o

ne to

two servic es in the past twenty -five years. S LUMC meets sty le factor #3 as being a
church that offers two different serv ice styles and meets the size factor of #4 as being a

church whose average worship attendance twent y -five years pr ior was less than 25 0.
SLUMC conduct s its multip le worship ser vices w ithin separa te facilities on the same
campu s and currently averages ove r 550 people in attendance.

Instrumentation
The literature re view highlighted four essential componen ts that have so me
influence on creating church -wide synergy. These comp onents were comm unity,

leadership, communication, and vis ion. Tables 3.1-3.4 display these statements as the y
pertain to each compo nent. To measure the degree to which each of these four
comp onents functioned within each partic ipating church, I des igned a survey instrument

with thirty-five statements on which to respo nd. This instrument is the Churc h Synergy
Assessme nt Tool (CSA T).
The or iginal Partnership Sel f-Assessment Tool (PSA T) was the model from
which the CSAT in this study was edited and formatted. In 2001, the Center for the
Advancement of C ollaborat ive Strateg ies in Hea lth at the New York Ac ademy of
Medic ine conducte d the National Study of Partnership Functioning. This
metho dologica lly rigorous stud y of sixty -three partnerships thr oughout the United States
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was designed to determine the extent to which partnerships achieve synergy and to
identify the factors that influence the abil ity of partnerships to maximize synergy ( Center

for the Advancement ). In 2008, Elisa Mar ie Orosco used this instrument for her
dissertation research in order to identi fy dimensions of synergy in the Colleg e Going
Initiative of Imperia l Count y, California. The scope and the p urpose for which this survey
tool was used ma de it a relevant r esource for this study.
The PSA T measured the mean sc ore of eac h comp onent and interpreted these
scores through t he lens of three synergy zones. Scores from 1.0 -2.9 are in the Low
Synergy Zone, which means that this area needs a

lot of i mprovement. Scores from 3.0 -

4.0 are in the Moderate Synergy Zone, which means that more effort is needed in this
area to maximize the congre gation’s co operative potential . Scores f rom 4.1-5.0 are in the
High Synergy Zone, which means that the par tnership currently excels in this are a and
needs to foc us attention o n mai ntaining its high score. I used these synergy zones t o
interpret the data obtained in the CSAT .

In the CSAT, statements 7-14 formed a perception of synergy score (PSS) section.
These e ight statements pr ovided an overa ll perception of synergy. The PSS encompa ssed
all four co mponents being measured (see Tabl e 4.4). The mean score of the PSS was
necessary to calculate the level of corre lation each category had on influencing the
creat ion of synergy. Statements 15 -22 focus on elements of community. These
statements measured t he level to which commu nity was being lived out in the church.

Statements 23-29 focus on elements of leadership. These statements meas ured the leve l
to which leadership was functioning in the church. Statements 30 -35 focus on elements of
comm unication. These statements measured t he leve l to which commu nication was
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functioning in the church. Statements 36-41 focus on elements of vision. These
statements measured t he leve l to which v ision was being lived out in the church.
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Table 3.1. S ynergy As sessment Statem ents: C ommunity
Commun ity
Feels like one c hurch rath er tha n two or more separate congreg ations. (#9)
Meets th e social an d spiritual nee ds of our church as a whole. (#12)
Know at least ten people atte nding other con gregations in our church. (#15)
Go ou t of my wa y to know people who atten d other congregations. (#16)
I am activ ely involved in ministries with people who atte nd other services . (#17)
Less unified as a single church and more like two or more separ ate churches. (#18)
Attend other services in our church to show m y support of the larg er church. (#19)
Number of people (25%+) meet together for fellowship, group study, or conv

ersation. (#20)

Provide intentional wa ys for people from all service s to meet one a nother. (#21)
Not very satisfied with the w ay our separate congre gations work together. (#22)

Table 3.2. S ynergy As sessment Statements: Leadership
Leadership
Identifies n ew and creative w ays to solve c hurch problems or issues. (#7)
Responds quickl y to the n eeds and problem s of our commu nity. (#11)
Units the se parate congre gations in the overall ministr y of this church. (#23)
Fails to inspire and motivate to serve as one c hurch a nd not separate congre gations. (#24)
Creates ex citement around the vision a nd mission of our church. (#2 5)
Has not help ed me fit in a nd feel like a part of the church as a whole. (#26)
Is authentic, works togeth er, and provides good exam ples to follow. (# 27)
Represe nts the diverse group of people a nd life e xperie nces of this church . (#28)
Effective at coachi ng, developing, and disci pling. (#29)
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Table 3.3. Synergy Assessment Statements: Communication
Commun ication
Includes the views and interests of p eople in the entire church. (#8)
Communicates our ministries, goals, and successes in a way that cre ates exciteme nt. (#13)
Keeps m e well informed through the newsletter a nd/or W eb site. (#30)
Helps me un dersta nd the fina ncial, mi nistr y, and memb ership status of our church. (#3 1)
Prepares a nd distributes important information in a timel y manner. (#32)

Cou ld do better at makin g me aware of how th e other worshippi ng con gregations are
helpin g reach goals a nd fulfilling our visi on. (#3 3)
Frequently celebr ates the small wins and success es throughout the church. (#34)
Rarel y mentions our vision from the pulpi t or the pastor’s sermons. (#35)

Table 3.4. S ynergy As sessment Statements: Vision
Vision
Collectively pursues the common vision of our church. (#10)
Fully understan ds the meaning and purpose of our vision and mission a s a church. (#14)

Has a positive outlook t oward policy and program changes. (#36)
Has great worship atten dance but lacks a passion a nd commitment to our vision. (#3 7)
Sometimes lea ns toward mai ntaining the st atus quo. (#3 8)
Has a strong and clear picture of our preferred future (# 39) .

Can be inconsistent at times in sticking to our goals in fulfilling our vision. (#40)
Helps us memorize a nd routinel y state our church ’s vision statement. (#41)

The survey included five demographic questions. These questions co mpare an y
variances in perceptions aga inst the biases of gender, age , length of t ime in the church,
partic ipation, and length of r elationship with the Lord Jesus Christ. Table 3.5 charts these
question s.
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Table 3.5. S ynergy As sessment Que stions: Demographics
Demographics
Male or Female (#1)
Which age bracket define s you? ( please check o ne ) (#2)
20 or younger
21 -30 31 -40 41 -50 51 -65 65+
Please list the numb er of years you have been atten ding this c hurch: ___ __ (#3)
Approximatel y how often in the past year have you spe nt time participating i n each of the
following church activities? (#4)
—Worship S ervices
—Sunda y school, small group, or Bible stud y
—Serving in volunteer ministr y at the churc h.
—Serving in volunteer ministr y at or on be half of the church
How long have you had a person al relationship with Jesus Christ? (#5)
5 years or less
6-10 years
11 -15
16 -20
21+
Please indicate the service you attend most b y day or time it me ets: (e.g. , 9:30 a.m. service)
(#6)

The survey was heav ily influenced and m odeled aft er a s imilar assessment to ol
used in the bu siness fie ld, entit led Partners hip Self Assessment T ool (Center for the

Advancement) . I modified questions one, two, an d five from page 2 to best fit the nature
of this assessment tool. I modified statements seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen from
page 4 to best f it the nature of this assessment to ol. I also modif ied statement sixteen
from page 14 to best fit the nature of this assessment tool.
Jim Clemmer offered addit ional insight from his assessment to ol, entit led
Measu ring Organizational an d Team Ener gy Levels . I modifi ed s tatements twenty -one,

twenty-three, thirty-one, thirty-two, and thirty-three to best fit the nature of I formulated
all other statements as they pertained to the s pecific category.
Reliability
The one major drawback for using the Pa rtnership Sel f-Assessment Tool as a

model to create the Church Synergy Assessment Tool (CSAT) was that I could find no
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scores for re liability testing . In stat istics, reliability is the consistency of a measuring

instrument to return c onsistent data whe n used again. This reliability can either be
whether the meas urements of the same instrume nt give or ar e likely to g ive the same
measureme nt in a retest or, in the case of more subjective instruments suc h as the CSAT,

whether two indepen dent asse ssors give s imilar scores (“Rel iability”).
To test the re liability of the CSAT, I used Cronbac h’s Alpha to measure its degree

of consistency. For scales that are used as research tools to compare group s, calcu lated
scores of 0.7 to 0.8 are regarded as satisfactory. For clinical applications, much higher
values of re liability are needed. The minimum for a cl inical instrument is 0. 90 (Bland and
Altman 57 2). Two hundred C SAT surveys were tested and returned an alpha score of
.928. This high score indicates a h igh internal consistency that gives conf idence that, if
used again, w ill return s imilar results.

Table 3.6. S ynergy As sessment Tool Reli ability Test

Tested

Sample
Size

Alpha

35

200

.928

Questions

Surve y Tool

Face Validity

On 15 May 2008, I sent a survey to ten sele cted church mem bers from Greysto ne
United Methodist Church a nd five addit ional persons n ot con nected with the church t o
partic ipate in the pretest of this instrument. These partic ipants were of v arying age and

edu cational l evels. I instructed the participants to be aware of four ma in concerns. Firstly,
they looked for any u nclear word ing or confusing statements in the instrument. This
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assessme nt assured more accurate answers based on a clear understanding of the

qu estions. Secondly, they made n otes of an y typographical and grammatica l errors.
Thirdly, they recorded the time the survey began and the time it ended. Th

is record was

for the purpo se of calcul ating an ave rage time in completing the survey. Last ly, they

looked for any question or state ment that wo uld pote ntially place a responde nt in a
compr omising position. These measures helped minimize any skewing of the data.
The shortest time tak en to complete the pretest survey was fiv e minutes. The
longest time ta ken to complete the pretest survey was appro ximately f ifteen m inutes.
Avera ge time to complete the survey was ten minutes. Only a few misspel

led words

needed to be corrected. No unclear or confusing statements were found. In ad

dition, no

question s or stateme nts that would seemingly compromise the integrity of the answers
given were found.
Data Collection
This research was an e valuative study util izing a nonex perimental, quantitat ive
research method. The research was ev aluative based on the o bservations made on
churches with multiple congregat ions. Wiersma and Jurs define quantitative research as

that which describes a pheno menon with nu mbers an d measure ments rather than using
words (13). The data col lected he lped in eva luating the level of synergy from which e ach
church was functioning and what elements helped instil l that synergy.
This quantitati ve study collected data through a survey distr ibuted am ong a
random sam ple of the membership of each partic ipating church. Each part icipating
church generated a rando m sample mail ing list of 12 percent. I se lected this 12 percent
sample size to increase the likelihood of attaining a greater return rate toward a 10
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percent target. The random model chosen for this research is known as systematic
sampling (W iersma and Jurs 307). I provided an instruction sheet to each ch urch, gi ving
the fol lowing d irections as to how to generate a systematic sample:

1. By providing me with the total church membership number;
2. By wr iting the numbers 1 through 8 on se parate pieces of paper . I chose the
number eight on the basis that select ing every e ighth person would closely generate a

random sample of 12 percent;
3. By randomly selecting one of those eight num bers (e.g., draw ing out a num ber

5); and,
4. By going down the me mbership list and beginning with the fi fth member l isted
(e.g., most l ikely the person’s last name wil l begin with an A). Beginning w ith the f ifth
person, selecting e very e ighth person until rea ching the end of the members hip list. This
metho d creates the rando m selectio n.
Because this study depe nded on the participation of churches that I did not have
direct connection, I personal ly contacted each senior pastor to inq uire of h is or her
interest in partic ipating in this project. For the pastors who expres sed interest in

participating in this resear ch, I sent a packet expla ining the project and the detai ls as to
how each ch urch would participate in creating a random l ist of parti cipants and making
his or her congregat ion aware of the church ’s partic ipation in this research. I made a
further agreement to provide the f indings of that part icular church to the senior pastor.
The data prov ided from this survey could prove to be helpful

in affirming the exce llence

they provide in deve loping and maintain ing church synergy, in addit ion to being an
evaluative tool to further leadership deve lopment and s ynergy improvement.
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I informed each senior pastor was that I would contact

him at a later date to

explain the project in greater detai l and answer any q uestions t o help assure the

leadership of the w ide benefit th is study wo uld provide. The survey packet sent to the
pastor included the follow ing protocol.

1. A pub lic ann ouncemen t provided a detailed announce ment co ncerning this
project and its pu blication to be made two con secutive Sund ays prior to the distribution

of the survey. This announcement requested that the senior pastor make a verbal
presentation from the p ulpit to indic ate his or her approval and supp ort of the project, to
announce the project in the bullet in, to present this annou nceme nt in the mont hly
newsletter br iefly outl ining the project and the forthcoming rando m select ion of
partic ipants, and that the se nior pastor provide a cover letter on church stationary in the
survey mail ing.
2. The membership survey provided the c hurch leadership the opp ortunity to

examine the contents and nature of the survey prior to the beginning of the public
announcement. By knowing the potential benef its that would be forthcoming, the
leadership re ceived further assurance to partic ipate. In addition, I provided permission to

the church to use this survey as a tracking instrument to measure any progress in lowrated areas if the church so choo ses.

3. An instruction shee t outlined how to generate a random sample, a deadline to
return the survey, and for the convenience of the participants, I included a self -addressed
stamped envelope in the packet.
Confidentiali ty
Giving one ’s opinion or perception of the church a nd its leadership is a very
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private matter, part icularly if someone ’s perception d oes not portray the church or its
leaders in a posit ive or favorable manner. A. A rdolino states that if a part icipant bel ieves
their anonymity wil l not be mainta ined, the survey wi ll either not be completed and
returned or wi ll contain skewed se lf-censored data. In the effort to maintain anony mity,
to alleviate any skewed data, and to pro mote a higher rate of return, the assessment t ool
included no que stions of identif ication. I included a cover letter assuring strict
confidential ity. Because this instrument was not inten ded to track any change in the
respon dents’ perception over a per iod of time, no further surveys were used for fol low -up
data. Th is non follow -up design e liminated the need to assign a unique partic ipant code

for tracking purposes, thus assuring complete anony mity.
Constants
This study was an evaluative study that did not focus on manipulating and
measuring variables. No independe nt, depe ndent, or interv ening variables were a part of
this study. The princ iples d iscovered in this study co uld provide such var iables for further
research in order to determine the greater impact they have on ch urch -wide synergy. For

the purpose of this study, however, no relevant variables were used, only constants.
Wiersma and Jurs define a constant as a characteristic or condition that is the
same for al l the individua ls in a study (33). The constants within this study include,
firstly, the random sam ple se lected from the entire membership that existed with in each

church and, secondly, the overall sense of church-wide synergy perceived by this random
sample.
Data Analysis
After compil ing the informat ion from al l six church surveys, my Research
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Reflect ion Team assisted in analyz ing and interpret ing the results. The data from the
surveys was su mmarized with the de script ive statist ics 1 and the use of the Pearson
Correlat ion Coeffic ient 2 .

1

Descript ive stat istics are the cate gories and measur es by wh ich the quant itative data is described.

2

Pearson correlation is a method of computing t he mean or ave rage score from the tota l data g iven.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Evaluating effective churches can usually be measured in terms of the num

ber in

attendance, the n umber of choices in worship style, and the nu mber of ministries offered
to meet a var iety of needs. These a re concrete mi lestones that are easi ly assessed.
Evaluating church synergy is a subject that is rare ly, if ever, brought into consideration in
such an evaluation. Synergy is a subjecti ve topic. The prev ious indica tors ce rtainly give
evidence of setting and achie ving goa ls in min istry and indeed represent milestones
worthy of celebration. However , they do no t tell the complete story of the overal l
capacity of the church to util ize its diversity to the most effecti ve level. This scenar io led

to the development of the Church Synergy Assessment Tool (CSAT) to help discern this
subjective matter. The purpose of this project was to discover what factors

influence the

creat ion of synergy within a church of multipl e congreg ations.

Two research questions guided this study: What are the el ements that help create
synergy in churches with multiple congregat ions? Do churches of either mixed worship
style or same worship style corre late with higher synergy num bers?
Profile of Part icipants

In each of the six churches that participated in this study, a random sample of
twelve percent rece ived the CSAT survey in the mai l. Total population of the overa ll
surveys mailed out was 58 8. Two hun dred and t hirty -nine surveys (4 1 percent) we re
returned by t he prescribed deadline. O f these 2 39 part icipants, ninety -seven partic ipants
(41 percent) were male, and 14 2 part icipants (59 percent) were
female.
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Participants marked which a ge brack et he or she f it (see Table 4.1). The category
with the l east parti cipants was the 20 -year-old or less a ge group with only three. The next
category with the fewest part icipants was the 21 to 30 -year-old a ge group with twel ve.
The next category was the 3 1 to 40-year-old age group, with th irty-five part icipants. Th e
fourth category was the 41 to 5 0-year-old age group with forty -two partic ipants. The fifth
category was 66 year -old and older age group with sixty -six part icipants. The cat egory
with the most participants was 51 to 65 -year-old age group with e ighty -one p articipants.
The part icipants ’ overall average number of years in attending thei r churches was 13. 5

years.

Table 4.1. Age Breakd own (N =239)
Age Brac ket

N

%

Male

Female

20 or less

3

1

1

2

21 -30

12

5

2

10

31 -40

35

15

13

22

41 -50

42

18

14

28

51 -65

81

33

35

46

66+

66

28

31

35

In addition to the basic demographics, partic ipants provided information
concerning the le vel of part icipation in the l ife of their churches (see Table 4.2). The
greatest majority of part icipation was seen in the brac ket of onc e or more week ly in
worship (80 perc ent), in Sunday sc hool or smal l groups (57 percent), and act ive
partic ipation in ministry ( 27 percent), whi ch was equal ly as high as those who did not
partic ipate at a ll.
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Table 4.2. Particip ation in Church Ministrie s ove r Past Year (N=239)
Weekly o r

more
n (%)
Worship

Sunday school,
small group
Active in
ministry

190
(80 )
137
(57 )
65
(27 )

1 or 2
times pe r
month
n (%)
41
(17 )
31
(13 )
54
(23 )

Once e very
5-6 weeks
n (%)

6 or less
per year
n (%)

None
n (%)

3
(1)
11
(5)
26
(11)

4
(2)
12
(5)
29
(12)

1
(.4)
48
(20)
65
(27 )

Church Asse ssment Summary
The fo llowing assessment data is based o n a five-point L ikert sca le. The
assessme nt numbers represent the ratings g iven and calcu lated among respon dents from

each category being examined.
According to the Partnership Sel f-Assessment Tool f rom which this survey was
modeled, three zones were used to interpret the scores from the instrument (see Tabl

e

4.3).

Table 4.3. Asse ssment Synergy Zones
Low

High
Synergy

Zone

Moderate
Synergy
Zone

1.0 -2.9

3.0 -4.0

4.1 -5.0

Synergy
Mean Scores

Zone

The scores that range between 1 .0 -2.9 are considered to be in the Low Synergy Zone,
indicat ing that the area needs a great dea l of improvement. The scores that range between
3.0 -4.0 are cons idered to be within in the Moderate Synergy Zone, indicat ing more e ffort
is needed to maximize the congregat ion ’s cooperative potentia l. The scores that range
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between 4.1-5.0 are in the H igh Synergy Zone, indicat ing that the par tnership currently
excels in this area and should focus attention on celebrating and maintaining its high

score.
Total Survey Assessment

The Church Synergy Assessment Tool was segmented into six sections:
demographics, perception of synergy score (PSS), community, leadership,
comm unication, and vis ion. The PSS was des igned to g ive one ’s perception of synergy,

then using that perception score to measure if any si gnificant corre lation might exist
between com munity, leadership, communication, and vis ion. These were the last four
comp one nts in the survey.
Perception of Synergy
Synergy den otes the exte nt to which a church with multiple congregat ions can do

more together than the total accomplishments any of the individual congregations added
together. This sect ion ref lects the extent to which the partic ipants as a whole perce ived
they were accomplishing more together than they would o n their own. This synergy score

established a baseline against which to compare scores of the four components being
measured in the Ch urch Sy nergy Assessme nt Tool.
A perception of synergy score measure d eight indicators of synergy with in each
church. These totals wer e then calcu lated to deri ve a mean of the overa ll participants. The
respon ses are ordered according to their average scores, sta rting with the a ttribute
receiving the h ighest ave rage score and en ding with the one that recei ved the lowest
average score (see Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4. PSS—Perception o f Synergy Score (Over all Mean=4.17)
Perception of Synergy Score

Mean

SD*

4.31

.05

4.29

.05

4.29

.02

4.28

.06

4.16

.10

4.15

.01

4.10

.07

3.81

.37

10. By working toget her, our church collectivel y pursues the common vision of the
church. (vision)
11. By working toget her, our church res ponds quickl y to the needs and problems of
our comm unity. (le adership)
12. By working toget her, our church m eets the social an d spiritual nee ds we have as a
whole. (community)
14. By working toget her, our church fully understa nds the meaning and purpose of our
vision and mission as a church. (vision)
13. By working toget her, our church communicates our ministr ies, goals, an d
successes in a way that creates excitem ent and momentum for our entire church.

(communication)
7. By workin g together , our church ide ntifies new a creativ e ways to solve church
problems an d issues. (le adership)
8. By working together , our church includes t he view s and inter est of people in t he
entire church . (communication)
9. By workin g together , our church clearl y feels like one c hurch rather than two or
more separate congre gations. (communit y)
*SD = Standard Deviation

The four cate gories of commu nity, leadership, comm unication, and vis ion were

addressed in these eight indicators of synergy. Statements 9 and 12 addressed
comm unity, averaging a score of 4. 05 between the two. Statements 7 and 11 add ressed
leadership, a veraging a score of 4.22 between the two. Statements 8 and 13 addressed
comm unication, avera ging a score of 4.05 between the two. Statements 10 and 14
addressed vision, ave raging a score of 4 .30 between the two. Th is part icular high sco re

indicated that a preferred future was an important component to creating synergy.
The average ove rall perception of synergy score (4. 17) indicates a strong
impression of cooperative synergy with in the combined ch urch survey (see Tab le 4.4).

The strongest perception of synergy score came from Harvest Church 4.33, and the
least strongest rat ing came from Grace P lace Church 3.90 (see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5. Overall Perception of Synergy Sc ores
Harvest

Bethel

St. Luke

Demopolis

St. Mar k

Grace Plac e

Perception of
synergy (PSS)

4.33

4.23

4.20

4.08

3.94

3.90

Community

3.83

3.59

3.67

3.87

3.70

3.36

Leadershi p

4.34

4.20

4.36

4.15

3.97

4.05

Communication

4.04

4.12

4.15

4.11

4.04

3.78

Vision

4.10

3.81

3.82

3.80

3.46

3.70

Church

Community
Community den otes an expression of deep C hristian koin onia and how that leve l

of belonging and personal connection lives itself out among those connected through
Christ. Participants considered the relat ionships the y have with people throughout t he
church as a whole. This section ref lects the responses to which the participants expressed
their level of community.
The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool measured eight indicators of strength
within the commu nity comp onent. The overa ll mean score (3. 83) was the lowest of the

four components an d rated con siderably lower than the mean perception of co mmunity
score (4. 05), which is found in the perception of s ynergy score section. The community

score was also the lowest score calculated among the four components. The strongest
indicator of cooperati ve community was seen in the participants, indicat ing they knew at
least ten other people by name wh o attend other congregations in their church (see Table
4.6, see statement 15) . The standard deviat ion of .6 8 indicates a w idespread opinion o n
this matter.
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Table 4.6. Str ength of Community (Over all Mean=3.80)
Strength of Commu nity
15. I know at lea st ten people b y name t hat atten d other con gregations in our
church.
21. Our church provides intentional wa ys for people from all con gregations to meet
one another.
20. A significa nt number of people (25+) from all of our congregations meet
together for some form of fellowship, group study, or conv ersation.
22. I am not v ery satisfied with th e way our separate co ngregations work together

(-).3
18. Our church seems less unified as a single church and more like two or more
separate congre gations ( -).
17. I am a ctivel y involved i n one or more of our church ministries with p eople who
attend other con gregations.
16. I go out of my wa y to know people w ho attend other congre gations in our
church.
19. I occasionall y attend other ser vices in our church (4 or more per year) just to
show m y support of the larg er churc h.

Mean

SD

4.11

.68

4.08

.09

4.05

.05

3.90

.01

3.82

.54

3.64

.08

3.38

.03

3.08

.07

The lowest three scores seen in statements 17, 16, and 19 suggest that the
community scores tended to rate lower as the personal effort to interact across
congregat ional lines decreased.
Leadership
Leadership denotes t hose pers ons in positions of pastoral, st aff, and lay
leadership. Pa rticipants con sidered and respo nded to the to tal effectiveness of their
church leadership in work ing together to achie ve greate r results for the k ingdom of God.
This sect ion ref lects their responses to t he leadership as a whole .
The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool measured seven indicators of strength
within the leadership compone nt (see Tab le 4.7). The ove rall mean score (4. 22) matched

exactly the mean perception of leadership score found in the PSS section. The strongest

3

The (-) symbol ind icates that t he state ment is stated from a nega tive perspective. H igh scores indicate
disagree ment with the statem ent.
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indicator of cooperati ve leadership was seen in the l eadership ’s effort to assimi late each
partic ipant into the l ife of the local church, along w ith the authenticity that was seen in
the pastoral, staff, and lay leadership (see statements #26 and #27).

Table 4.7. Strength of Leadership (Overall Mean=4.22)
Strength of Leadershi p
26. Our leadership ha s not help ed me fit in a nd feel like a part of the church as a

whole (-).
27. Our leadership is authentic, works together, and provide s a good exam ple to
follow.
23. Our leadership take s responsi bility for uniting th e separate congreg ations in the
over ministr y of the c hurch.
25. Our leadership create s excitement around the vision and mission of our church.
24. Our leadership fails to inspire a nd motivate people i nvolved i n our different
congregations to serve as one church and not sep arate con gregations ( -).
28. Our leadership repr esents t he diverse group of people an d life e xperie nces of
this church.
29. Our leadership is hig hly effective at coachin g, developing, and disciplin g me as
a Christian a nd servant of Christ.

Mean

SD

4.38

.03

4.37

.05

4.23

.05

4.23

.04

4.13

.23

4.13

.03

4.08

.03

In all subcategor ies that were examined, the hi gh score in leadership was
consistent. The lowest score of 4. 08 sug gests the inability or lack of time and oversight

on a more personal basis. With the exception of statement #24, the standard deviation
scores of .03, .04, and .0 5 show a strong consistency am ong these scores.
Communication
Communication denotes t he amo unt of inform ation being processed thr oughout
the church that allows partic ipants to feel a greater sense of inc lusion and un derstan ding

of the church as a whole. Participants considered and responded to the various ways their
churches co mmunicated with their membershi ps as a whole. This sect ion ref lects the

extent to which the participants believed communication was a strong component in their
churches.
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The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool measured six indicators of strength w ithin
the com munication compo nent (see Table 4.8). The overa ll mean score (4. 08) was
closely supported by the mean perception of co mmunication score (4. 13) found in the
Perception of Synergy section. Information pertaining

to how church activit ies and

ministry act ivities was circulated became t he strongest indicator of communication (see

statement #30).

Table 4.8. Str ength of Communicati on (Overall Mean =4.07)
Mean

SD

30. Our church keeps me well informe d of church activities an d ministr y
opportunities through the newsletter, announceme nts, and/or We b site.

4.54

.03

32. Our church prepares and distributes important information in a timel y manner.

4.24

.02

4.14

.04

4.05

.28

4.02

.06

3.50

.06

Strength of Commu nication

35. Our church rarely mentions our vision from the pulpit or includes its importance
in the pastor ’s sermons (-).
34. Our church frequently recogniz es, appreciates, and celebrates th e small win s
and significant successes throughout the church.
31. Our church helps me know a nd understan d the fina ncial, mi nistr y, and
members hip status of our church.
33. Our church could do better at makin g me aware of how the other worship ping
congregations in our church are h elpin g reach goals and fulfilling our visi on ( -).

Participants agreed that the churches com municated wel l as a whole but indicated
a lack of information concerning congre gations ou tside their own. This lack of a wareness
dropped the overall mean score. With the exception of statement #34, the standard
deviat ion scores of .02 , .03, .04, and .06 show a consistency across the st udy on this

perception.
Vision
Vision denote s a com mon goal, a prefer red future with wh ich every member can

be inspired and to which every member can be accountable. Participants considered the
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vision and/or mission statement of their churches, and then rated th e churches ba sed on
statements c ontained in the section. This sect ion ref lects the extent to which the
partic ipants beli eved v ision was a strong compo nent in their church.
The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool measured six indicators of strength w ithin

the vision comp onent (see Tab le 4.9). The ov erall mean score of the v ision com ponent
was (3. 83). This score di ffered greatly from the mean perception of vis ion score (4. 31)
found in the perception of synergy section. The strongest indic ator for synergy was the

churches ’ flexibility in pol icy and ministry change in order to fulf ill their mission (see
statement #36). The high perception of v ision in the Synergy section is not ref lected in
five of the s ix statements rated below. The part icipants ’ perception of vision does not

match the practice of communicating and understanding the vision.

Table 4.9. Str ength of Vision (Overall Mean=3.86)
Mean

SD

36. Our church has a positive outl ook toward policy an d progra m changes as it
seeks to fulfill o ur vision and mission.

4.26

.04

39. Our church has a strong and clear picture of our preferred future.

3.96

.13

3.93

.16

3.85

.15

38. Our church sometimes leans toward th e status quo ( -).

3.82

.12

41. Our church helps us memorize and routinely state our church ’s vision
statement.

3.16

.11

Strength of Vis ion

37. Our church has gre at worship atten dance but lacks a n overall passion a nd
commitment for our vision (-).
40. Our church can b e inconsiste nt at times in stickin g to the goals of fulfilling our

vision (-).

A two-tai led z-test was performed between the overall mean perception of
synergy scores an d the overal l mean scores for each compo nent to measure if any of
these differences wer e considered si gnificant. The test compared each com ponent against
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its own PSS with in categor ies against a two -tailed test, α ≤.01 of 2.58. The z-test scores
would have to calcu late (+/ -) 2.58 or h igher to be considered signi ficantly di fferent. The
results confirmed that comm unity and vision had signi ficant dif ferences between their

mean PSS and mean component scores (see Table 4.10). Neve rtheless, ac cording to the
Pearson correla tion coeff icient value (r), vision was shown b y a right -tail test to have a
very strong corre lation to creating synergy . The cor relation coeffic ient countered the

means score and the zo nal interpretation.

Table 4.10. T otal CSAT Comparisons

**0.01;

++

PSS & Component

M

SD

PSS

4.17

.54

Community

3.80

Leadershi p

r

z

.64

.482**

-4.49 ++

4.22

.57

.690**

0.66

Communication

4.07

.56

.536**

-1.26

Vision

3.86

.62

.608**

-3.95 ++

0.01

Correla tion be tween Perceived Synergy and Component Mean
One of the mo st significant findings from the data comes o ut of the Pearson
correlat ion coeff icient ca lculations. As seen in the overa ll comparisons listed in Table

4.10, each component has a mo derate to high corre lation to creating synergy. Ea ch
comp onent rated mo derately high w ith a posit ive corre lation to synergy. To i llustrate th is
finding further, four scatter charts representing th e corre lation between synergy and each
comp onent are provided (see Figure 4.1).
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PSS/Vis ion
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0.00
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Figure 4.1. Correlati on scatter plots.

A scatter plot he lps determine whether a l inear (straight line) cor relation exists
between two variab les, or whet her a nonl inear re lationship exists. Four types of o utcomes
exist. F irst is a negat ive linear co rrelation , which states that as x increases, y tends to
decrease. This type is seen on a chart as a grouping f rom up per left to lower right
scattering of the x and y plots. The second type is no correla tion and is seen on a chart as

a random scattering of the x and y plots. The third type is a nonline ar cor relation and is
seen on a scatter plot as a broad-spread grouping of the x and y plots. The last type is a
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positive linear co rrelat ion , which states that as x increases, y tends to increase as we ll.
This type is seen on a scatter plot as a grouping f rom lower left to upper right scatter ing

of the x and y plots (Larson and Farber 442 ).
Figure 4.1 represent ing this study i llustrates a fa irly tight pattern holding between
all four comp onents. The upward ri ght -hand direction indic ates the positive line ar
correlat ion involved in ea ch comp onent’s relationship with synergy. As the focus or

strength in either component increases, the tendenc y is for synergy to increase, as we ll.
Worship Style C omparison

One final consideration for this project was whether the worship structure had any
bearing on build ing synergy. Of the s ix churches surveyed, three churches corresp onded
on the ba sis of having identica l services on a g iven Sunda y and t hree churches
correspon ded on the ba sis of having different style worship serv ices, including those in a
language other than Engl ish, on any given Sunday (see Tabl e 4.1 1).
None of the co mponents compared revealed any si gnificant diff erences.

Participants who attended a same-style church ten ded to have a stronger correlat ion
(.798) between their perception of synergy and the leadership of that church than those of
a mixed-style church. Parti cipants who attended a mixed -style church tende d to have a
stronger corre lation and mea n between perception of synergy and c ommunication than
those wh o atten ded a same -style church. As seen in the previous comparison s, the data
presented u nder the r-value supports the claim of a significant positiv e corre lation
involved in each category.
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Table 4.11. Worship Style Comparisons

PSS and
Component

M

Same Style

Mixed Sty le

(n=92)

(n=111)

SD

r

M

SD

4.16

.50

r

z

PSS

4.20

.59

0.50

Community

3.77

.66

.465**

3.82

.62

.504**

-0.53

Leadershi p

4.20

.58

.798**

4.23

.57

.586**

-0.31

Communication

4.01

.52

.490**

4.12

.52

.628**

-1.31

Vision

3.88

.61

.643**

3.81

.63

.595**

0.78

** 0.01 (right tailed)

Demographic Comparisons
The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool took into consideration certa in
demograp hic and context ual information in order to measure their impact on church
synergy. These va riables include the partic ipants ’ age grouping, gender percept ions,
frequency of participat ion (worship, disc ipleshi p, and ministry), membership tenure, and
the style of church congregations (same or mixed worship styles).

The literature review

of Chapter 2 led me to establ ish the null hypothesis that each ch urch com ponent

(community, leadership, communication, vision) would have a posit ive relationship on
creat ing church synergy. I compared the demograp hic and context ual informat ion to
discern any bearing they may have on churc h synergy.
The fo llowing analysis consists of calcu lating a cor relation between the
partic ipan ts’ perception of s ynergy score and t heir responses to the state ments c ontained
in the four church com ponents. I analyzed these scores u sing the Pearson co rrelation
coeffic ient test (r), t-test analysis (right -tailed), and z-test (two-tailed) for comparing
mean scores.
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The r- value indicates the strength of the positive linear re lationship indicated
between the scale of 0 to + 1. A double asterisk (**) fol lowing an r-value indicates a
statistic al significance in this corre lation on the leve l of .01 indicat ing one chance in
one hundred that this correlat ion would occur rando mly. A sing le aster isk (*) following

an r-value indicates a significant corre lation on the leve l of .05 indicating another
relationship not expecte d rando mly. The t-test in each measure is a posit ive right-tailed

test.
The z-value indicates any sign ificance in the comparison of mean. A do uble plus
sign (++ ) following a z-value indicat es a s ignificant dif ference between the mean scores
on the .01 level of confidence. The mean scores were a lso ca lculated under an .05 level of
confidence, but all calculated scores fe ll within the .0 1 range of s ignificance.
Participant Age Comparison

One consideration for this project was whether one ’s age category had any
bearing c reating church synergy. Age g roups segmente d into six categor ies. Part icipants

between the ages of 21-30 reported higher mean scores on four out of the fi ve cate gories.
Perception of synergy score, 4.3 9; commu nity, 3. 79; leadersh ip, 4.52; commu nication,
4.33; and v ision, 4.20 (see Table 4.12). The 31 -40 age group (n ≤30) scored second
highest, w ith the exception of com munity, which was the highest reported score. Pool ing

these two categories into one shows that participants between the ages of 21-40 reported
the highest mean scores, thus perceiv ing the greatest level of ove rall cooperativ e church
synergy. As indicated by the r-values, the data supports t he cla im of a s ignificant positi ve
correlat ion involved in most categori es.
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Table 4.12. Age Level C omparisons in Relation t o Synergy Scale

Sample

20 OR
LESS

21 -30

31 -40

41 -50

51 -65

66 Plus

n=3

n=11

n=30

n=34

n=71

n=54

PSS
Mean

3.88

4.39

4.34

4.09

4.14

4.15

.87

.61

.51

.57

.49

.57

Mean

3.88

3.79

3.98

3.81

3.69

3.83

SD

1.08

.42

.56

.82

.60

.61

.327*

.511**

.393**

.718**

SD
COMMUN ITY

r

.937

-.392

LEADERSH IP
Mean

4.19

4.52

4.33

4.13

4.26

4.11

SD

.65

.37

.53

.65

.51

.62

r

.898

.756*

.524**

.771**

.544**

.845**

COMMUNC TION
Mean

4.08

4.33

4.12

3.94

4.08

4.04

SD

.49

.42

.59

.63

.49

.60

r

.547

.598*

.520**

.466**

.547**

.600**

VISION
Mean

3.89

4.20

3.98

3.69

3.89

3.73

SD

.52

.63

.76

.57

.52

.57

r

.489

.784**

.672**

.552**

.489**

.656**

* 0.05 (right tailed); ** 0.01 (right tailed)

Gender Comparison
From the de mographic information, consideration was g iven as to whether gender
had an y influence on the creat ing synergy. A comparison was do ne between the
respon ses of the male and female part icipants (see Table 4.13 ). Both genders rated
similarly in thei r perception of synergy scores (4. 19-4.16). Wome n general ly rated the
significance of community (3.80 -4.16) higher than men, whereas men general ly rated
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leadership ( 4.23-3.85) higher than the women. The z-test noted the se two categories as
having s ignificant d ifference, and both are in the low r ange of the hi gh synergy zone. The

double asterisks found in the r-test show each of the four com ponents has a positive
correlat ion w ith the perception of synergy score. Further stated, this correlat

ion means

that, as comm unity, leadership, commu nication, and v ision increase, the tendency is that

synergy will increase according ly for either gender .

Table 4.13. Gender Comparisons
Male (n=78)

PSS and Component
M

SD

PSS

4.19

.52

Community

3.80

.68

Leadershi p

4.23

Communication
Vision
** 0.01, (right tailed)

++

Female (n+1 25)
M

SD

4.16

.56

.521**

4.16

.60

.650**

-3.95 ++

.58

.691**

3.85

.60

.462**

4.55 ++

4.08

.57

.614**

4.07

.55

.510**

0.12

3.81

.63

.679**

3.87

.62

.580**

-0.64

r

r

z
0.46

0.01, (two -tailed)

Ministry Participati on Comparison
How muc h a pers on partic ipates in worship, d iscipleship, and ministry
opportunities was another area under consideration.

The part icipants respon ded to the

how often t hey participated in three areas of church act ivity (worship, Sunday

school/small group, ministry opportunity). Those who atten ded an d/or participated two
times per month or more were compared with those w ho atten ded an d/or participated

once p er month or less (see Table 4.14).
The percept ion of synergy score sh owed n o significant d ifference ( 4.18-4.17)

between the two grou ps but was une qually dispersed as shown in the stan dard deviat ion
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score. Those who partic ipated more often in the l ife of the church rated comm unity
higher ( 4.02) than those wh o participated less (3.47). The z-test notes this score to be a

significant di fference. The other three compo nents rated close to each ot her with no
significant di fference in mean scores. The data presented un der the r-value supports the
claim of a s ignificant posit ive corre lation invol ved in each category.

Table 4.14. Ministry Participation Comparisons
Twice per Mont h or More

Once per Mont h or Less

(n=122)

(n=81)

PSS and
Component

M

PSS

4.18

.55

Community

4.02

.56

Leadershi p

4.21

Communication
Vision
** 0.01 (right tailed);

++

SD

M

SD

4.17

.54

.518**

3.47

.60

.539**

.57

.640**

4.24

.56

.776**

-0.32

4.05

.56

.482**

4.06

.54

.632**

-0.14

3.80

.66

.593**

3.91

.56

.668**

-1.24

r

r

z
0.17
6.67 ++

0.01 (tw o -tailed)

Tenure Comparison

Participants listed the number of years they had been members of their
perspective churches. A tenure of ten years or l ess and a tenure of elev en years or more
created two measurable categor ies into which this data was compiled and separated

(see

Table 4.15). The division of these two groups has n o statistica l reasoning other th an
dividing the sample as c losely as possible into two equal groups.
Those whose tenure was ten years or less rated higher on three out of the fi

ve

mean scores than those who se tenure was eleven years or more. This group ’s perception
of synergy score (4.2 2-4.11) and leadership rat ing (4.27 -4.16) were both in the high
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synergy zone w hile their vision rating (3.95-3.71) was in the upper m oderate zone. This
vision score was the only comp onent the z-test noted as signif icant ly differen t.
Neverthe less, whi le those of lesser tenure tended to rate higher in three out of the
five cate gories, the data presented un der the r-value supports the claim of a s ignificant
positive corre lation invol ved in each category.

Table 4.15. Tenure Comparisons

PSS and
Component

Ten Years o r Less

Eleven Ye ars or Mo re

(n=111)

(n=92)

M

SD

PSS

4.22

.57

Community

3.80

.66

Leadershi p

4.27

Communication
Vision
** 0.01 (right tailed);

++

M

SD

4.11

.51

.477**

3.80

.61

.496**

-0.03

.55

.710**

4.16

.58

.662**

1.44

4.07

.59

.538**

4.07

.53

.539**

0.06

3.95

.61

.613**

3.71

.61

.593**

2.75 ++

r

r

z
1.41

0.01, (two -tailed)

Summary of Significant Findings
The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool produce d the information necessary to

bring answers to three research questions established in th is study. The following
significant f indings re late to the research questions.

• All four components of community, leadership, communication, and vision
show up as elements that influence the creation of church-wide synergy.
• Leadersh ip and com munication rated in the high synergy zone as the strongest
comp onents functioning w ithin these churches.
• Women ten ded to rate the com munity com ponent higher than men.
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• Those who partic ipated more in the l ife of the church tended t o rate comm unity

higher than those who atte nded less.
• Participants between the ages of 21 -40 revealed a greate r likelihood to perceive
synergy higher and serve in a synerg istic manner than the other four age groupings.
• Similarity and divers ity in worship style showed no signif icant d ifference or
bearing on one’s advantage of creating synergy over

the other.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

This project was born out of a personal experience that motivated me to discover
the necessary factors involv ed in cr eating synergy with in a church of multiple
congregat ions. A written survey was the only instrument em ployed t o meas ure synergy

across a random sample. The purpose of this project was to discover what factors
influence the creat ion of synergy within a church of multip le congreg ations. The hope

was to understand w hich comp onents ass ure that as growth in siz e and dive rsity increase,
churches wo uld continue to fu nction as one co operative body an d not separate
congregat ions within themselves. The data from this project can be useful in he lping

pastors discern their churches’ strength of synergy. These strengths can be le veraged to
develop tra ining and strategi es to manage situations of numerical growth and divers ity

better.
Blake and Mouton demonstrate that cooperative synergy is not a naturally
occurring outcome (41). As organ izations expa nd and divers ify, thus requiring more
oversight and respo nsibilities, a cert ain level of discernment and strategy is required.
While s imilar in many respects to secular organizat ions, cooperative synergy w ithin the

church is dependent upon the work of the Holy Spirit to bring out the gifted, focused,
selfless character within its individual members to prom ote a one ch urch mentality. Put
another way, the ch urch functions on much more than human effort. Luke hi ghlights this
truth in Acts 2 :42-43, 47:

They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to the fellowship,
to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Eve ryone was fi lled with awe, and
many w onders and miraculous signs were done by the ap ostles. …
And the Lord ad ded to their number daily those who were being saved.
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Multiple component s were at work among these discip les that exempli fy something
beyond human effort. While this study focuse s on the com ponents of synergy, it
recognizes that synergy with in the body of Christ is a partnership between the
partic ipation of human effort and the s heer grace of God. Synergy within the church
occurs as the children of God combine their human efforts, faith, and spir

itual giftedness

to achieve outcomes that n ot only go beyond human effort but also have eterna l
consequence s.
Participants in this study respon ded on a voluntary basis. The ratings they gave
were based on their perceptions and o bservations as to whether their particu lar church
was cooperative ly moving togethe r. The data col lected f rom this research confi rmed that
leadership and comm unication had a greater influence on creat ing synergy in churches

with multiple congre gations than did co mmunity and vision. By c omparing the mean
scores of the four com ponents against the partic ipants ’ perception of sy nergy scores, this

conclusion was reached.
Major Finding s
The major f indings in this resea rch are c ategor ized as demographic influences on
creat ing synergy, the perception of synergy, high synergy comp

onents, including

leadership and comm unication, and mo derate synergy com ponents, including vision and
comm unity.
Demographic Influences on C reating S ynergy
Participants between the ages of 21 -40 rated the highest in all six cate gories over
the other age groups. Severa l reasons contribute to t his finding . This age group
character izes an over lap between the Generation Xers and M illennia l Generat ion. Sal ly
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Kane describes Gen Xers as those who ada pt wel l to change and are tole rant of
alternat ive lifestyles. They are ambit ious and eager, wanting to accomplish things on their

own terms. Neil Howe and Wi lliam Strauss describe Mi llennials as very posit ive about
the future and goal oriented toward achie ving that future. G iven these character istics,
they ten d to see the ch urch, its m ission, and its ministry f rom a diffe rent worldv iew than

other generations.
Though comm unity rated lowest among the fo ur comp onents, wo men ten ded to
rate hi gher than men. George H. Ga llop, Jr. points out severa l dynamics that help
understa nd this finding. Women tend t o be m ore open a bout sharing personal problems.
Wome n are more relat ional than men. Gallup research found that a higher proportion of
women t han me n say the y have a “best friend” in their congregat ion. The tendency

toward women being more involved in the l ife of the church has manifested over seven
decades of scientif ic polling, and church me mbership figures indicate that it probably
existed for many decade s prior to the advent of survey research in the mid -1930s.
Adding to the findings on comm unity is that those who participated more in the
life of the church tende d to rate comm unity higher than tho se who participated less. This
finding sug gests that partic ipation in ministry, along with re gular worship attendance,
helps create a greate r sense of comm unity. The over all data found in Tab le 4.2 suggests
that the more inactive the people become, the m ore likely they are to be out of sync with
synergy and t o skew the respon ses given.
At the same time, the l ength of partic ipants’ tenure indicated that the longer they
partic ipated in the life of the church, the less likely they saw vis ion as being an integral
part of the church. The Ga llup organizat ion offers some insight into a possible
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explanation for this finding when they speak about the tenure of the senior pastor. Albert
L. Winseman suggests that in years f ive through ten of a pastor ’s tenure, the congregation
and the leader have gotten to know each others strengths an

d weaknesses, and me mbers

have decided, for the most part, whether or not to b uy into the leader ’s vision, or at least

try not to hinder it.
The Perception of Synergy
The six churches stu died were se lected on the basis of their assumed strength as

seen through their increase in membership and attendance growth within the twenty-five
year time limitation. Their overall perception of synergy score (4. 17) corresponded with

the numbers in the high synergy zone scale (4.1-5.0). This synergy zone suggests that the
majority percei ved their particu lar church with multip le congre gations was co operative ly

moving together as one church. As defined by the Merriam-Webster Dic tionary , to
perceive somet hing is to regard it as be ing true (“ Perceive”). The part icipants ’ perception
of their churches refers str ictly to thei r subjective , overa ll impressio n of the churches.
Their perceptions were influenced by dem ographic factors, including thei r ages, thei r
tenure in the church, and their time invested in m inistry part icipation.
A comparison was co nducted between t he mean scores calculated in the

perception of synergy score section with the mean scores calculated w

ithin the

comm unity, leadership, commu nication, and v ision compo nents. This comparison was to
see if any sign ificant corre lation might ex ist. A s ignificant, posit ive linear corre lation did

exist in all of these re lationships. The data rev ealed that, rega rdless of whether the
comp onent meas ured in the mo derate or high synergy zone, each of the four comp onents
had a direct corre lation with c reating synergy.
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High Syne rgy Components
The synergy compo nents reported to have the strongest influence on creating
synergy were leadersh ip and com munication. Both compo nents were indi cative of the ir

correlating perception of synergy scores. The leadership component had seven out of
seven statements t hat rated i n the high synergy zone (see Table 4.7, p. 90). The
comm unication com ponent recorded five out of six statements in the high synergy zone
(see Table 4.8, p. 91).

Leadership. The partic ipants uniformly showed a strong belief in their leadership
based o n the standard deviation num bers. Six out of seven standard deviation scores were

≤.05, showing a strong consistency in perception. Considering t he high mean scores
along w ith their standard deviat ion scores dem onstrates the partic ipants ’ confidence in
their c lergy, staf f, and lay leadership in assist ing and partnering with them on t heir own
personal journe y of faith to achie ve something of eterna l significance. This outcome
supports the premise that leadership is the foundation of any go od organization (e.g .,

Maxwell; Bennis and Nanus; Clinton).
This type of leadership is the basis behind the Apostle Paul ’s explanation of
leadership responsibi lity in Ephesians 4 . He dec lares that the leadership of the apostles,

the prophets, the evangel ists, and the pastors an d teachers sh ould assist and partner with
the entire body to grow the churc h, to grow in maturity, and to attain the f illing of Chr ist
in thei r lives. Colin G. Kruse supports t his concept in his commen tary on Pa ul’s
understa nding of leadership in min istry. He states that, ev en though every belie ver has
been gifted for m inistry, Ephesians 4: 11 -13 demonstrates Paul’s belief that certa in people
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are divinely appointed to have leadership ro les in the church. Th is task of leadersh ip was

to equip, build up, and lead the church as a whole (60 3).
The sect ion on leadership in the Church Synergy Assess ment Tool (CSA T) asked
the partic ipants to keep al l levels of leadership in their churches in mind whi le responding
to the stateme nts, so that t hey did n ot focus s olely on the senior or sole pastor but kept the
entire staf f and/or lay leadership in mind. Therefore, the strong leadership that the CSA T
reported mo deled the strong su pport and co nfidence the congregations have in their
leadership, whether that leadership is structured under a hierarchi cal approach or a more
egalitarian approach, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Vision was only a moderate influence among the mem bership in creat ing synergy,
but at the same time the churc hes were seeing measurable growth. This measurabl e
growth suggests that leadership does play a major role

in leading others to a preferred

future, though t he vision may n ot be known or owned by the larger membership . John C.
Maxwel l informs this conclusion when he talks about the power of pe

ople buying i nto the

leadership. For example, every message that people recei ve is filtered through the
messenger who delive rs it. If the person, or in this case the congre gation, considers the
messenger to be credible, then the message is be lieved. Credib ility, or at least
recognit ion, is why actors or sports stars are typica lly recru ited to prom ote the sale of a
product. In this case, the person ’s credibi lity is not because the he or she is an expert in
the prod uct per se, but beca use the pe ople re late to the person. Once peo ple relate to that
leader, they are w illing to be a part of that person ’s vision (146-47). This type of
associational connection serves as a possible explanation as to why the CSAT reported
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high leadership synergy and low v ision synergy. Leadership is one of the main
comp onents in inf luencing the deve lopment of s ynergy.
For leadership to be truly ef fective, it must be shared. Moses was advised by his

father- in-law Jethro to spread his leadership out among q ualified people (Exod. 18 :2122). The Gospe ls show Jesus modeling a method of ministry to the disciples, showing
them h ow it is done, helping them do it, and then final ly sending them to do it. This
model of sharing leadership could be summe d up from his promise to make them fishers

of people (Matt. 4:19; Mark 1:17). The multip lication of leadership is seen throughout t he
New Testament with the impact these apostles had on t he spread of the gos pel through

the early Church. In each case, whether Moses, Paul, the Apostles, or Jesus, the le

ader

become s the one person w ho commits anot her to action, who converts followers into
leaders. As a result , the church continues t o exist today because suc h leadership converts
leaders into agents of change. This concept is what Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus refe r

to as transformational leadersh ip (3).
Leadership strongly influences the creat ion of synergy. What sh ould be n oted

from this conclusion , however, is that le adership in churches with mult iple congregat ions
must be intentional in training and empowering its leadership. Effective leadersh ip does

not happen naturally. When the disciples returned from one of their ministry excursions,
Jesus de briefed thei r experience and used it as a t raining moment (Luke 1 0:17-20). This
model reflects the importance of having a mentoring style of leadership functioning in the

church in order to carry out what is pertinent to a church’s unique call to ministry. I f
possible, it should also inc lude learn ing venues such as training sessions spon sored by
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others ch urches and parachurch organizations that inspire new ideas and understanding of

how to lead and inspire others.
Schreiber descr ibes the importance of continual teaching and

learning as leaders

(467). Learn ing together he lps to bring out each le ader’s unique giftedness to a

discussion, resulting in a greater sense of synergist ic leadersh ip and dow nplaying a
fractured, sing le approach.
Communication . Like leadership, the mean score for commu nication rated in the
high synergy zone, indicat ing a strong influence on creating synergy . The standard
deviat ion scores indicated that the partic ipants uniformly shared a strong confidence in

their communication structure. This section asked the part icipants to think of the var ious
ways that the church communicated to all those involved in the life of the church. Their
respon se led to f ive out of six statements being rated in the high synergy zone (see Table
4.8, p. 91), indicat ing that the church ’s communication structure had an influence on
creat ing church -wide synergy. F ive out of the six S D scores were calculated at ≤.06,
showing a strong consistency in their perception.
Gangel and Canine assert that com munity cannot exist without ade quate
comm unication (13) . For example, Snyder states that com munity and koinonia assume

face-to-face communication (1 02). It means that com munication contributes to m ore than
understanding the activities of the church. It becomes a sheer witness to the oneness of
God. For com munication to have a strong influence on synergy, it must invol ve a concise

and clear transference of what the leadership wants the larger body to understand and
thus be motivated to move toward. The lowest score under the co mmunication

component indicated a lack of communicating how the other congregations might be
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contributing to achiev ing the mission and vis ion of the church (see Tab le 4.8, p. 91) . For
ministry purposes, a breakdow n in comm unication on this lev el is the antithesis of

synergy.
In Exodus 12, God gives Moses instructions as to how the Passover was to be
conducted. In this in stance, and man y other places where God comm unicates to the
leaders or to his people, comm unication invo lved hear ing and understan ding the message,

not just the delivery. To assure that the message is be ing properly rece ived, two -way
communication is important am ong staff and lay team leaders, yet comm unication
become s more challeng ing when sharing information more broa dly with the larger
congregat ion. The churches surveyed are to be comme nded for comm unicating c learly
and co nsistently enough t o help the pa rticipants feel like they were a part of one church
and not participat ing in a part that is disconnected fro m the rest.
Nonetheless, one area in commu nication that did show an oversight on the

leadership’s part, as ev idenced by a statistica l difference be tween the highest and lowest
mean scores. Partic ipants rated the church low on h ow well it was k eeping them informed
on how the ot her congregat ions or the large r church was helping to ful fill the v ision. Th is
oversight makes sense in light of the fact that the enti re area of vision was being rated in

the moderate zone. It implied that vision was not consistently communicated or it was not
comm unicated in a way that motivated the la rger church bod y to understa nd or accept the
vision for themselves.

Vision. Authors such as Calv in Miller, Jim Her rington, Mi ke Bonem, and Jame s
H. Furr strongly encourage churches to establish a compel ling vision. A compell ing
vision should energize the body of Christ toward a preferred future and compel the
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members hip to move to gether toward the ministry of the kingdom. Marce l Van
Marrew ijk asserts that leadership must be visionary and l ink the church’s various
qualit ies into one effecti ve and cohesive approach (1 55). Senge states that v ision can
become a li ving force only when t he peo ple truly bel ieve that the v ision can shape their
future (23 1). From the l iterature, I assumed that vision would be one of the stronger
comp onents as meas ured by the mean scores.
However, based on the data from the C hurch S ynergy Assess ment Tool, v ision
creates a nuance when interpreting its influence on creating synergy. Us ing the synergy
zone to interpret the mean scores, vision rated

in the moderate sy nergy zone. While

leadership and comm unication both rated as the t op components of pro moting syne rgy,
the vis ion score indicated that it had not been ade quately conveye d. This responsibil ity
rests solely w ith the leadership, e ither to place it as a pr iority or to oversee that it is
comm unicated thro ughout the various church sy stems. Vision is not some thing that is
presented o nce and need n ot be repeated. Vision must be presente d time and time aga in,
in order that it become a part of the church ’s culture, and then evaluated for any change
in light of new c ircumstances (Bennis and Nanus 101).
To highlight further a potentia l reason for vis ion ’s low rating , the lowest mean
score in the v ision com ponent p oints to the lack of communication (see Table 4.8, p. 91).

This statement focused on how well the leadership helped the church memorize and
routinely state the church’s vision. Mack states that leaders and members al ike should
know its c learly def ined v ision in order to al igned themselves with that miss ion
effect ively. Motivation toward a com mon vision can have both a direct and indirect
influence on creating synergy. Commu nication is key to v ision ’s producing that impact.
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All six of these churches were selected based on the merits of their church
growth. Their church growth indicates that the leadership has been pote ntially fo llowing

and pursuing a strong vision. Nonetheless, the v ision that the leadership might be str iving
to accom plish does not mea n that the y have broadly com municated the vis ion enough for
the mem bership to u nderstan d and know it.
The fact that v ision ’s mean score did not have any strong b earing on creat ing
synergy was the o ne surprising outcomes I found. Only four of the six statements rated
mean scores in the up per mo derate synergy zone.
Two exceptions are worth noting. F irst, Harvest United Methodist Church rated
noticeably higher in vision over the other f ive churches (see Table 4.5, p. 88). The one
dynamic that sets them apart from the o ther five is that as a new church plant, multip le
congregat ions became a necessity d ue to their growth. They did not add services in order

to grow or to meet a diff erent g roup or ministry need. In addition, due to being a new
church plant within the past fi fteen years, thei r high synergy score suggests that there is a
tendenc y for new churches t o be m ore focused o n vision. The other church plant

surveyed operated on separate campuses a nd offered three different type worship
services. They rated second lowest on vis ion.
The second exception to vision’s influence on synergy is seen in the partic

ipants

between the ages of 21-40 (see Table 4.12, p. 98). They percei ved vision and overal l
synergy as being stronger in the ir church than the rest of the age groups. This a ge range is
an overlap of two g enerations defined as Generat ion X and Mi llenials. Whi le the scope of
this research does not go into the d ynamics t hat characterize d ifferent generat ions,
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partic ipants in this a ge range do demo nstrate the characteristi c of being drawn to
churches that e xhibit a purpose the y deem wort hy of their time.
Michae l Galligan Stie rle gives insight to this observation from a Ca tholic
viewpoint. He def ines twel ve spec ific ways in which M illennia ls find purpose an d

embrace vision through the Catholic Church. He further states that Millennia ls are best
situated to influence other Millennia ls. Enga ging and equipping M illennia ls who fit one
or more of the twelve character types wi ll enrich the faith community in diffe rent ways.
The characte r types refer red to in his a rticle line up with this conversat ion on vision and
synergy.
Diane Thielfoldt and Devon Scheef describe Gen Xers as those who work best
when the y are g iven the desired outcome an d then turned loo se to figure out how to
achieve it. They furt her descr ibe this gener ation as being typica lly team oriented who
look for cha llenges. Taking these character istics together shows one possibility why this
particula r age rang e has a g reater perc eption of synergy and vision than the other age
groups. This observat ion lea ves me to conclude that the yo unger the median age in a
congregat ion, the greater influence they wi ll have on creat ing church-wide synergy.
This nuance to vis ion comes from its high corre lation to vis ion (see Table 4.10, p
93). The corre lation coeff icient rated . 608 for vision. Because corre lation countered t he
mean score for vis ion so strongly, this score suggests that cor relation pote ntially makes it
a stronger compo nent to influenc ing the creat ion of synergy than the interpretative lens of
the synergy zo ne gives cred it.
“Correlat ion” is def ined in the American Her itage Dic tionary as putting or
bringing into causal, compl ementary, paral lel, or rec iproca l relation. Wiersma and Jurs
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state that the correlat ion coeff icient does n ot necessarily indicate a cause -and-effect
relationship between two var iables (361). Ron Larson and Betsy Farber further state that

the fact that two variables corre late does not in itse lf imply a cause -and-effect
relationship. The possibi lity does exist for x to cause y. At the same time, an outside or

combination of factors can also cause y as wel l (452). Whi le corre lation does n ot equal
causation, causation doe s equal correl ation. I conclude from this possibil ity that whi le
vision rated in the moderate sy nergy zone, it does have the potential to be a hi gh synergy
comp onent.
Moderate S ynergy Components
One com ponent rated in the mo derate synergy zone, and thus was considered the
weakest of the four compo nents. This lower scoring compo nent was co mmunity. As a

church grows, a natural reduction occurs in its sense of comm unity simply based on the
impossibil ity of knowing everyone on a m ore personal basis. The remedy to this
reduction is creat ing comm unity on a s maller sca le through smal l groups, Su nday school,
or ministry teams. The inability to create a strong sense of overa ll community beco mes
an accepted con sequence.
In talking with people who are membe rs of large r churches with mult iple
congregat ions, a deep sense of co mmunity was n ot the reason t hey beca me a part of that

particular church. In this research, the Church Synergy Assessment Tool measured
comm unity or koinonia on a leve l that went beyond t he small networks toward which
people tend to gravitate when looking for kindred relat ionships. It was intended to
measure com munity as a whole.
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The data demonstrated t hat p eople were not ope n to ex panding thei r network of
comm unity be yond what was co mforta bly famil iar to them. Disproportionately low
scores were g iven to statements t hat inquired as to whether partic ipants made an y extra
effort to connect with people they did not kn ow or to participate in and supp ort the ot her
congregat ions that gather in the same facility or under the same church name. In the end,
a strong sense of dedication l inked the parti cipants to their pre ferred gather ings. This
conclusion is further supporte d by the uniformity of respon ses seen in the standar d
deviat ion of these scores .
This observation fa lls in line with information brought o ut by Van Gelder, who
stated that diversity is consistent with the church’s cath olic nature (1 21). A common
fellowship can exist wh ile at the same t ime separate g roups ten d to remain separate for a
deeper sense of co mmunity. Steinke and Fre idman also help bring understanding to the
lower scores by describing this scenar io as “being separated together” (Ste inke 10;
Freidman 27) . Neverthe less, churches stil l had an open op portunity to reinforce the

concept of co mmunity. One of the higher scores under the co mmunity co mponent was
acknowledg ing that the church provided ways for people from al l congre gations to meet
and know each ot her.

In addition, the data reported that the 21-30 age group actually had a negat ive
correlat ion between comm unity an d synergy (see Table 4.12, p. 98). Tim Augustine
describes this age group as being very socia l, thriving in team env ironments, an d having

grown up to expect diversity. Based on this descript ion, a negat ive corre lation was not
expected. Howe and Strauss offer insights into this matter. They support the fact that
people between the ages of 21-30 were t ightly scheduled as chi ldren and used t o having
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every hour of their day f illed with structured acti vity. As these ch ildren g rew up into the

present, the over-scheduling mental ity would sti ll be prev alent. Whi le being connected
and participat ing in commu nity is important, over scheduling other act ivities and
percei ved prior ities may very we ll contr ibute to their negat ive corre lation to synergy.
The Influenti al Nature on Synergy
System s theory looks s pecifically at the interre latedness that exists and fun ctions
within the whole (Steinke 3). The premise of systems theory is that relationships am ong
variables will result in sometimes broad, un predictable outcomes becau se of the vari ety
of diffe rent angl es from which systems function (Loren 46). No doubt t his theory holds
true in a church with mult iple congregat ions.
Connecting systems t o the creation of synergy does not eq uate a direct A -causesB relationship. Neve rtheless, the corre lational nature of this study s ought to discover any
linear influentia l relationship that might exist that impacts the creation of synergy.

This

study demonstrated that s uch a relat ionship does e xist concerning synergy in churches
with mult iple congre gations. Synergy is both interconnected a nd interdepen dent upon the
four identif ied compone nts in this stud y. However, this conclusion does n ot exclude ot her
influences outside the sco pe of this stud y .
This study teste d the relat ionship between four co mponents belie ved to be related
to building synergy in churches with multip le congreg ations. I d iscovered that
influencing synergy can be a manageable process.

To highlight this point, v ision rated in

the moderate synergy zone s, but the data reported that it sti ll had a s ignificant corre lation
with synergy. To raise the v ision score means communicating and connecting the vision
to the ministry accomplishments more often. Casting and con necting the v ision of God
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helps draw people more toward being the church rather than simply going to church. In
essence, vis ion should m otivate those who are only activ e in worship to be a part of the
larger commu nity that is invo lved in fulfilling the v ision.
Vision simply must be repeatedly me ntioned, making use of every means of
comm unication and tech nology that a church has avai lable (Kraueter 49). Centra lized

events, confessions of faith, personal testimonies, and ministry and mission successes
should be com municated as to how the y are ful filling the v ision. These ar e fundamental
connecting points. Where sy stems t heory is concerned, this study asserts t hat repeated
casting and connecting the v ision would help ra ise its score and impact synergy. This
interact ion is what w as referred to ear lier as a manageable linear process of inf luencing
synergy. In addition, system s theory also provides the un derstan ding that the act of
raising vision w ill not only have the tendenc y to increase le vels of synergy according ly

but potentially influence outcomes a mong other fami ly system s within the church, as
well.
Implications of the Finding s
This study pr ovides practi cal insights for those who find that their church growth
or expansio n of ministry outreach is moving them from a s ingle cong regation status into a
multiple congregat ion status. The nature of this tr ansit ion brings w ith it a broader l evel of
systems and diversity of many p otential levels. The insights of this study provide pastoral
and lay leadership w ith an advantage of knowing ways in which to become more
proactive in prev enting an us-versus-them mentality. Be coming proacti ve will help create
and maintain a sense of overal l unity and purp ose as o ne church.
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The strength of this study was seen in the corre lation calcul ated betwee n church
synergy and all four compone nts that were measure d. Church c ommunity, leadersh ip,
comm unication, and vis ion were shown to have a si gnificant corre lation on ch urch
synergy, tho ugh the mea n numbers were lower in two of the four comp onents meas ured.
While cor relation does n ot equal causation, it does imply that as one vari able increases,
the tende ncy for the ot her var iable to increase is likely. Perhaps the m ost signif icant

finding was the higher mean scores found in leadership and communication. Not only are
the findings s ignificant in themselves, but the fact that they are both

manageable is

significant, as we ll.
Leadership is manageab le because strong leadership is about a continual l earning
process. Learning is the essentia l fuel of the leader. Learning sparks new ideas,
understa nding, and new challenges (Bennis and Nanus 176 ). Continuing education and
self-discipline lead to improvement of leadership. Manag ing one ’s own leadership abil ity
is necessary in a church with or moving into multip le congr egations and the complexity
that brings w ith it. Leadership must stay informed with the ever -chang ing cu lture both
inside and outside the church. Therefore, th is study co ncludes that to increase one ’s
leadership ab ility is to have a significant inf luence o ver how synergy is c reated,
increased, and maintained w ithin the church.
Likewise, communication is a lso a manageable compo nent in terms of h ow muc h,
how often, an d in what ways vis ionary leadership is delivered. Comm unication can be
managed and improved by directly chang ing the ways messages are del ivered and
received. For example, increas ing or changing the channels in which communication is
delivered, repeat ing important mes sages along mult iple venues, and identifying and
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eliminat ing any commu nication pr oblems are just a few ways to manage comm unication
(Holmes). Commu nication is further improved by as suring that the message being
delivered does n ot contain am biguities, is directed inc lusively, and is uti lized in a timely
manner. Goo d communication become s a witness of how t he body of Christ can be

diverse, even complex, and yet be one.
Together , leadership and comm unication are combined com ponents that create a
sense of sy nergy themselves. An example of how leadership and comm

unication

become s a synergist ic tool is to include the discussion of how communication becomes
the vehic le through which min istry accomplishments an d vision are linked. This type
comm unication prom otes synergy by publicizing such successes in me mbership classes,
discip leship tra ining, recorded video testimony that is displayed on Web sites and in
church services, or news letters. Highlighting t estimonies of those who have entered a
relationship with Christ or been ministered to through peo ple in another congregat ion

serves to underscore how the church as a wh ole is synergist ically serving as a larger
community. It is a way of vicariously connecting with a person who attends another
congregat ion but participates in the whole church.
Other possibil ities of leadership and comm unication bei ng a synerg istic tool
include publicat ions or broadcasts of information that reduce p otential anxiety produced
from the lack of knowing what is taking place in the church bo dy. When nee ded, venues
for open discussio n between co ngregat ion and leadership ser ve as a synerg istic tool, as
well. This study sh ows that areas such as t hese are l ikely to have a s ignificant influence
on creating synergy with in the overa ll church.
Limitations of the Study
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One of the major weaknesses in this study was only taking into account six
churches as defined b y the parameters set forth in Chapter 3. Churches were l imited only
to tho se that have grown from a sing le service into two or more within the past twenty five years. This parameter d id not take into consideration tho se chu rches that have had
multiple congregat ions for longer periods of time. These six churches were se lected to

form a manageable base for me to suggest further study potential.
The number of surveys returned also l imited the size of the study. W hile forty -one
percent of the surveys mailed out were returned, they only represented ap

proximately

seven percent of the churches overall membership. The tar get was a ten percent

representation.
This study did n ot and co uld not take into consideration al l the fa ctors th at impact
the creation of synergy. Therefore, th is study is l imited only to four factors identif ied out
of the l iterature review. Each of the four compone nts will no dou bt have inf luentia l
factors invo lved in how effect ive they are at actua lly creat ing syn ergy.
The subjectiv e nature of a random survey also poses a p otential wea kness in itself.
In particul ar, the percept ion of synergy score was derived f rom statement s in which the
partic ipants were asked to g ive his or her opinion of agre ement or disagreemen t. Until a
more objective method is developed to meas ure synergy, it w ill rema in in and of itse lf a
subjective matter.
Given that fi ve of the s ix churches were United Methodist, the data was skewed
toward tho se theologica l leanings. Therefore, no consider ation was g iven to measuring
any de nominational influence on creating synergy. In addition, the churches selected
were re gional to my location in the sout heast portion of Alabama. The churches either
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existed within the bound s of the Alabama, West Florida C onference or wer e no farther
separated from me tha n a two -hour drive . Therefore , no consideration was g iven in this
study as to h ow different re gions of the cou ntry might have an impact on a partic ipant’s
perception of synergy. The same is t rue for other r egions of the world.

Recommendations
I used this survey mainly to examine churches in a specif ic region of the southeast
part of the Un ited States; therefore, a follow -up stud y that co mpares churche s of var ious

denominational backgrounds in the same region can further inform the results of th is
study. Expan ding the sample to include churches from different ar eas of the country an d
comparing the results reg ionally can a lso be a fo llow -up stu dy.
I generated a stra ight random sam ple of the entire membership po pulation w ithout
consideration gi ven to any specif ic considerat ions that co uld inf luence the outco me. A
follow -up stud y that includes a stratif ied random sa mple can further inform the results of
this study. Exa mples might include a random sam ple from ethni c groups, age groups, the
number of years one ha s had a relat ionship with Christ, and those who are active
nonmembers versus tho se who are active members.
As noted previously, the Church Synergy Asses sment Tool was modeled after an
assessme nt tool designed to measure synergy in secular org anizat ions. The questions
were reworded and edited to fit the context of the church environment for this stu

dy.

Consideration should be given to edit ing the CSAT as it appl ies to dif ferent g eographic

regions of the country or world and to the denominational influences that might be
relevant.
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While th is study de pended on a qua ntitative method to draw its conclusions,
additional studies should include an intervention and use of a pre -, mid-, and posttest
design. Testing depen dent an d indepen dent variables can track the impact leadership and
comm unication has o n vision, comm unity, and overal l synergy scores.

Postscript
The appointment or cal ling of a pastor to a church brings w ith it much m ore
respon sibility than merely preachi ng and teaching . It is an automatic posit ion of
leadership. Now, more than any other time in history, pastoral

leadership is met w ith the

challenge of r eaching and bring ing an eve r-chang ing cu lture into the Ch urch of Jesu s
Christ whi le oversee ing the sheph erding and ad ministrat ive responsibil ities of an ever increas ing diverse church at the same time. For pastoral leadership to be effect ive, a

changing culture requires convincing and ushering the church into an openness and
execution of change required by t he Great Com mission to make discip les. This balanc ing
of divers ity and onenes s is the chal lenge that brought me to this project.
As a result of th is study, I have grown to see le adership from a deeper sense of
systems thinking. I now find myself think ing through decisions and h ow they might
increase or d iminish the synergy of the ch urch. I fee l better equipped to plan proactive ly
for future growth rather than merely re acting from a bl ind approach dealing w ith issues

and concerns after they arise. Church growth that leads to multiple congre gation status
brings w ith it new dynamics that I feel better equipped to util ize to cre ate a level of

synergy that is both biblical and honoring to God.
Church leadership faces an ever -increasing challenge to embrace the ch anging
opportunities set before them. I am grate ful and honored t o have had the o pportunity to
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partic ipate in a project that I bel ieve can make a di fference for churches that are fra ctured

as a result of the diversity brought on by such growth. Mostly, I stand in awe of our
Heavenly Father who transforms peo ple’s l ives through the presence of the Holy Spir it to
make bibl ical synergy possible, reg ardless of back ground, history, race, or status in life.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER OF SOLI CITATION
To:
From:
Subject: Assessing Church Sy nergy
Date:
Dear ,
To complete my degree in the Doctor of M inistry studies, I am work ing on a
project that meas ures sy nergy in churches with multip le worshipping congregat ions. The
intent of this project is to discove r the necessary factors invo lved in cr eatin g synergy
within a church of multiple congregat ions.

To that end, I am seeking the input of a random sampling of church members from
churches li ke yours in four main categor ies: community, leadership, commu nication, and
vision. The assessment tool is a survey made up of forty-one que stions or stateme nts that
will help determine if these four cate gories a re linking factors across strong, v ibrant
churches.
The proposed result wi ll provide valuable information, as wel l as an assessm ent
tool, to further benefit the g rowing number of churches that are expan ding to include
multiple congregat ions.
If you agree to part icipate in th is research, I agree to prov ide you an asses sment
report of your church. This data could prove to be helpful to you in further aff irming the
excel lence that your leadership is provid ing to deve lop and maintain church sy nergy, in
addition to being an eva luative tool for further improvement.
Further, if you agree to partic ipate in this research, I will follow up with you
personally to explain the project in greate r detai l, prov ide a copy of the Ch urch Sy nergy
Assessme nt Tool, a copy of the C hurch S ynergy Assess ment Re port, and an swer any
question s to help assure y ou and your leadership of the w ide benefit th is study wo uld
provide.
Because of the time limitations invo lved in this research, I will be in contact with
you soon to an swer any prelim inary questions y ou might have and to see where you heart
may be in assisting in this project.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
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APPENDIX B
SURVEY C OVER LETTER AN D SOLI CITATION

Date
Dear Brother or Siste r in Christ,
By now, you have rece ived information that I am doing resea rch on yo ur church family
for a dissertation project toward the completion of my Doctor of Ministry degree from
Asbury Theologica l Seminary. My facu lty committee has approved m y research project,
and it is now t ime to col lect the data I need from g rowing, progressi ve churches l ike
yours. You have been selected from a random sa mple to represent y our church.
Therefore, w ith permiss ion from yo ur pastor, I am asking for your assistance in this
project.
Here is how you can help:
1. Complete the enclosed question naire. It should take no more than 10 minutes.
Note that there are four pages to this questionnaire.
2. Please ma il your com pleted questionnaire in the se lf-addressed envelope. I
have included the postage for your convenience.
3. Please p lace in the mai l to me no later than xx/xx/xx. A timely return is
crucia l to this project and much ap preciated.

Here is my promise to yo u:
1. I guarantee complete anony mity in this survey. You are not asked to identify
yourself by name.
2. The results of this r esearch w ill be returned to yo ur church leadership to help
celebrate and/or improve the le vel of synergy that is curr ent ly operating in your
church.
I want to thank yo u ahead of time for helping make th is project have far reach ing
implications bey ond your church.
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APPENDIX C
CHURCH SYNER GY ASSESSMENT T OOL

Name of Your Church:_____ ______________________________________________
A congregation is defined in this questionnaire as each worship service in your church that
utilizes the same message but at different times, or worship services that meet at the same
time but under a different pastor’s preaching.
Demographic
Directions: Please mark or provide the following information as it applies to you and your
relationship with your church.
1. Male [ ] Female [ ]
2. Which age bracket defines you? (please check one)
[ ] 20 or younger [ ] 21-30 [ ] 31-40 [ ] 41-50 [ ] 51-65 [ ] 65+

3. Please list the number of years you have been attending this church: _____
4. Approximately how often in the past year have you spent time participating in each of the
following church activities?
Weekly one or two once every 6 or less none
or more times a month 5-6 weeks

Worship services [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Sunday school, small group [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
or Bible study
Serving in volunteer ministry [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
at or on behalf of the church
5. How long have you had a personal relationship with Jesus Christ?
[ ] 5 years or less [ ] 6-10 years [ ] 11-15 [ ] 16-20 [ ] 21+

6. Please indicate the service you attend most by day or time it meets: (e.g.; 9:30 am service)
______________________________________
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Synergy
Directions: Please think about the two or more congregations in your church, then rate the
following statements accordingly.
By working together, our church …
7. Identifies new and creative ways to solve church problems or issues.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

8. Includes the views and interests of people in the entire church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

9. Clearly feels like one church rather than two or more separate congregations.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

10. Collectively pursues the common vision of our church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

11. Responds quickly to the needs and problems of our community.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

12. Meets our social and spiritual needs we have as a whole.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

13. Communicates our ministries, goals, and successes in a way that creates excitement and
momentum for our entire church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

14. Fully understands the meaning and purpose of our vision and mission as a church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

Community
Directions: Please think of the relationships you have with people in your church, then rate
the following statements accordingly.
15. I know at least ten people by name who attend other congregations in our church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

16. I go out of my way to know people who attend other congregations in our church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

17. I am actively involved in one or more of our church ministries with people who attend other
services.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree
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18. Our church seems less unified as a single church and more like two or more separate
churches.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

19. I occasionally attend other services in our church(4 or more times per year) just to show my
support of the larger church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

20. A significant number of people (25%+) from all of our congregations meet together for some
form of fellowship, group study, or conversation.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

21. Our church provides intentional ways for people from all congregations to meet one another.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

22. I am not very satisfied with the way our separate congregations work together.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

Leadership
Directions: Please think of the people who provide the clergy and lay leadership in your
church, then rate their total effectiveness in working together to achieve greater results for
the Kingdom of God.
Our leadership…
23. Takes responsibility for uniting the separate congregations in the overall ministry of this church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

24. Fails to inspire and motivate people involved in our different congregations to serve as one
church and not separate congregations.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

25. Creates excitement around the vision and mission of our church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

26. Has not helped me fit in and feel like a part of the church as a whole.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

27. Is authentic, works together, and provides good examples to follow.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

28. Represents the diverse group of people and life experiences of this church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

29. Is highly effective at coaching, developing, and discipling me as a Christian and servant of
Christ.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree
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Communication
Directions: Please think of the various ways your church communicates with its
membership and regular attendees, then rate the following statements accordingly.
Our church …
30. Keeps me well informed of church activities and ministry opportunities through the newsletter,
announcements, and/or website.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

31. Helps me know and understand the financial, ministry, and membership status of our church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

32. Prepares and distributes important information in a timely manner.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

33. Could do better at making me aware of how the other worshipping congregations in our church
are helping reach goals and fulfilling our vision.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

34. Frequently recognizes, appreciates, and celebrates the small wins and significant successes
throughout the church.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

35. Rarely mentions our vision from the pulpit or includes its importance in the pastor’s sermons.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

Vision
Directions: Please think of the vision and mission of your church, then rate the following
statements accordingly.
Our church …
36. Has a positive outlook toward policy and program changes as it seeks to fulfill our vision and
mission.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

37. Has great worship attendance, but lacks an overall passion and commitment to our vision.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

38. Sometimes leans toward maintaining the status quo.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

39. Has a strong and clear picture of our preferred future.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree
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40. Can be inconsistent at times in sticking to the goals of fulfilling our vision.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree

41. Helps us memorize and routinely state our church’s vision statement.
[ ] Strongly Agree [ ] Agree [ ] Somewhat Agree [ ] Disagree [ ] Strongly Disagree
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY FOLLO W-UP CARD

What a great time and opportunity God has given us to
be involved in His ministry. I wanted to personally
thank you for participating in the research of my
doctoral dissertation. If you have not had a chance to
mail yours back, I wanted to thank you pre-maturely
for your help. Everyone’s participation will be so
helpful to this project and for the feedback your church
will receive back from this study.
Abundant shalom to you and your family,

Pastor Mike Pearson
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APPENDIX E

RANDOM SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
WAYS THE CH URCH CAN HELP
1. The Senio r Pastor plays a k ey role in th is research by putt ing his or her we ight of
support be hind this project and asking for part icipation from the congregat ion.
- Anno unce the project and his or her supp ort from the pulpit one week prior
to mailout and during the two-week return deadl ine.
- Write a cover letter to be inc luded with the questionnaire ask ing thei r
partic ipation in this short instrument to help complete this doctoral
dissertation.
2. The Church Sec retary/Administrator ’s help is key as we ll in the fol lowing
areas:
a. provide a 1 2% random select ion of mem bership partic ipants in the
following manner:
- Establish the total membership number of yo ur church an d provide that
number to the researcher;
- Write the numbers 1 through 8 on separate pieces of paper;
- Randomly, select one of those seven nu mbers, (e.g., you dr aw out a 5)
- Go dow n the me mbership list and beg in with the 8 th person/h ousehold
on that list, ( e.g., most l ikely the person’s last name wil l begin with an
“A”)
- Beginning with that person, select ever y eighth person/household until
you reach the en d of the membership list. This will create the random
select ion.
This soun ds a little quirky, but it does establish a random sa mple. For
example, a 1 2% sample of a church of 6 00 would equal 72. By choosing
every 8th person, the sam pling would equal 75 people in that random
sampling.

- Prov ide researcher with a list of those name s and ad dresses. If possible, it
would be helpful if this information could be pre -formatted for labels. If
that is not easi ly accomplished, please don’t feel obl igated to put the
extra time in. I realize the wor kload that churches already place on
church secretaries and administrators, and I do not want to ad d any
additional stress.
b. Include the fol lowing annou nceme nt in the church
bullet in/newsletter/website one week pr ior to mai lout and d uring the twoweek return deadl ine.
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APPENDIX F

PRE-SURVEY ANNOUNCEMENT INFORMATION
BULLETIN OR NEWSLE TTER INFORMA TION
Giving Us Your Opinion
Our church has bee n selected as one of severa l churches that have show n success in
reaching people for Christ and for its church growth. We have been asked to partic ipate
in a resea rch project that wi ll help other churches u ndersta nd what it means to create
cooperative energy in churches with mult iple worship ser vices or congre gations. A
random sam ple from our mem bership has been selected, and th ose perso ns will be
receiving a Church Sy nergy Assessme nt Tool by mai l. This survey should take no more
than ap proximately 10 m inutes. If you are selected, w e hope yo u will cooperate by fi lling
out the information an d retur ning it on or before the deadline date. Your part icipation wi ll
provide va luable information to our ch urch leadership as we ll as be a s imple m inistry in
helping b less other congregat ions.
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APPENDIX G
CHURCH SYNER GY ASSESSMENT REPORT

*

CHURCH
SYNERGY
ASSESSMEN T REPORT

Church Name
City, State

*

Adapted and edited from Partnership Self-Assessment Report
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Overview of Rep ort
For the sake of this report, a “congregation” is defined as any separate worshipping
group of peo ple within St Ma rk who meet at di fferent t imes in the same fac ility, or in
separate worship areas at the same time. These congre gations are those who w ork
together to achieve the church’s overal l v ision and to fulf ill its commo n mi ssion.
This Church Synergy Assessment Report has four main sections. First, this report
begins by loo king at the response rate of the random sample selected from your church.
This percentage helps establish a reasonable degree of confidence in the information of
this report.
Second, this report looks at the respondent ’s impression of synergy in your
church. These questions get at a genera l sense of how the congregat ion feels concerning
the one ness an d effe ctiveness of the church as a whole.
The report continues by presenting your church ’s strengths and weaknesses in the
following areas known to be related to organizat ional synergy:
(1) The effect iveness of your church ’s ability to create comm unity;
(2) The effe ctiveness of your church ’s leadership;
(3) The effect iveness of your church ’s communication; and
(4) The effectiveness of your church’s ability to comprehend, focus, and strive for a
comm on vision.
The report then present s and interprets your church ’s synergy score . This score is
a key indicator of how well your church ’s cooperative process is working. It tells you
how well the process is combining your church ’s knowledge, spiritual gifts, and multiple
resources so that each worshipping congregation can accomplish more together than they
can on their own. This info rmation can help your church identify what it is doing well
and what it needs to focu s on to improve the success of its cooperative process.
Next, the report presents your church’s views about their own particip ation
within in the partnership of a church with multiple congregati ons. It describes their
views about the decision -mak ing process in the church, the benefits and drawbacks they
are exper ienc ing as a result of part icipating in the church, and their overall satisfaction
with the church. Acting on this information can help your church in affirming or
becoming more successful in utilizing the broad array of diversity that exist within your
church.
The report concludes by discussing how your church can use the information in
this assessment report to celebrate, encourage, and/or take corrective action.
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1. YOUR CHURC H’S RES PONSE RATE:
KEYS TO INTERPRETING THIS REPO RT
The informat ion in this report is based on data that members of your church provided
when they filled out the Church Synergy Assess ment Tool. Most of the question s in the
questionnaire focus on how members view your church as a whole. The other question s
in the question naire focus on how partic ipants view speci fic areas in your church that are
deemed crucial to cr eating and mai ntaining church -wide synergy.
The findings in this report are relevant only to the d egree that the randomly selected
members in your church were familiar enough with the church to complete the
questionnaire and actual ly did so.
In your church :

00 _ people were asked to complete the questi onn aire, which
___
rep resented a 12% rand om sampling of y our chu rch.
00 __ people com pleted the que stion nai re within the one mo nth time
___
frame.

You r ch urc h’s resp onse rate is the refo re ____ % 00

Obviously, the higher your church ’s response rate, the more confidence you can have in
the findings in this r epo rt.

2. YOUR CHURC H’S PERCEPTION OF
SYNERG Y SCO RE (PSS): AN IMPO RTANT
INDICATOR OF T HE SUCCES S OF YO UR
COOPERATIVE P ROCESS
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The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool looks for the success of a church ’s
cooperative pro cess by measuring its level of synergy. Synergy reflects the extent to
which a church with multiple congregati ons can do more together than any of its
individual congregation ’s succe sses added together. Put another way, your church’s
level of synergy indicates the extent to which your church, as a whole, is greate r than the
sum of its individual congr egations.
A church ’s cooperative effort helps achie ve high levels of synergy by combining
the different kinds of knowledge, spiritual gifts, and human resources of its
membership. It is this combination of gifts and cooperation that enables your diverse
members hip and worshipping comm unities to acco mplish more than each of them can
achieve on their own. When your church achieves high levels of synergy, it b ecomes
stronger in two ways.
1) Your church is able to come up with new and better ways of thinking about
ministry, pro blems, and solutions . By combining your diverse types of knowledge,
gifts, back ground, and exp erience, your membership creates a synergistic community that
is able to:
a) Break new ground, challeng e the “ accepted wisdom ”, and discover innov ative
solutions to ministry chall enges;
b) See the “big picture ” of your vision coming to fruition as your ministry relates to
each other and to t he sin problems y our churc h is trying to a ddress;
c) Understand your local environment and determine which strateg ies are most likely
to work in that environment.
2) Your church is able to take actions that go beyond what any single congregation
could do alone . By combining the ir diversity of knowl edge, gifts, and resources, this
synergistic partne rship is ab le to:
a) Give focus to a ministry opport unity or problem from multiple vantage points
simultaneously;
b) Carry out comprehe nsive intercessions that connect mu ltiple ministr ies and
resources;
c) Coor dinate ministry in the commu nity (i.e., fill gaps in commu nity services,
improve outreach, and/or provide ministry more effect ively or ec onomical ly).
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When a church of multiple congregat ions is not achiev ing high levels of sy nergy, it
is not realizing the full benefit of the resources God has provided them to strengthe n
thinking , action, and relations with the broader community. In fact, such a partnership
doesn ’t have much of an advantage over what individual people or org anizat ions can do
by themselves.
In the Church Synergy Assess ment Tool, your respondent ’s impression of synergy
is measured by a set of 8 questions. Your church ’s PSS is the average of all of your
respon dents’ answers to all 8 of these questions. It reflects the extent to which the
participants felt they wer e accomplishing more together than they would on their
own.

You r ch urc h’s ISS i s _____.
0.00
Scores from 1.0–2.9 are in the Low Synergy Zone, which means that this area needs a
lot of improvement. Scores from 3.0–4.0 are in the Modera te Synergy Zone, which
means that more effort is needed in this area to maximi ze the congre gation ’s
cooperative potential. Scores from 4.1–5.0 are in the High Synergy Zone, which means
that the par tnership currently excels in this area and needs to focus attention on
maintaining its high score.

The table on the next page shows how your church scored on each of the 8
question s that make up the PSS scale . This table reflects the pa rticular ways that the
congregations in your church feel they are doing more together than they can on
their own . The 8 questions are ordered according to their average scores, start ing with
the attribute that got the h ighest ave rage score and en ding with the one that got the lowest
average score .
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P E R C E P T IO N O F SY N E R G Y
How well , by working together, are t he congregations
in your church are able t o:
Identif y new and creative ways to solve church problems or issues. (ldrsh p)

Church
Average

Include the views a nd interests of people i n the entire c hurch. ( cmmn c)

0.00
0.00

Clearly feel like on e church rather t han two or more separate con gregations. ( cmmt y)

0.00

Collectively pursue the common vision of our church. (vsn)

0.00

Respond quickl y to the n eeds and problems of the communit y. (ldrshp)

0.00

Meet the social an d spiritual nee ds of our church as a whole. (cmmt y)

0.00

Communicate our ministries, goals, and successes in a w ay that creat es excitement and
momentum for o ur entire church. ( cmmn c)

0.00

Fully understan d the meaning and purpose of our vision and mission as a church. ( vsn)

0.00

Because this Church Synergy Assessment Tool gives your church a way to measure
synergy, you can now document this information that was previously invisible. To
celebrate and/or improve the level of synergy your church is experiencing, discuss what
synergy means with your church leadership, paying particular attention to the attributes
of synergy in which your church is weakest. The rest of this report is a more detailed
extrapolation from which you an d your leadership can further discuss and f ocus.

3. YOUR CHURC H’S STRENGT HS AN D
WEAKNESSES IN AREAS KN OWN TO BE
RELATED TO SYNERGY
An in depth literature review and study of secular church organizations has
identified four factors that are related to a church ’s ability to achie ve high levels of
synergy:

(1) The effect iveness of your church ’s ability to create community;
(2) The effe ctiveness of your church ’s leadership;
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(3) The effect iveness of your church ’s communication; and
(4) The effect iveness of your church’s ability to comprehen d, focus, and strive for
a common vision.
The Church Synergy Assess ment Tool measured your church ’s strengths and
weaknesses in these areas. With this information, your church can rea dily identify what it
is doing well and what it needs to focus on to improve the success of its cooperative
process.

T H E E F F E C T I V E N E S S O F Y O U R C H UR C H ’ S
A B I L I T Y T O C R E AT E C O M M UN I T Y
The Ho ly Scripture places a heavy emphasis on the importa nce of community and
solidarity within the church. Churches that are effective in creating a true sense of
community involve a sense of belonging and acceptance, regardless of the size or
structural dynamics of the church.
In the Church Synergy Assessme nt Tool, the effectiveness of a church ’s ability to
create comm unity is measured by a set of 8 questions. Your church’s score for overall
community is the average of all of your respondents’ answers to all of these questions.

You r ch urc h’s sc ore fo r creating c ommu nity i s _____.
0.00
Scores from 1.0–2.9 are in the Low Synergy Zone, which means that this area needs a lot
of improvement. Scores from 3.0–4.0 are in the Moderate Synergy Zone, which means
that more effort is needed in this area to maximize the congreg ation ’s cooperative
potential. Scores from 4.1–5.0 are in the High Synergy Zone, which means that the
partnership currently excels in this area and needs to focus attention on mai ntaining its
high score.
The table below shows how your church scored on each of the 8 que s tions that
indicate the ability to create communit y. This table prov ides you with more detailed
information than the overall score. The 8 questions are ordered according to their average
scores, starting with the attribute that got the highest average score and en ding with the
one that got the lowest average score.
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CRE ATIN G CO M M UNI TY
Attributes Of Comm unity:

Church
Average

I know at least te n people b y name w ho attend other congre gations in our church.

0.00

I go out of my w ay to know people w ho attend other congreg ations in our church.

0.00

I am activel y involve d in one or more of our church ministries with people who

attend other con greg ations than I.

0.00

Our church seems less unified as a single church and more like two or more
separate churche s. (high n umbers here mean dis agre ement wit h this statement.)

0.00

I occasionall y atten d other congreg ations in our church just to show my support to
the larger church.
A significant numb er of people from all our congreg ations meet together for some
form of fell owship, group stud y, or convers ation.

0.00
0.00

Our church provides intentional ways for people from all co ngregations to meet
one another.

0.00

I am not very satisfied with the way our congregation works together. (high

numbers here mean dis agre ement wit h this statemen t.)

0.00

Look at these results careful ly. They identify the pa rticular strength s and
weaknesses of your church ’s ability to create meaningful commu nity with one another.
Churche s that achieve an average comm unity score in the upper 4 range from these 8
attributes have the kind of comm unity atmosphere that promotes the highest level of
synergy.
Be sure to ce lebrate your church ’s strengths in this area. Identify the people in your
congregations who are providing the attributes of leadership that received high scores.
Recognize these pa rticipants for their important contrib utions to the church and
encourage them to train other members in these ski lls so that the church ’s leadership will
be sustained be yond the te nure of any particular individua l.
To improve the effect iveness of your church’s community, discuss the findings in
the table with the other members of your church. See if any of them have or know
som eone who has leadership skills that the church is either under -utilizing or lacking in
this area. Use the information in the table to recruit new people from the church body
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who can provide needed kinds of leadersh ip in bui lding greater commu nity. When y ou do
so, look for people who are boundary -spanners —people with different backgrounds and
experiences who understand and bring different perspe ctives to your leade rship and can
bridge diverse cu ltures.

T H E E F F E C T I V E N E S S O F Y O U R C H UR C H ’ S
L E AD E R S H I P
A broad reading of leadership studies show that leadersh ip is one of the most
important factors related to church synergy. Churches that are effective in creat ing a
cooperative atmosp here involve a number of people in both formal and informal
capacit ies of leadership. Together , these leaders help a church of multiple congre gations
make the most of cooperation by playing the following roles:
The leadership inspire s and motivates the people involved in each
congregation by commu nicating what the congregat ions can accomplish
together and how their joint ministry can benefit not only the community, but
also each of them indiv idually.
The leadership runs a collaborat ive process that allows key leaders from each
congregation to talk to, learn from, and work with each other . To make this
happen, leaders create an environment where differences of opi nion can be
voiced, thus, successfully managing , rather than avoiding, confl ict among
congregations.

The leadership helps congregations do more together than they can on their
own by stimulating them to be creative and look at things differently, by relating
and synthesi zing their different ideas, and by finding effect ive ways to combine
their complementary skills and resources.
In the Church Synergy Assessme nt Tool, the effectiveness of a church ’s leadership
is measured by a set of 7 question s. Your church’s score for leadership effectiveness is
the averag e of a ll of your respon dent ’s answers to all of these questions.
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You r ch urc h’s sc ore fo r lea der ship effectiv eness is _____.
0.00
Scores from 1.0–2.9 are in the Low Synergy Zone, which means that this area needs a
lot of improvement. Scores from 3.0–4.0 are in the Moderate Synergy Zone, which
means that more effort is needed in this area to maximize the congregat ion ’s
cooperative potential. Scores from 4.1–5.0 are in the High Synergy Zone, which means
that the par tnership currently excels in this area and needs to focus attention on
maintaining its high score.

The table on the next page shows how your church scored on each of the 7
question s that make up the leadership effectivene ss scale . This table prov ides you
with more detailed information than the overall score. The 7 questions (each representing
an attribute of effective leadership) are ordered accor ding to their average scores, starting
with the attribute that got the highest average score and en ding with the one that got the
lowest ave rage score.

LE AD ER SH IP E FF EC TI VE NE SS
Leadership Attributes:

Church
Average

Takes responsibilit y for uniting the separate congre gations in the overall ministry of
this church.

0.00

Fails to inspire and motivate people to serve as one church over serving as separate
congregations. (high n umbers here mean d isagre ement wit h this st atement.)

0.00

Creates ex citement around the vision a nd mission of the c hurch.

0.00

Has not helped me fit in and feel like a part of the church as a whole. (high numbers
here mean dis agre ement wit h this statemen t.)

0.00

Is authentic, w orks togeth er, and provides good exam ples to fo llow.

0.00

Represe nts the diverse group of people a nd life e xperiences of this church .

0.00

Is highly effectiv e at coac hing, developin g, and disciplin g me as a Christian and
servant of Christ.

0.00
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Look at these results careful ly. They identi fy the pa rticular strengths and
weaknesses of your church’s leadership. Churches that achieve an average leadership
score in the upper 4 range from these 7 attributes have the kind of leadership that
promotes the highest lev el of synergy.
Because of the spiritual nature of the Church, the attributes of leadership on this
scale are very different from the kind of leadership that most people have experienced or
have been trained to provide. Therefore, be sure to celebrate your church ’s strengths in
this area. Identify the people in your congregations who are providing the attributes of
leadership that received high scores. Reco gnize these participants for their important
contributions to the church – both staff and volunteer – and encourage them to train other
members in these skills so that the church ’s leadership will be su stained beyond the
tenure of any particular individual.
To improve the effectiveness of your church’s leadership, discuss the findings in
the table with the other members of your church. See if any of them have or know
som eone wh o has leadership ski lls that the church is e ither under -utilizing or lacking. Use
the information in the table to recruit new people from the church body who can provide
needed kinds of leadership. Look for people who are boundary -spanners —people with
different backgrounds and experiences who unde rstand and bring different perspe ctives
to your leadership and can bridge d iverse cultures.

T H E E F F E C T I V E N E S S O F Y O U R C H UR C H ’ S
C O M M U N I C AT I O N
Communication is the “glue” that makes it possible for mult iple congregat ions to
combine their knowledge, skills, and resources. Two or more congregat ions within a
single church need a certain degree of communication to achieve high levels of
synergy. Churches that maximize synergy, and are thus able to make the most of their
comm unication, effect ively carry out the following kinds of administrat ion and ministry
activ ities:
Facilitate timely communica tion by that keeping the membership up to date on
activ ities and ministry oppo rtunities.
Provide the church w ith analytic support by preparing documents that inform the
membership to best help them make timely decisions for themselves.
Provide orienta tion to new members as they j oin the church.
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In the Chu rch Synergy Assess ment Tool, the ability of the church to effect ively
comm unicate is measured by a set of 6 question s. Your church ’s overall score for its
effect iveness to co mmunicate is the average of all of your respondent s’ answers to all of
these que stions.

You r ch urc h’s sc ore fo r com munic ating e ffectively is _____.
0.00
Scores from 1.0–2.9 are in the Low Synergy Zone, which means that this area needs a
lot of improvement. Scores from 3.0–4.0 are in the Moderate Synergy Zone, which
means that more effort is needed in this area to maximize the congregat ion ’s
cooperative potential. Scores from 4.1–5.0 are in the High Synergy Zone, which means
that the par tnership currently excels in this area and needs to focus attention on
maintaining its high score.
The table below shows how your church scored on each of the 6 que s tions that
make up the communica tion scale . This table prov ides you with more detailed
information than the overall score. The 6 questions are ordered according to their average
scores, starting with the activity that got the highest average score and ending with the
one that got the lowest average score.

CO M M UNIC ATIO N EF FEC TI VENE S S
Comm unication Attributes:
I am well informed of church activities and ministr y opportunities t hrough the newsletter,
announceme nts, and/or website.
Helps me know a nd understan d the financial, ministr y, and membership st atus of o ur
church.
Prepares a nd distributes important information in a timel y manner.

Church
Average
0.00
0.00
0.00

Could do better at makin g me aware of how th e other congr egations in our church ar e
helpin g reach goals a nd fulfilling our visi on . (high n umbers here mean disagre ement wit h
this sta tement.)

0.00

Frequently r ecognize s, appreciates, a nd celebr ates the small win ds and significant
successes throughout the church.

0.00

Rarel y mentions our vision from the pulpit or includes it in a conne ction to the pa stor’s
sermons.

0.00
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Look careful ly at these results. They identify the pa rticular strengths and
weaknesses of your church’s ability to effectively commu nicate uniformly among
congregat ions. Churches that achieve an average commu nication score in the upper 4
range from these 6 attributes have the kind of commu nication skills that promote the
highest l evels of sy nergy.
To improve the effect iveness of your church ’s communication skills, discuss the
findings in the table with your leadership. See if any of them have, or know some one wh o
has, communication skills that the church is either under -utilizing or lacking. Use the
information in the table to explore better use of your staff and volunteers who can
contribute to, and strengthe n, the church ’s ability to achieve greate r synergy through
comm unication.

T H E E F F E C T I V E N E S S O F Y O U R C H UR C H ’ S
A B I L I T Y T O C O M P R E H E N D , F O C U S , AN D S T R I VE
FOR A CO MM ON VIS ION .
Vision and common goals are consistent factors in creat ing a synergist ic link
between diverse groups if the vision and goals are compell ing and representative enough
to inspire those involved. V ision b ecomes a vital compo nent that connects the total
church toward a greater ministry than the sum of each congreg ation on its own. Synergy
is establ ished as vision pictures what the future should look like, aligning people with
that vis ion, and inspir ing them to make that v ision happe n despite the obst acles. Churches
that maximize synergy, and are thus able to make the most of their vision, effect ively
carry out the follow ing kinds of administration and ministry acti v ities:
Communicate vision as an inspirational compo nent to draw and does not push
toward a comm o n goal.
Live out the vision through exemplary leadersh ip as a means to motivate all
person s involved to move forward in the same dire ction.
Offer consistent testimony to the succes s of this vision as the common goal with
which every member can be aligne d and to which every member can be
accountable.
In the Church Synergy Assessme nt Tool, the effectiveness of a church ’s ability to
compre hend, focus, and strive for a commo n vision is measured by a set of 6 questions.
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Your church’s score for leadership ef fectiveness is the ave rage of all of your responde nt’s
answers to al l of these que stions.

You r ch urc h’s sc ore fo r effectiveness in visi on i s _____.
0.00
Scores from 1.0–2.9 are in the Low Synergy Zone, which means that this area needs a
lot of improvement. Scores from 3.0–4.0 are in the Moderate Synergy Zone, which
means that more effort is needed in this area to maximize the congregat ion ’s
cooperative potential. Scores from 4.1–5.0 are in the High Synergy Zone, which means
that the par tnership currently excels in this area and needs to focus attention on
maintaining its high score.

The table below shows how your church scored on each of the 6 que s tions that
make up the scale of effective vision casting . This table provides you with more
detailed informatio n than the overal l score. The 6 questions are ordered a ccording to their
average scores, start ing with the activity that got the highest average score and ending
with the one that got the lowest average score.

EFFECTIVEN ESS IN VISION
Visio n Attribute s:
Our church has a positive outlo ok toward policy and program changes as it s eeks to fulfil l
our vision and mission.
Our church has great worshi p atten dance, but lacks a n overall p assion an d commi tment to
our vision.

Church
Average
0.00

0.00

Our church sometimes lea ns toward mai ntainin g the status quo. (high numbers here mean
disagre ement wit h this st atement.)

0.00

Our church has a strong and clear picture of our preferred future.

0.00

Our church Can be inconsistent at times in sticki ng to our goals in fulf illing our v ision.

0.00

Our church helps us memorize a nd routinel y state our church ’s vision statement.

0.00
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Look careful ly at these results. They identify the pa rticular strengths and
weaknesses of your church’s ability to adequately communicate and inspire its
members hip toward a common vision. Churche s that achieve an average vision score in
the 4 range from these 6 vision attributes have the kind of inspiring vision to promote the
highest l evels of sy nergy.
To improve the effect iveness of your church’s ability to comprehe nd, focus, and
strive for a commo n vision, discuss the findings in the tab le with your leadership. Discuss
which areas or metho ds of communicating your vision that is to be celebrated, or which
areas or methods are either being u nder-utilized or lacking. Use the informat ion in the
table to explore better use of your staff and volunteers who can contribute to, and
strengthen, the church’s ability to achie ve greate r synergy through vis ion.

4. CONCLUSI ON:
HO W TO USE THE INFO RM ATION IN
THIS AS SESSMENT REPO RT
The information in this report gives you a snapshot of your church ’s level of
synergy—a picture of how your church is functioning together at this point in time. The
findings a re most meaningful if everyone who is fami liar with the way your church works
was asked to complete the question naire and did so honestly. As the text in each section
of this report indicates, there are many ways your church can act on these results, both to
sustain what it is doing well and to address its weaknes ses. Used repeatedly over time,
the Church Synergy Assessment Report gives your church a way to track the impact of its
efforts to improve the cooperative pro cess.
Think about this assessment report as a starting point for discu ssion and
corrective action . It prov ides the leadership of your church a framework for talking
about the cooperative process and with objective, quantitativ e data to anchor and
stimulate their co nversat ion. Also, be sure to keep a copy of this report . If you so
choose to do a follow up survey, you will need to compare the results of future
assessments.
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W HAT DOES THE DATA IN THIS REPO RT
TELL YO U?
Your church ’s level of synergy indicates how well the cooperative process is
enabling the congr egations of your church to do more togeth er than they can on their
own. In other words, it tells the people involved in your church how much of an
advantage they are getting from everyone ’s cooper ation. The detailed synergy scores
indicate the part icular ways that your church ’s cooperative proces s is, and is not,
strengthening its part icipant ’s thinking , actions, and relations with the broader vision and
mission of the church, as well as the direct impact this will have on your community.
These scores describe the value your church has already gotten from its cooperation and
indicate the additional value it can work to achie ve.
The other data in this report provide your church with a road map to realize the full
potential of cooperation. The overa ll and detai led scores in each of four areas related to
synergy—community, leadership, communicati on, and c ommon vision —indicate how
well your church is doing at the current time and what it needs to strengthen to make the
cooperative process work better.

HO W CAN YO UR C HURC H BENEFIT
FRO M THIS INF O RMATION ?
A suggested first step is for the pastor(s), staff, and lay leadership to talk about the
findings . Your overall scores indicate that your church synergy is functioning on the
upper end of the 3 range, which is to be celebrated, but keeping in mind also that there is
room for improveme nt, pa rticularly in the area of Vision Casting and Community .
Keep in mind that the data in this report is based on the “perception” of your
members hip, thus your church leadership needs the ideas and talents of your mem bersh ip
to understan d how its cooperative process is work ing and to make the pro cess work
better.
What can y ou do in the course of these discus sions?
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Bring the data alive by telling storie s about your church. Illustrate the scores in this
report with vivid examples of things that have and have not gone well in your church.
Celebr ate the su ccesses your church has achieved and use the data in this report (along
with your vivid examples) to communicate these otherwise invisible accomplishments to
your me mbership and co nstituents.
Further, use the results to identify and acknowledge the contributions of people
in your church (e.g., those who have valuable leadership or ministry skills or are
contributing other valuable resources). Use this as a kick off to yearly leadersh ip or
ministry tra ining week ends, seminars, or classes.

See if current members or constituents have untapped knowledge, skills, or resource s
that they wo uld like to contribute and that co uld further the work of your church.
Consider bring ing pe rso ns who currently play a more periphera l role in your church into
the “inner core.” Use info rmation in the report to identify new kinds of partic ipants that
your ch urch need s and, therefore, sho uld r ecruit, new staff you should hire, and/or new
sources of f unding you s hould explore. Broaden involvement in the le adership and
management of your church.
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